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"A Picture Painted in Sound"
by Elaine Plrtmmer and Jean Stork
See Page 15
1
\Teachers!-
Parents!-
¥es!-
YOUR CHILD
leam to
an 1'1otV 0
C AN -PLAY the PI
Quickly!
Write for
this Book!
As you may be aware, the Story & Clark Piano
Company has for many years pioneered the
. "piano and lessons for every child" idea.
The booklet above is one example of the many
. h done Publishedoutstanding thtnqs we ave .
b St & Clark as a contribution to they ory it
d t h rs of America 1children, parents an eae e . '
tells the wonderful facts about modern plano
I It has been widely endorsed by lead-essons.
ing teachers, musicians and educators.
We would like very much to send yo~ a
I f this booklet without cost or obliga-sampe 0 . .
tion-and, to send you extra copies for distri-
bution to parents, etc., as you see fit.
This book is not an "advertisement". It only
bately mentions our name. We feel very sure
that if it is helpful to the cause of music itself,
we will be amply '~epaid.
••••••••Story & Clark Piano Company
28 East Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 4, Illinois
Gentlemen:
Without cost or obligation please send me a sample cO~Y of
" . Y Child "If I then wish further free copies. IYes, our I . .
will let you know.
••••
STORY Be CLARK
PIANO COMPANY
28 East Jackson Blvd .. Chicago
Instruments of Quality-By One Fami/y-
For Nearly)OO YearsName --c-
Street. _
City· ~. Zone_~State' _
THE PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN Of MUSiC EDUCATION
• Tested Lesson Plans
• Teacher Workshops
• Pre-Instrumental Program
.. foreign M~sic Seminars
• Correlated Theory Program
• Superior Teaching Materials
• Institutional Affiliation
• Teacher Placement Service
TEACHER AFFILIATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes are invited to inquire about
Appointment and Teaching Authorization.
No fee for appointment
A copy of the handsome brochure,
"The Career Private Piano Teacher", will be
sent without obligation to any active teacher.
ProgreSSiveSeries Teachers are located in every state
and 14 foreign countries.
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I HAD A PROBLEM
The Progressive Series Plan
solved it!
"When I look back and think about the time and effort
I lost trying to correlate my music materials,
I am astounded!
"Before my appointment as a Progressive Series
.teacher, I spent many hours in a frustrating search
for quality music material that would help my
students' progress. Finally it became such a task that
I decided to write Progressive Series asking the
details of their plan. This was a turning point.
selecting materials was no longer a problem.
«Now, as a Progressive Series teacher, I have a plan
to offer my students ... a plan created by 54 noted
musicians. Such subjects as Ear Training, Theory,
Keyboard Harmony and many. others, all carefully
correlated to the piano, are available to me ...
motivating and improving my students' performance,
r can prepare my students early to meet entrance
requirements of many firie music schools and colleges.
"Perhaps you, too, may qualify for the Progressive
Series Plan of Music Education and find the answer
to many of your problems ... simply fill out the
coupon below for further details. Remember.
there is no fee for appointment."
PROGRESSIVE' SERIES PLAN
Dept. 96 P. O. Box 233, CIClyton,St. louis S, Mo.
I am a career private piano teacher with an active class.
Please send me a copy of "The Career Private Piano Teacher".
Name ...
Average Number
Address... of Pupil,
City Zone State .
1----.....'\1
WILLIS-
2 Outstanding
New
Music Books
FOR MUSIC
APPRECIA liON
Music From
Across the Seas
By Ralph G. Miller and Mart~(l
Pearman. This book presented In
the form of a "Music Travelogue"
acts cs 0 passport that opens the
entrancing growth of music from
primitive times to the present era.
Written in on easy-reading style-
replete with refe~ences of "easy to
obtain" recordings and an index of
Visual Aid Films" this book fits
readily into any musical program
from grade 6 through secondary-
school level.
1.50
A LIBRARY OF RECREATION
PIECES IN ONE BOOK
World Famous
Melodies
48 Easy-ta-Play Arrangements by
John Thompson. Ploy these simply
arranged pieces for your moments
of musical recreation end leisure.
Each number arranged so as to
preserve the characteristics of the
original and at the same time to
"ease" the technical difficulties.
80 Cents
Send for Our Complete Catalog
TheWILLIS MUSIC Co.
124 East Fourth Street
CiNCINNATI 1, OHIO
September 1956
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Dyne-tension Everett, known for years as "the small piano with
tone beauty of a grand"... now has the tone freedom of a grand!
2 etude-september 1956_____ ~ ........ '-r _
Why is it a concert artist always plays
with the grand piano top in open posi-
tion? For added volume, yes. But more
important-for lone freedom. Today's
Everett "49" offers you the same tone
freedom of a grand.
The source of spinet Loneis the sounding
board at the back of the piano. BULsince
most spinets are placed close to the wall,
sound is deflected, affecting both volume
and tone quality. Not so with the new
Everett. There's another lone outfet that
projects the sound in the direction of per-
former and audience. A grille that extends
across the entire length of the piano at
ear level. A grille that blends in color
and texture with' the rest of the piano.
A grille that projects the sound like the
open top of a grand piano! The singing
quality of each sustained tone, the rc-
sounding splendor of fortissimo passages,
and the complete absence of distortion
at all volume levels undeniably puts this
special Everett in a class by itself.
Detrected tone.
Projected tone
tor~ard
sound
Scnll today for free lile.r~I.~ue on I.he.newest "For~ard Sound" Everett pianos. Everett Pi.ano Company,
DnJl.'ilOn of .~eruJan Corporal.ion, S.,ul.h Haven. 3. Michigan.
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For a beautiful beginning in
music study, there is much
wisdom in starting the
student on a fine piano. Easy
action and fine tone, plus
smart styling, help sustain
the beginner's interest il1
music, thereby making the
training period one of real
delight and pleasure.
But (0 be sure, start him on
a Kimball. Superb to ne,
smart styling, parented di.
reet blow key and action,
newest scale designs, plus
dependability famous for
nearly tOO years ... all con-
tribute co make the student's
early training a happy one.
And remember, the Kimball .
WIll always complement the
student's talent, no matter
how great it may become.
KIMBALL
PIANOS
Keyboord 01 the Notion
CHICAGO 4
4
II" NIt.:OLAS SLONIIUSKY
r7'OR HARD LUCK, few musi-0'- oians could match the ex pen-
f th New York composer:ence a e fi
Albert Mildenberg. In 1909 h~ n-
ished his opera "Michel Angelo a~ld
approached Gatti-Casana, the om~llp-
otent manager of the Metropohtan
Opera House for a possible ,Perform-
ance. Gatti-Casazza gave Mildenberg
eight different appointments:. but
failed to keep any of them. Finally.
Mildenberg elicited a definite pro.m-
ise for an appointment in Milan With
Toscanini and Catti . Casazza. He
sailed in the summer of 1909 on the
S.S. Slavonia, with the orchestral
score of his opera and a full set of
orchestral parts in his steamship
trunk. Near the Azores, a tempest
forced the skipper to seek refuge, and
the ship was wrecked on the rocks. No
lives were lost, but all baggage went
down to the bottom of the sea. Mil-
den berg described the disaster with
philosophical resignation: "I imagine
that the firsthearing of my opera will
be underwater, and Davy Jones and
hjs piscatorial orchestra will regale
themselves with the beauties of Illy
music. It has taken me four years to
write this work and for the last liine
months I have been waiting for a
hearing at the Met. I don't need Gatti-
Casazza and Toscanini now. for ]
have not the strength Ilor the courage
to rewrite the work. What's the use?"
In 1910 Mildenberg submitted a
new opera entitled "Rafaello," for a
$10,000 prize offered by the Metro-
politan Opera. The winning work was
"Mona" by Horatio Parker. The un.
successful composers got their manu-
scripts back-all except Mildenberg.
His elaborate libretto book in four
languages, the piano score and 28
pages of the orchestral score could
not be found_ A search on the prem-
ises of the Metropolitan failed to dis.
cover the missing music. Mildenberg
admitted that he had little hope of
winning the prize. but he wallt~d to
be sure that the jury consisting 01
A If red Hertz. Waller Damrosch.
Chadwick and Loeffler had at least
examined the core before it \..as lost.
But th member of the jury could
not rem rnbcr fleeing the ore, Out·
raged at this mi ad\'~nlure. M~den.
berg instituted a SUit for 2;).000
against the Metropolitan Opera, but
ev nrually scuicd for 750. He died.
a disal pointed mnn. in lCJ13. at the
ageoffrt).
Ern rn erich J~(lI"l(III. the creator
of many popular 01 creuas, believed
that leap-y ears \\('[(' luck) for him.
II is debut as compos cr look placeon
1,,1'-) car la. February 29. 1'X».
when his S) mphoni . 1'0 III .. etume.
lie" "a. play ed Il) the Budapest Phil-
harmonic. ll is gr atest peretta sue-
cesses a lieu rred in 1 ap ~ears. Like
man) sup rsriiiou people, Kalman
regarde I No. 13 as unlucky. Th,
Vienna pr du ti n f hi~ most s~c·
ccssful opcr tla "The zardas Prm·
cess'· was chedule<J for! o\'emw 13.
]915. As the au 1i n e began 10gather.
word allle lhal the t nor \\ho sang
the leading parI wa in bed l\·ith
lar) ngitis. The premiere wa5 called
off. but Kalman ",as glad: he knell
that he could not succeed on the 13th
of the ll\Onth. I n four <lays. the le~d.
ing singer was well again. and dunng
those four dOH: the libreui5t added
Ollle of th m~st effective stage bU5i·
ness for the third act. The po'iponed
premiere was a tremendous sucee5S·
After Hossi,,; Slopped wrilin~~
eras_ he amu_ d himself b'. ~n~mj
numerous piano piec~\\ ilh \\hlnl51C
titles. One of them is entitled"Chlor~
form:' He explained that he l\rote It
speciall) to bore his lislener5 into
unconsciousn '".
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tague, Joseph Doyle, Rosina Gore, Co-
rinne Swe ll, George Britton, Edmund
Coldyn, Harold Parker, Audrey Book.
span and Joyce Lundy. Mr. Levine is
also musical director of the Ballet Thea-
tre of New York City,
The National Guild of Piano
Teachers has awarded $40,000 worth of
prizes to winning piano students in its
annual contest, which attracted nearly
50,000 participants throughout the
country this year. Daniel Pollack, a
pupil of Rosina Lhevinne, won $750
for placing first in one event and 8350
for tying for first in another. Many
Gian-Carlo i\'1cnolti's new madrigal-
opera "The Unicorn, the Gorgon and
the Manticore" will be presented at a
festival in the Library of Congress on
October 19, 20 and 21. Sponsored by
the Coolidge Foundation, the festival
will also include specially commissioned
works by Bergsma. Mennin, Cinastera,
Cowell and Dalla piccola ..
The Moravian Music Foundation,
established by the Moravian Church in
America, is making available for re-
search and performance about 7,000
pieces of music from Moravian archives
in Bethlehem. Penna., and Winston.
Salem, N. C. The mu-sic dates from the
18th century.
The Co-Opera company of Philadel-
phia presented in that city on June 4
(and 5) the first local performance of
two one-act operas: Ravel's "L'Enfant
et les Sortileges" and George Antheil's
"The Wish." The latter work was writ-
ten by Antheil on commission of the
Louisville Orchestra, which last year
gave the premiere performance in Louis-
ville. Both operas were produced and
conducted by Joseph Levine, founder
of the Co-Opera Company. The orches-
tra score had been arranged for two
pianos by Mr. Levine who with his
wife Mary, presided at the two instru-
ments. Leading roles in the two works
were sung by Rita Dreytus, Ruth Mac.
New approaches for beginners of all ages
!
Edward J. McGinley~author~-
"A continuous emphasis on mus.ic eading
;:~:s;~Y independent musicianship
'1 C lalsieal repertory carefulI~egrated
H a.many and Ch~ applied fa playing familiar melodies
E xpanded ~I undeesfanding in all areas of perfa,mance-- rf/I .R eW~di"9 for the student
ETUDE, the mUlIie magazine
Published by Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut
Street, Phila .. Pa., Arthur A. Hauser, President,
monthly except Ma)·.June and July-August, when
published bimonthly. Entered as second-class maller
January 16. 1884at the Post Officeal Philadelphia,Pa.,
under the Act of March 3, 1879. C Copyright 1956. by
Theodore Presser Co" U.s.A. and Great Br;ta;n. fn.
ternational copyright secured. All rights resen·ed_
The name "ETUDJ,:" is registered in the U.S.
Patent OffIce. Printed ;n U.S.A.
Editorial correspondence should I.oe addressed
to the Editors. ETUDE, the music magazine. Bryn
Ma"·r. Pa. Manuscripts. photographs, or art shollld
be accompanied by return postage. and ETUDE as.
!Urnes no responsibility for return of unsolicited
manuscripts, photographs. or art.
Advertising corrcl!Ipondence should be ad.
dressed to Sadler and Sangston Associates, 342
Madison Ave .• New York 17, N.Y., or Harry Lytle.
332 So. Mich. Aye., Chicago 4, Ill.
Subscription correspondence should be ad-
dressed to Circulation Manager, ETUDE, Bryn
Mawr. Pa.
Chanl;c of Address: Allow at least 30 days to
haye a change of address take effect. Please send both
old (an address imprint if available) and new address
to rTUDE. the music magazine, Bryn Mawr, Pa. The
Post Office will not forward copies unless you provide
e:o:trapostage. DupliclICe copies cannot be senl.
Subscriplion rilles for U.S.,\, and posses.
sions: J yr., $3.50; 2 yu., $6. Canada and Newfound_
land: 1 yr., $3.75; 2 yrs., $6.50. All other countries:
I yr., S4.50; 2 yr9., 58.
Stimulating for the teacher
~ ip;~;~~---------------
To leom more ~JiOufPIANO I Shawne. Pren, Inc., Dept. 2
SESSIONS ~nCf '0 receive I Delaware Water Gap, Penna.
your Iree reler't.,!ce copy,...01 I Please send me complete information obout PIANO
laole I, mail~uponl I SESSIONS, and a free reference copy of Book 1
-'II ~I NAME _
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
---------------- J
~hill\lnr.r. \f1;1:~~inc.
Delaware Woter Gap, Pennsylvonia
ADDRESS _
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c )tlement Music School in Philadelphia.
died in that city on June 12. ~lr.Gron~
was 76 years old. Born in the Nether.
lands, he came to this country at the
age of 20 and joined the first violin sec.
tion of the Philadelphia Orchestra,
The Boston Symphony will visitthe
Soviet Union between Sept. 5 and 10to
give concerts in Moscow and Leningrad,
Other appearances by the Symphonyon
its European tour will include·Helsinki
and Prague.
Goddard Ltcberson has been named
president of Columbia Records. Mr.
Lieberson, who is also a composer,was
appointed executive vice . president in
1949 and was largely responsible lor
the enlargement of Columbia's reper.
toi re since the advent of LP phonograph
discs.
Atclo Puetsot., Brazilian-horn cellist
has been appointed to the Peabody Cen.
servatory fa ulty, beginning this fall.
f ards will be
The total number a aw d 1001
doubled {or 1956. Two secon ar~ sc 1 to
awards of $500 each were glv~n
Michael Kassler and Donald J enru ,
. H' .. the GermanHans Werner cnzc,
. t a new opera
composer, has WTlten". )
called "Koenig Hirsch (King Stag 6
which will be premiered at the 195
Berlin Festival, Sept. 16-0ct. 2.
dE'lcst GoldGCOl'(TC Rochberg all. II
have b~en selected -?y the ?oci~ty {~r
Publication of America .MusIc for .195d'
Their string quartets wi ll be publIshe .
The Society's next contest closes on
October' 15. Scores should be sen\ to
Richard Korn, 898 Park Avenue, New
York 21.
Huco Weisgall's one-act, one-voice
opera "The Stronger," based on the
Strindberg play, was presented on the
CBS Radio Workshop on June 15. e.o-
lumbia Records has released Mr. Wels-
gall's opera as part of its Modern
American Music Series.
Vladimir Askcnaz.y, 18-year-old Rus-
sian pianist, has won the $3,000 gr~nd
prize in the Queen Elisabeth of Belgium
international piano contest. American
John Browning, 23, was awarded second
prize of $2,000 by an international jury.
Johan Grolle, first music head of the
Curtis Institute and director of the Set-
other awards were distributed.
The Houseof Rcprescn Lat ives passed
a bill in May to grant a Congressional
Charter to the National Music Council.
Action has been pending on similar bills
in the Senate.
$
The Third Annual Liturgical Music
Workshop was held in Boys Town. Ne-
braska, during August. Flor Peeters,
composer and organ teacher at the
Royal Flemish Conservatory, Antwerp,
was the distinguished visitor this year
who taught and presented a workshop
recital. The Reverend Francis Schmitt
is director of music at Boys Town.
George Raudenbush, conductor, died
in San Diego on May 26 at the age of
57. My. Raudenbush, founder of the
Harrisburg (Penna.) and Toledo Sym-
phony Orchestras, made his debut as a
violinist at Aeolian Hall in New York
in 1922. He was assistant concert-master
of the NBC Orchestra under Walter
Damrosch from 1929 to 1934, and con-
ducted the New York Philharmonic-
Symphony in 1937.
Broadcast Musto, Inc. sponsor of the
Student Composer Radio Awards, have
announced that the ten judges had de-
cided to withhold the six major prizes
of $6,500 for 1955 because the entries
were not of sufficient musical worth.
LIST, WITH TAX AND CASE
SEAMLESS NICK-mCide by specig'
Selmer mflthi:ld th!'t ins(}res gbsolute
uniformit)'
NECK maybe set at any angle for com'
fcrteble playing--nQ bridge key from
body to nflck
MlTA( neA socket permits liberal adjust.
ment obove ond betQw A440
Fee's like a
Bb Clarinet \
TIl(' Arucri{'un )mllhol1)'Oreheslra
LCllf.!:UC· h Id its I venth annual con.
vention in Providence, Rhode Island,
.Tun 14..16. A Musicians' Workshop.
consisting of sessions with first-chair
perf I'm 1'8 from the Boston, Phihdel.
phia. Pittsburgh and New YorkOrche,
tree. was coupled with League work·
shops and a ses ion of the League of
omposer J '1, American lien
Aar n opland and Virgil Thomson
W re among numerou distinguished
peaker at the convention.
Finger ,pacing at poinh In-
dicated only 1/10 inch mare
!hlm on a Sb clarinet! Egsy
for youngsters ta play! 17
~eys, 3 rings and 3 cove:red
linger hQles.
ONE·PIECE body of vi,tu.
ally unbreakable Resonite
materigl) tone holes ore
ploced iust where they should
be for moot eccvrcte in-
!anglian.
WITH ONE-PIECE BODY
EXCLUSIVE Rocker eeteve-
key mechanism (U.S. Pot.
Pend.) gives positiVI! clo,ing
eve" when pod thickness
.,Iar;es. ~
ANOTHER AMAZING RESONITECLARINETFROM
SELMER-an alto clarinet with advantages no other at any
price can offer! Here in this new Bundy Resonite Alto is
the remarkable durability, bener sound and easy playing
that has made the Resonite Bb and Bass Clarinets the
largest selling in the world! The Resonite body withstands
heat and cold without impairing regulation; one-piece
body eliminates center-joint mechanism-avoids key jam-
ming and regulation troubles. Ideal for learners thanks to'.
simplified key mechanism and sturdier construction. And
most important-musical guality is' outstanding. Yet, with
all this, the price is an amazing $350 list with tax and case.
Low enough to permit individual student purchase, low
enough. for any band to have enough altos for balance
with its Bb and bass clarinets. Try it, compare it, order
yours as soon as possible!
Comple'e with
hand lame durable
leather-bound
cOleHor rcnse ,\1onnth. pianist and pro-
gram director of the ew Friends of
Mu ic f r 16 years. die<!on May21rn
ew Y rk at the age of 52. A sludenl
of rtur hnabel. Mi Monath lU5
born in Newark. New Jersey. and garr
her debut r ital at Town Hall in ~eJ
York on October 25, 1931. he play~
under Bruno Walter and Pierre ~Ion-
leux and appeared frequently in cham-
ber ensembles sponsored by lire ;\~
Friend of Music. which he foundrd
with her second hus.band, Ira Hinch-
mann. in 1936.
Anthony Donato has been named
winner of the fifth annual Mendels..ooIm
Glee Club ward. Ir. Dooato. wbOit
"The ycophanlic Fox and the Gulli·
ble Raven'" won the award for JlJ!k
chorus, is a graduate of the Ea~tman
School and teaches composition at
onhwestern niv rs.it),.
llecenl fcllo~ships ,,'ere all'trded.bT
the Gugg nheim Memorial Foundaul1l
to the following musicians: v ~
Shifrin; Carlisle Floyd. Ezu La··
man; Earl Kim - George RochWg·
Richard Winslow': Vladimir rssacbef
sky: Jan t-.le)'erowitz; EdmundHain~,'
Julia Perry; Theodore Chanl";Bohu,
(Continued on Pagt 8t
19~,
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r----------------------------,: ~tlmtrE1kho,t,'"dlo"o, Dept. '-91 :
I I
I Please send me complete information at once about )'our. new Bundy I
I Resonite Alto Clarinet I
I ~me I
: Schaol Name :
I Addteu I
J City Zone __ State I
.................... ------.-----------.----- J
..
The name is your guarantee of a lifetime of
dependable performance. Mason & Hamlin
is the only piano ''lith the Tension n.esonator
which assures unsurpassed resonance and
beaut~ of tone year after year. A truly eloquent
complnnent to your discriminating taste ...
as a teacher ... and as a musician.
cA{oi01QpM
OJpoPA~ Designed, Builtand Guaranteed by
H&A%elmtr
ELKHART, INDIANA:M[uson& 1flamltn DIVISION OF AEOLIAN AMERICAN CORPORATIONEau Rochester, New York
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THE BOOKSHELF
/ Ernest Chausson,
The Composer's Life
and Works
by Jean-Pierre Barricelli
and Leo Weinstein
Reviewed by Dika Newlin
In the midst of the Mozart Year, we
may be overlooking some slightly less
illustrious musical anniversaries, the
commemoration of which, if not offer-
ing us an excuse for such a feast as
1956 is setting forth, might yet bring
us into contact with agreeable works
which deserve revival. The book at hand
reminds us of this truism. Last year,
Jean-Pierre Barr icelli, an assistant pro-
fessor of humanities at Brandeis, and
Leo Weinstein, an assistant professor
of French at Stanford, had the hun.
dredth birthday of Chausson on their
minds. The result is this survey of his
life and work, which represents, so far
as I know, the first book-length biogra-
phy in English of a composer who is
known to many of us mainly by his
Poeme for violin and orchestra, his
B-Hat major symphony, and possibly
his Concert (the authors point out that
the more common designation Concerto
is a misnomer in view of the special
nature of the ensemble involved) for
piano, violin and string quartet. In this
book, we may also read brief accounts
(illustrated with music examples which
are mostly too short to do more than
tantalize) of his songs, his other cham-
ber music, his symphonic poems, his
religious music, various incidental works
(including some neglected piano litera-
ture) and finally his Wagner-shadowed
music-drama, "Le Roi Arthus" (t'Ktng
Arthur"). Extraordinary to realize that
this work, forgotten today, waslisted as
late' as 1909 among the "top four"
operas which Brussels opera-goers
wished to see in the coming season!
(The others were "Tristan," "Pelleas"
and "Gotterdammerung").
The authors have sought to disarm
criticism in their introduction: "The
biographer turns the piece interminably
until a larger pattern of permutations is
at last visible and can be set down, but
the triumph is more apparent than a
bloodless conception that cannot retain
the teeming quality of life. , .. It has
this quality, this sense of incomplete-
8
ness that Chaussoo's life mirrors, be-
cause of the paucity of surface drama
. hi bli life." One does feel, though,
In IS pu IC. "I· 1
that the biographical portron IS a Itt e
more colorless than it needed t? h.e,
given the vivid Parisian cultural hfe In
the midst of which Chausson lived and
worked. But one manages to get a sense
of the tragedy of Chausson's position in
musical history-first condemned as a
radical by those academicians who
could not stomach the effusions of the
Franckists he found himself dismissed
as "old hat" by the up-and-coming fol-
lowers of Debussy. Many "first-rate com-
posers of the second rank" (as Herbert
Weinstock calls Chausson in his jacket
blurb) have undergone precisely this
fate, and indeed our musical experience
of today is often impoverished thereby,
though our authors, in their commenda-
ble zeal for their subject-matter, surely
go too far when they rate a sizeable
list of Chausson's less renowned works
as "far better pieces of music than most
(italics mine) numbers currently chosen
by conductors and musical groups in
search of 'new' works to add an interest
factor to their programs."
The authors, as is only just, frankly
admit their sympathy with their sub-
ject - a sympathy which occasionally
leads them to look a little too hard for
Chaussonian individuality in rather con-
ventional works such as the religious
compositions discussed in Chapter III
of the book's second division. (They do
confess to disappointment with the "flat
flavor" of some of these pieces.) The
sincerity of their approach, however, is
sometimes obscured by their frequently
awkward wording, with its Germanic
elements {e.g., "a 'cello has sometimes
substituted (for replaced) the solo voice
in performances"; "the brasswinds (for
brasses) assume dominating impor-
tance") .•
There, is a four-page bibliography,
and a lIst of Chausson's compositions
in which I could not find the. "ver;
proper Tantum Ergo Sacramentum," reo
ferred to on page 139 of the text. There
is no discography (a feature which
would add to the value of the book for
the general reader as well as for thd . e
stu ent;. It may, therefore, be helpful
to mentIOn here that there are vario
LP recordings of the Concert t~S
Poeme, some of the songs with p'. e
I P" lano,tIe oeme de l Amour et de I Mh S a er,t e ymphony, and the Trio).
University of Oklahoma Press (loA.... 00
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lav Martinu; Carlos Chavez; Hans
David; Nathan Broder; Herbert Neu.
stadr.
The San Francisco Opcra willpre.
sent "Boris Godounov" in the original
Russian this season. Kurt Adler, direc.
tor of the Opera Association, willshare
conducting chores with William Stein.
berg, Fausto Cleva, Glauco Curieland
Carl Krits.
The Los An~e1es Municipal ArtsIle,
partment sponsored 35 band concerts
and 28 community sings in sevenLos
Angeles parks last summer. The free
concerts were jointly underwritten by
the city and the 1u ic Performance
Trust Fund.
Paul uu nl ngbum, author of~IAm
An American." "Plea e Take a Letter
Miss Brown" and more than 100 other
published song, has b n electedpresi-
d nt of the Am rican ociety of Compo.
sers, Author. and Publisher (ASCAP),
Mr. Cunningham uceeeds Stanley
Adams, who had erved as president
since 1953,
Ward Dov nny has replaced thelate
Erich Iter Kahn as permanent pianist
of the Albcneri Trio. Joining \'iolini-q
iorgio ampi and cellist BenarHeif·
etz, Mr. Devenny ha been directorof
the leveland Institute for the Pasttwo
years.
The Am. ri nn t eing Teachers.
ali nal hamber Mu ic and College
Wind - Percu ion In truercrs all beld
conference at the alionalMusicCamp.
Interlocken, Michigan, this August
21·28.
La om pug'nte Lycette Darsonrtl
of the Paris Opera will make a ten·week
lour of the nited rates and Canada
beginning October 7. The ballet com·
pany will vi it approximately 60 cities
with a repertoire that includes Delibel
"Sylvia." "Combat" b)· Raflae10 de
Banfield and the music of int·Saef15.
Lalo, Schmitt and Chopin.
Mme. Marin WinCll.kaja. me2IO'
soprano, died on May 22 in New Yor\:
at the age of 68. Mme.Win,Waja. n'
Maria Klein, was born in Russia an~
made her operatic debut with the BoSOD
ational Opera Company. A membe~o!
the Puccini Opera Company in Phi~'
delphia, the I ew York and Coon.pn"
tan Opera companies. ~he laler taught
at the Juilliard hoo1.
. ed theVictor IIcssondro has recel" hi:
Alice M. Ditson Award for 1956.for I
udistingui hed s mce to AmericanmQ-
sic." The $1000 award to th, r,,'"
b 1956etude-septem er
born conductor of the San Antonio Sym-
phony Orchestra was made for his ern-
phasis on American music in his con-
certs.
J. W. Edwards, Publisher, Inc., has
announced completion of the 40-volume
edition of the Complete Works of Mo-
zart. The Edwards edition is a reissue
of the Breitkopf and Hartel edition
printed nearly a century ago. The first
four volumes of the Edwards edition
were edited by Alfred Einstein and the
rest were completed after his death by
Hans David and Bernard Wilson,
STUDIO PIANO
from Baldwin ...
another triumph in piano engineering
THIS NEW HAMILTON
• More soundboard area
• Greater string length
• More vigor, vitality, volume
Baldwin engineers have developed a com-
pletely new scale for the Hamilton studio
piano. Only slightly wider than its prede-
cessors, Style 243 has significantly greater
sound board area and increased string
length throughout the bass. This, with re-
designing of ribs and bridges, results in
what can best be described as TONE LIFT.
Yo~ feel the difference in its new, more
pcsmve response and ease of playing, You
hear it in the volume, quality, vitality of its
tone. For today's outstanding advance in
piano. engineering. , . the perfect piano for
teaching, school, professional and enter-
tainment use or for the home ... get the
full facts on this new Hamilton, Style 243.
Send today for Ihe new Homiltan Fact File and
EJttlullve Boldwin Inllilulianal Flnoncing Arrangement.
1---------------------
I The Baldwin Piano Company, Dept. E.96
I 1801 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati 2, Ohio
I Please send:
I 0 Hamilton Style 243 Fact File
I 0 Exclusive Baldwin Institutional Financing
I Arrangement
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COMPETITIONS
(For details, write to sponsor listed)
National Federation of Music Clubs
twenty-second biennial Young Artists
Audition. Cash prize of $1,000 or a
debut recital, with various supplemen-
tary awards. Prize awarded in each of
the following categories: male voice,
female voice, piano, violin and cham-
ber music. Details from National Fed-
eration of Music Clubs Headquarters
Office, 445 West 23rd Street, New York
11, N. Y.
Arcari Foundation third annual com-
petition. A prize of $1,000 for an orig-
inal composition in the form of a one-
movement Concerto for Accordion with
orchestral accompaniment. Details from
Secretary of the Arcari Foundation,
Nick Fantazzi, 14 Merion Road, Merion
Station, Penna.
Northern California Harpists' Asso-
ciation ninth annual competition. Two
cash awards of $200 each for new harp
compositions. Deadline: December 31,
1956. Details from Yvonne La Mothe,
687 Grizzly Peak Blvd., Berkeley 8,
California.
Friends of Harvey Gaul terith annual
competition. A $300 prize for an an-
them with piano or organ accompani-
ment or a cappella, plus publication by
Volkwein's, Pittsburgh. Also a $100
prize for a composition for two harps,
This prize limited to Penna., W. Va.
and Ohio. Deadline: December 1, 1956.
Details from Mrs, David V. Murdoch.
315 Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Penna:
National Association of Teachers of
Singing second annual Young Artists
Auditions. Three prizes of $500, $100
and $50 respectively for winner, second
and third place. Winner promised au-
ditions by the Metropolitan, the Lyric
Theatre of Chicago and the San Fran-
cisco Opera Company. Details from
NATS Singer of the Year Contest,
Charles Pearson, Nat'l Audition Chair-
man, Waban 68, Massachusetts,
etude-september 1956
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE,
fEE.L THE DIFfERENCE
~'!-t"I~",.iJ
'-.:..
IN ATTACK ...
IN EVENNESS, ••
IN VOLUME •••
lalbwin
PIANOS' ORGANS
ilrnerica'sjlrst)'arni£y
in music
II.
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that hcoe qrown
to Musical"AchieDement!
It's hard to believe as you hear him
perform today that those are the same.
fingers you took in your own and
placed on the proper keys. .
But his success is your success. As his
teacher you have guided him through
a maze of notes and keys ... and of
equal importance are the pia[,1os,'that
have by their response to his ~very
feeling inspired him to greater heIghts.
Today he knows that his performance
can be only as good as the piano he
uses. That's why his choice is alw~ys
a piano with a Wood &. Brooks ActiO?
_ the action found In the World s
Finest Pianos!
Write today for your free
<~•• ~"?,i,:.~i".
4~............ ,
WOOD & BROOKS CO.
Manufacturers of Piano Keys and Actions
for More than 50 Years
Buffalo 7, New York Rockford, Illinois
WRITE FOR FREE
illustrated data with handy hints
on filing, and name of nearest
dealer. TONK Mtg.Co_,1916 N.
Magnolia A~e., Chicago 14, 111.
B.Feltonby James
GERMAN RECORD SERIES
~ CURIOUS NOTION'that
-,L.:;~'earlY" music means J. S. Bach
and Mozart is being magnificently ?b-
J. db· the Archive ProductionIterate y .
of the German Phonograph Society
(Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschafl).
which organization is in the process of
releasing a long series of recorded mu-
sic dating back to Gregorian Chan.t .and
not exceeding the Viennese classicists.
The current third release. for example.
begins with the plainsong Office jor I.he
Dead and ends with two pieces by Mo-
zart for the glass-harmonica. In between.
one discovers such items as Guillaume
Machaut's granite-hewn. mid-14th cen-
tury "La Messe de Notre Dame"; tv,lon.
teverdi's opera "Orfeo'": and the SIX a
cappella motets of J, S. Bach for mixed
voices.
There are two practical reasons why
much of this genuinely early Western
music is not performed today, In the
first place. scores are not always readily
available in m~dern notation, and sec·
ondly. obsolete instruments. sur.h as the
lute. for which these scores often call.
are no longer available or played (ex-
cepting the efforts of a handful of an-
cient instrument societies). The Archive
Production has had to overcome at least
the latl~r difficulty in order to give us
an ~uthentic sound-image of the "Odeo"
of Monteverdi, N~t only were Baroque
violins and members of the viol family
used. but also Zinken or Cornetts, which
are a kind of wooden tubular horn em-
ployed by Monteverdi in 1607. and as
late as 1762 by Gluck .. The Zinken add
the brilliance of a trumpet-like tone to
Monteverdi's orchestra but without the
overbearing effect of brass instruments:
hence the peculiar charm of this obso.
lete horn. We may note here that Mr.
Otto Steinkopf constructed the two
Zinken used in this performance and
played one of them himself.
Technical questions aside, there is no
reason why this early music cannot be
appreciated for its own sake. Those· who
enjoy Stravinsky's Mass for Voices and
Wind Instruments may find deljcious
parallels in Machaut's Mass. which also
uses accompanying winds. The halletti
l 10Pt-..- _
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of Giovanni Castaldi seem monotonous
tonally but exude a great deal ofcharm
and freshness at the same time.To tell
the truth. Archive Production hasCome
up with a treasure - trove of musical
works that are both intrinsicallyenjoy.
able and permeated with historicalsig.
nifice nce. For Wolkenste!o. Jannequin
and Ca-roldi have long been littlemore
than III re nam s in our textbooks01
musi a l hist r y. II iii lime that we had
an opportunity to hear their musicin
reasonably auth ntic reproduction"; the
obstacles are difficult. hUI Archh'ehe,
ucceeded remarkably w Il.
A r hiv 's scheme is bold and com,
parutivel y thorough. From about 700
A .0. to 1,000 years later, the creati-e
flow of "'\ est rn music has beenchan,
neled into twelve p riods of research
Each p ri d i. then subdivided again in
order to a commodate individualcan.
po en and f rms of music. for enmple
the p riod designated "The ltalian.SeI.
erne' include f\l nod)' and the \ocal
Con rl; laudio Monte\erdi: The
Toccata: Th CanI8ID: The nata.
Each rei ao::; of (he Archhe Serie;,
whi h began lal )o ...t lear. COIerS one
of the subdi,i ..ionli of each rRarcb
peri d. thus ext nding the hi~orical
coverage of 8eh releal:e fromGregorian
hant to ~Iannh im and Vienna.One
envisions Ihe passing of at lea~t~.
eral years before thi colossal anlho~
ogy is completed (thirteen seri~ are
planned for the High Renai5.."<lncepe-
riod alone). but it will be one,of~e
great a hi \'cments of the recordLDglIl'
dustry.
II is probably on records onl}'thatIt
shall e\'cr recapture the anon~lrlOO~
Lieder and pielstiicke of the G/(.ga~f1
Liederbuch. or the entirely lost prac~
of the . linnesingers. Troubadour~an
Minstrels. We an especially fOrlunat~
therefore in having here superb sou~'
reproduction under controlled ~nll;
tions. One e\·en -wonders if suchsk~"
bl f "mu~m In·ensem e per ormance on - .th.
struments could he duplicated 'lfl ID
reasonable economic ljmils in UfeCC
f
'
f od 1 e1etpt01cert Orm t 8),. n any caSCo _ k
0l)era and those ma5Sh-e choral 'Mor,'
. m·intended (or cathedral heanng, 'ti-
early music thri\'e5 bener in tilt In,
. , . IhanInmacy of one sown hnng room [.\D
today's concert halls. THE etude t b 1956-sep em er
be I~ Ietude-septem r ..iilIH•••• Illi.. ~c_ __
©Fabian Bachrach
by
WILLIAM
SCHUMAN
(This address by William Schu-
man, president oj the Juilliard School
of Music, New York City, was de-
livered on April 16 at the General
Session of the biennial convention oj
the Music Educators National Can.
jerence held in St. Louis, It is re-
printed jrom the JUI~e-July issue oj
the Music Educators Journal whose
courtesy is gratejully acknowledged.
-Ed. Note)
The Responsibility
of Music Education
II
I
I
to Music
~S CONFERENCE is undoubtedly one of the most important in the
-, Clhistory of your organization. In accepting the invitation to address you
here today I was not unmindful of the honor or of the responsibility. In fact,
the word "responsibility" kept occurring to me as I thought of the things I
wanted to say to you. This word, as you already know, appears in the title
of my jalk : "The Responsibility of Music Education to Music," The danger in
fiftieth anniversary celebrations is the exclusive concentration on congratula-
tions. In the instance of your splendid organization the congratulations are much
deserved. Basically, however, constructive results do not stem from the mere
recollection of past achievements but rather from courageous self-evaluation
and the determination to correct shortcomings through planned action, Because
I recognize your shortcomings as well as your noble achievements, I have chosen
to be your fond critic. In short, then, do not expect compliments from me. You
are aware, I am sure, that the person who takes the troub.le to criticize con-
structively is the person who truly cares, and who believes in the validity of
your efforts. 1 shall pull no punches and the only precaution I have taken is
that of having secured a reservation on a train which leaves immediately fol-
lowi ng this meeting.
The numerical growth of your organization has been phenomenaL It is my
understanding that you now have upwards of thirty thousand members when
just twenty-five years ago you numbered between five and six thousand. Under-
standably: in these formative years a great deal of emphasis had to be placed
on the organizational aspects of MENC and I doubt that even the most carping
critic could find anything but words of praise for the efficiency of this organi.
zation in structure and administration. It is now generally recognized that the
initial battle you have fought has been won-namely: that music is firmly
entrenched in the elementary and secondary schools of the land. I wish to
addtess myself, however, not to the battle that has been won but to one that
needs to be fought.
When anyone associated with the professional music world questions the
quality of music· making in the schools, the music educator is likely to accuse
the professional of not understanding the special problems of school music.
Actually, in this regard, the accusations are often well founded for many
professional musicians do, in fact: evaluate school music from a narrow point
of view. Let me assure you: however: that my own experience with school music
has given me a realistic understanding of the problems you face. I recognize,
for example, that music-making in the schools often has a goal which is not
that of musical excellence alone. Music is used for other purposes. I have heard
it stated over and over again by many teachers that the band room is first of
all a place for the boys and girls to blow off steam. If, they argue: the musical
results are not always what they should be, the results in social values are suffi.
cient justification. In other words, school music is often regarded as a social
force and, if you wish, as a therapeutic agent. These uses are often considered
11
more important than musical excellence
itself.
It cannot be denied, surely I will not
deny it, that school music affords op-
portunities Ior group activities and has
the capacity for aiding in the general
development of students, both individ-
ually and as a social entity, which
other subject areas do not as effectively
provide. But is there.anything inconsis-
tent between this approach and that of
the achievement of high musical stand-
ards? Not if the difference between the
uses of music for social values and the
standards required for the performance
of music in public is clearly understood.
The performance of music in public
demands meeting an objective standard.
Recognizing, then, that the problems
of school music are many, what solution
can be proposed which will preserve the
social values for which music is used in
the schools and at the same time achieve
acceptable musical standards? Would
you not agree that no musical perform-
ance should be given in public which
does not meet acceptable standards;
that, however socially valuable the mu-
sical training has been for a particular
group of students, there should not be a
public performance which is not valid
musically. A poor performance of a piece
of music does a disservice to the art of
music regardless of what developmental
benefits may accrue to the students tak-
ing part in such a performance. No
musical performance should be given in
public which cannot meet ac_ceptable
musical standards. What standards,
then, are acceptable standards in school
music? Clearly, the only musical stand.
ards for schools can be those acceptable
to a given teacher or supervisor in a
given situation. Standards cannot be
legislated. They are personal, reflecting
as they must the musicianly attributes
of the instructor. For this reason, the
musical equipment of every music teach-
er is of paramount importance for it is
this equipment which is directly and ir-
revocably responsible 'for standards.
The qualitative gamut of musical per-
formance in the schools is enormous.
Out of genuine interest I have made it
my business to hear many public school
groups in various parts of the country
over the years and the qualitative range
of their musical performance is astonish-
ing. But what is even more astonishing
is that by and large, and in terms of
averages, the young musicians in our
schools do not vary greatly in ability_ In
every large school there are to be found
a few students of outstanding talent, but
most American school children are mu-
sical in the sense of a reasonably high
degree of general aptitude. I do not
speak of professional musical potential
which does not concern us here. If stu-
dents in the schools do not vary greatly
in terms of their general musicality,
what is it then that causes this wide qual-
.. . I I music perform-itauve gamut III sc 100 .
ance? The answer is simple In the e~·
treme. The quality of performa~ce In
school music is in direct proporuon to
the musical skills of the teacher.
In the field of choral music, for ex-
ample there is no reason why every
, Id' g likeschool chorus shou not Sill
angels. Qualitative differences. in instru-
mental music are more readily under-
stood relating as they do not only to the
size of the school but to the fact that
playing an instrument is a learned tech-
nique as distinguished from the natur~l
ability of every child to sing. But 10
choral music there is no excuse for any
school any place not having a first. rate
chorus. Yet the qualitative differences
in choral singing are as great as in in-
strumental music. At one of these con-
ferences some years ago I recall hearing
a boys' choir perform Cesar Franck:s
Penis Angelicus. This performance IS
still with me and always will be for it
was an outstanding musical experience.
The perfection of the performance and
the musical knowledge and integrity be-
hind its preparation were on such a high
plane that it never occurred to me that I
was listening to a group of school boys.
I have chosen this instance as an example
because I have heard many another
school group sing this same piece and
have, more often than not, wanted to
flee the hall.
At the root of the problem of quality
in musical performance is the musicianly
equipment or lack of equipment of the
teacher. A true musician working in the
schools must, of course, recognize the
social uses which music can serve but
he wili not permit these uses to com-
promise ~musical standards. In other
words, it is my plea that no public per-
formance of music be given in the schools
unless that performance be on an ac-
ceptable level of musicianly excellence.
By all means, let's have self expression,
but let's keep it behind closed doors un-
less it can achieve a degree of excellence
which will permit it to be displayed be.
fore a general audience without doing
violence to the art of music. Any per-
formance of a piece of music which is
unmusical in its projection and which
falls below acceptable technical and
esthetic standards does hann to the art
of music. And musical standards are
just as important for the elementary
grades as for the senior classes in high
schooL These standards can be met if
the music which is used is chosen ju-
diciously. To state the case even more
strongly, using music without a funda.
mental concern for its merits as an
artistic enterprise is nothing short of
exploitation. Make no mistake about it
a teacher of music is incompetent unles~
he is a musician as well as a teacher. 1£
he does not consider himself a musician
12l \ _
and if, in fact, he is not a musician,he
should not be teaching music.
It is reassuring fOJmeta learn through
your Executive Secretary that "The
quantitative development of the organ.
ization came first and now I do not
think there is any question about the
fact that the qualitative element is de'.
inite ly on the way." This recognitionof
the need for qualitative developmentis
indeed welcome. How is it to come
about? It will come about in one way
only-when teachers of music think of
themselves as musicians and continue
throughout their lives to concern them.
selves with music and the development
of their own "musical skills. Your organi-
zation can help achieve this goal.
MENC should use its great prestige
and strength to convince the appropriate
state authorities and teacher training
institutions that the music teacher must
first and above ever ything else hetraine]
in music. that h cannot be adequately
trained in music if a disproportionate
amount of hi time is consumed in the
pursuit of extraneous studies which,
whatever th ir value, have liule er roth
ing to do with music. I am not suggest.
ing that the training of a music teacher
be a narrow one, but asking that your
organlaation take the lead in insisting
that priority b given 10 that part ofthe
music teacher's training which actually
is concerned with music as an art.
As I told you at the beginning, Iwill
pull no punches and as you will pres-
ently d i cover 1 have just been warming
up. I do not know what percentageof
the fifty to sixty thou and men andwo-
men who teach music in our schoolsare
competent musician. I only knowthat
some of th music-making that goeson
in our schools is superb. some of it is
dreadful and most of it is mediocre.
Su perb performance occurs in scbool
music when the trained musician is in
charge. The musically unacceptable
performance is given where the teacher
does not have the musicianly attribute
which would make him or her aware01
the poor musical quality of the result.
School music needs musicians whose
primary concern is with musical stand·
ards and who are not preoccupied ''lith
methods. 'Iethods are means of trans-
ferring knowledge. but there mustbe
knowledge to transfer.Onlythemusicia.n
of quality who knows how to teachIS
equipped for the job of music educato:.
The musician who cannot teach 'IIill fall
and the teacher who is no musiciancan'
not serve mu ic_
My wide acquaintance with school
music teachers leads me to doubt'II·heth·
er more than an insignjficant number
are genuinely interested in mu~~c.j\
music teacher who is genuinelYmter'
ested in music will be able 10 answer
"yes" to each of the followingques-
tion ; (Continued on po&f' 52)
lu'sic in the
AIBIICAN IILDIINISS
by Irving Louiens
(Mr. Lowens, a prominent scholar of musical Americana, is
on the music staff of the Evening Star, W ashington~ D. C.
-Ed. note)
Sometimes we almost forget that it was
the land that was uncivilized rather than the men. Those
who set up their lonely "plan
taticns" on the shores of Mas
sachusetts Bay were solid Eng
lish citizens, not wild Indian
And they walked the earth in
golden age of English culture
Only four years after Shake-
speare's death, the Pilgrim
were digging in to face thei
first winter in the America
wilderness.
Musically, England baske
in the afterglow of the fabled
Elizabethan era. A list of com
posers alive during the May
flower's historic voyage woul
include immortal names-
Byrd, Bull, Dowland, Gibhons
Weelkes, and Wilbye, to men
tion hut a few.
Practice of the art was b
no means confined to mus
dans. A vast store of "neat
and spruce ayres" belonged t
all. Each trade had its ow
special songs, and even thecar
men's horses trotted obedient!
in response to a familia
whistled ditty. " 'Tis a singin
age," commented a characte
in a contemporary play. Never
theless, there was no dearth 0
instrumental music. In mer
chant households, the chest 0
viols still invited the guest to
try his hand j in the barher's estabhshment, lute, cittern, or
virginals were still considered necessary furniture. Lon-
don's crowded streets not infrequently played host to drum
and trumpet, oboe and recorder, trademarks of the sol.
diery and of officialdom in general.
From beggar to sovereign, Englishmen sang music,
played music. and heard music. It would have been a' sin.
gular thing indeed if the nearly 18,000 Britishers who
made up the population of New England by 1640 had
made no music at all on this side of the Atlantic. Obvious-
-
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Podium Perils
south of the border.... PART II
!AFTER OUR TRIALS in Ecua-dar we were more than ready
for Lima, which turned out to be a
replica of any European city, with a
strong Italian influence. We were
back to first-class standards in the
lovely Teatro Municipal, and settled
down to normal conditions for a
change.
by Joseph Levine
Here in Lima it was a pleasure to
meet Senor Andre Sas, a man of great
charm. Composer, musicologist, edu-
cator, Senor Sas showed me several
of his recent scores, modern in con-
tent and based on authentic Indian
themes. Peru's musical life was en-
riched by his presence and influence.
Lima turned out to be the meeting
place between the two American trav-
eling troupes, Ballet Theatre and
"Porgy and Bess." We had been j list
missing each other throughout Europe
-and America for the past few years,
. but had known that somewhere in the
world our paths would cross. "Porgy"
flew in from Santiago the night we
closed. What a joy it was to hear
American slang, and to trade shop
talk with them.
My biggest pleasure was in seeing
again that grand man of the theatre
Alexander Smallens, who fought so
hard to bring "Porgy" before the
world. As they were going north and
Ballet Theatre heading south, Mr.
Smallens and I compared notes on
what to expect in orchestras. I as-
sured him that he would be very
happy with the musicians here in
Lima, and felt it only fair to warn
him of conditions we had just come
through.
We left early the next morning,
leaving "Porgy" to discover whether
or not the city of Lima "mightily
jumped." We were off for the Teatro
Municipal in Santiago, Chile.
The Santiago S)'mphony was the
most "tired" orchestra I ever saw:
not from actual work, but on a mat-
ter of principle. Their pit manners
were atrocious. They were late to re-
hearsals. They stretched their breaks
from fifteen to thirty minutes. They
talked. They argued and complained
how hard they worked as they
slouched in their seats and hardly
drew their bows across their instru-
ments. What was so shocking to me
was that they seemed to dislike the
actual business of making music. A
week of this orchestra and I was long-
ing for my "professores" of Guate-
mala and San Jose, who, although
they did not qualify for the Philhar-
monic, tried their utmost.
The theatre-going public of San-
tiago had an unusual interest in our
modern wing. It was quite the re-
verse of the usual pattern we had
been encountering in South America,
where attention focused on the clas-
sics. Santiago wanted the Tudor bal-
lets. They bought out all the seats to
see any American ballet scheduled.
They broke the attendance record the
night we did "Fancy Free" and tore
down the house with fourteen curtain
calls at the conclusion. They loved
"Interplay," the Morton Gould-Je-
rome Robbins merger, and Agnes
de Mille's "Rodeo." John Kriza found
a warm reception for his interpreta.
tiou of the title role of "Billy the
Kid." That good dancing was recog-
nized and appreciated was clear. Eric
Braun, our ex-ski trooper with the
amazing elevation, gave an electrify-
ing performance in the "Blue Bird"
pas de deux, and the screaming audi-
ence gave him eleven recalls after his
variation. Biggest accolades were re-
served for Igor Y ouskevitch's por-
trayal of Albrecht to the Giselles of
Nora Kaye and Rosella Hightower.
Santiag~ is a beautiful place, and
we never tired of looking at the range
of snow-covered mountains which
towered on the horizon, enclosing the
city in an impenetrable ring, We
hated to leave, although our next stop
was the most cosmopolitan of all
South American citie , Buenos Aires,
We arrived at the airport in Buenos
Aires on eptember 12, and seltled
clown for a thr week stand at the
Teatro Opera. You could smelltrou-
ble in the air a you walked downthe
lovely boulevards of Buenos Aires.
You could sen e it in the strained
faces, in th uneasy backward glances
of th silent people on the streets.
In th midst of thi politicaltinder-
box we tried to concern ourselves
(I. to r.) Joseph levine ood AleJlondtr Hillbtrg,
conductor of New Orleons Symphony,mttl
in Buenos Aires.
with readying our show. Ibeganmy
rehearsals with the local orchestral
which wa a commercial "pickupM
gathered from top players of radio. It
and symphonic groups of the cltr·
wassuperior to anywe had had so far,
On the morning of Seplember16.
the orchestra and I were runnmg
through the beautiful ChaussonPoime
(Continued on Page 401
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"A Ricture Pain • Sound"1ft
Alden '. Dow creates a new art
"v.isualizing" music
by Elaine Plummer and Jean Stark
"(7
OORM IS IN MATTER, r!Jythm in For e,"TIl~aning
in the Person"-as Tagore has saidesbeca e a re~lity in
Midland, Michigan, last March, with the resent tion a
an exciting new form of art tenta7;ivel calle Sornn·
phonics (or Dream Sound).
The idea provides an entirely ne Gimensipn of a~i-
enee appeal through the literal translation of sound fto
visual images, and presents a potential source of aest~.(tic
appreciation that can scarcely be encompassed by lose
not yet privileged to experience it.
Dr. Leo Podolsky, artist-teacher at the Sherwood Sf 001
of Music, Chicago, featured concert pianist for the initial
performances, characterized the form as "opening brighter
vistas for music appreciation."
As introduced, these programs featured impressionistic
music by such composers as Ravel, Sor iebine, Respighi,
Reger, and Debussy. Simultaneously, behind a specially
formulated plastic screen, three young Detroit teachers
of the dance-Mary LOll Robinson, Ginger Christie and
Mel Lazarevich-gave their audiences a visual presenta-
tion of music in motion and color.
Through the medium of a 40 foot wide polyethylene
screen, specially formulated by the Dow Chemical Com-
pany for Alden B. Dow, internationally known architect,
the inception of this new art form could prove to be revo-
lutionary. Fusing as it does the impact of many arts, the
special properties of the screen allow a diffusion of
images-born of <l: single image-in an endlessly chang-
ing variation of color, perspective and dimension. The
possibilities seem endless.
Dependent on a battery of backstage spotlights in spec-
trum colors that blend and weave shadows in dreamlike
patterns, the process brings into play the same feeling for
form and color that have made Mr. Dow outstanding in
Mel tazarevich, Ginger Christie and Mary lou Robinson, Detroit
dance teachers, interpret the music as played by Leo Pbdolsky.
"Many people like to think of music as a mental pic-
ture," he commented. "I feel that Mr. Dow's new presen-
tation is destined to give greater significance to music."
Queried on his personal impressions of the new art
from the point of view of a musician, he said:
"It has definite desirable possibilities for more general
appreciation-which is, of course, most gratifying to any
artist. The purely elemental reaction, or reflection of the
layman, to the musical interpretation of the compositions
involved, is literally doubled."
For those who might possibly profess to like their
music "straight" Dr. Podolsky adds this interesting com-
ment: "In such a case there would be no reason for any
fine ballet at all. Have there ever been objections to Anna
Pavlova dancing to The Swan of Saint-Saens ... to the
Nutcracker music of Tchaikovsky or to the dance por-
trayal of a Each Fugue by Jaques-Delcroze?"
"Stravinsky wrote The Firebird and Petroushke;" he
added, "and you might well assume that Scriabine an.
ticipated this new art when he wrote his Prometheus
Symphony where he tried to supplement and illustrate
sound with colored lights. (Continued on Page 50)
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The Waltz
and Brahms' Opus 39
. so ACHERA has its favored dance.o The waltz made its social debut
about 1780. Of modest folk origin, its
rise paralleled and indeed symbolized
the rise of a new bourgeois order by
triumphing over the earlier preferred
dance of the aristocracy, the minuet.
Although it drew severe censure from
many sources because it featured, for
the first time, embraced partners in
its gliding and whirling steps, its at-
tractiveness to dancers and composers
seems never to have been seriously
questioned. As early as 1786, we find
the essential lilting tunes and oom-
pah-pah accompaniment in the trios
of the minuets, of all things, in
Haydn's Symphonies 85, 86, and
,shortly thereafter, 89 and 91, after a
few earlier furtive appea!ances. Mo-
zart and Beethoven, too, contributed
music to the new dance, not always
under the title "waltz," but under re-
lated names such' as Deutsche or
Teutsche, and Landler.
A direct glimpse of Schubert and
the waltz is provided by an entry in
the diary of Fritz von Hartmann, a
member of that composer's circle.
He writes, in part, as translated in
"The Schubert Reader," p. 604: " ...
I did not enjoy myself very much at
first, as I had the ill luck to dance
the first cotillon with the only ugly
girl among those present. The music
was splendid, for it consisted of noth-
ing but waltzes by. Schubert, played
partly by the composer ... "
And many other composers, Lan-
ner, Labitzky, Gungl, the several
Strausses, supplied the whirling cou-
ples with delectable strains. However,
as in the case of almost all dances,
there soon appeared a parallel body
of idealized waltzes, intended for lis-
tening rather than dancing. Among
the first of these was Carl Maria von
Weber's "Invitation to the Dance,"
later to be orchestrated by Hector
Berlioz, who wrote his own program-
matic waltz as a movement of the Fan-
16l ---'-_---.::\lo...;.. _
tastic Symphony. Both kinds of idea!-
ized waltz, the unattached hst~ner s
piece, and the waltz in the s~rvlce of
story telling, as program mUSIC, found
multiple expression.in a. h~st of con-
cert waltzes with quahfymg term:
such as, Valse de bravoure, ca~n.
cieuse, melancolique, de concert, z,m-
promptu, oubliee, and even noncha-
larue. The programmatic waltz, most
frequently associated with love and
ecstasy, eventually found itself in the
service of Fate demons, and death
itself in such w~rks as Tchaikovsk i's
Fifth, the Mephisto Waltz, and Danse
Macabre.
It was this whirling ballroom that
Brahms entered when in 1865, as a
32-year-old composer of acknowledged
prowess but forbidding austerity, he
wrote the opus 39 Waltzes. They ap-
peared apparently in 1866, rather
than 1867, as generally believed, in the
form of piano duets dedicated to his
friend, the music critic Eduard Hans-
lick, to whom Brahms wrote: " ... I
thought of Vienna, of the lovely maid-
ens with whom you play duets, of you,
of the fanciers of such things, of good
friends, and what not." He described
them as "short, innocent waltzes in
the Schubertian manner." They stand
thus as Brahms' first tribute to Vienna,
the waltz center of Europe. Hanslick
wrote of them and their composer:
"Brahms and the waltz! ... There is
only one word which solves the enig-
ma- Vienna."
There is, certainly, a great deal of
the flavor of Vienna and neighboring
places in opus 39. But in the end,
it is Brahms, the painstaking inspired
craftsman, who fashioned this succes-
sion of 16 waltzes. Hence, to catch the
unique qualities of opus 39, we must
examine them with his special cap-
abilities in mind, his ability to create
variety while maintaining over-all
unity. The constructive strength of
Brahms is generally recognized and
often pointed out with reference to
his longer, serious works. Butmemo-
ries of various performances of opus
39, examination of several publica.
tions of isolated waltzes deprivedof
their intended context, and the read-
ing of statements suggesting the ease
with which a selection can bemadeor
the propriety of replaying number
IS after the "inconclu ive" number
16 reveal a sad forgetfulness of the
careful w rkmanship of the composer.
It is clear from his correspondence
with the publi her, Hieter-Biedermann,
that Brahm lavished considerable
care on the preparation of the well.
known two-hand edition, whichisour
primary concern here. He wrotein
various letters: "1 reserve the absolute
right to a two-hand arrangement,for
it will be quite different in eppeer-
ance from this (the four-hand orig-
inal version) "_111 am setting the
Waltzes for two good hands, thatis,
more br-illiant than irnple"_"The
cursed arrengementl't-e-"! havetaken
more pains to set them elegantlyfor
two hand, than for four."
Let us turn to opus 39 in an al·
tempt to point out some of the con-
necting techniques that Brahmsem·
ployed, for it is these that give~o
each waltz the feeling of its beingill
.its rightful place, and it is these,
above all else, that seem to be ignored
by performer, editor, and commen·
tator.
Although Brahms made no attempt
to create an inclusive tonal centerfor
the set, which opens in B major.lighls
on E major-minor in four pieces,and
ends in C-sharp minor, there is, never-
theless a quiet inevitability aboutthe
broad'march toward the concluding
C-sharp minor Waltz as can he ~n
from a juxtaposition of the mrne
chords of the five concluding waltzes:
imEr~
(Continued on Page 60)
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THE DANe
wJl· BALLET MUSIC
i~ In Washington's Time
~ By LILLIAN MOORE
J;"IUVL~- ~ ~ ,
pI ;J / )!1) E\tJ ) .
(Lillian Moore, one of America's fore-
most dance historians and a recent re-
cipient of a grant [rom the Rockefeller
Foundation, is currently engaged in
writing a book on theatrical dancing in
America in the early years oj the Re.
public.-Ed. Note)
mALLET WAS DECIDEDLYC:JJ a lively art, in the America of
George Washington. The most active
theatrical centers of the original thir-
teen states were found in Philadel-
phia, Charleston, New York and
(rather surprisingly when one con-
siders its Puritan background and
the fact that theatrical performances
were forbidden there as late as 1792)
in Boston. In those days, so long be-
fore television, films and radio were
available to furnish light entertain-
ment, a theatre was obliged to provide
highly diversified fare in order to
cater to the varied tastes of the peo-
ple. As is still the case today in the
smaller cities of Europe, it was cus-
tomary for one theatre to present mu-
sic, dance and drama, and examples
of each category were usually to be
found on each night's bill. Grand and
comic opera, drama and farce, panto-
mime, brief dance interludes, and bal-
let in the grand manner were all fa-
miliar to the theatregoers of the time.
Ballet received a tremendous im-
petus early in the 1790's, when the
French revolution and the uprisings in
Santo Domingo sent a wave of refu-
L::s:tembe~ 1956
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by WILLIAM J. MITCHELL
;
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gee dancers to our shores. In Charles-
ton during one season (1794-95), no
less than 29 different ballets and pan-
tomimes were produced, in addition
to the incidental dances given in al-
most every play and opera. To be
sure, Charleston had the advantage,
that season, of two gifted dancers who
were also experienced choreogra-
phers: Francisquy, who seems to have
served his apprenticeship in the ballet
ensemble at the Paris Opera, and
Alexander Placide, a versatile rope
dancer, actor and mime who was adept
at staging ballets and pantomimes
from the repertoires of the various
French and English theatres in which
he had appeared.
- When Francisquy moved on to Bos-
ton, in 1796, he made that city a
center of ballet production. In Phila-
delphia, the same year, the engage-
ment of the well-known English danc-
er and choreographer James Byrne,
with his beautiful Italian wife, led to
a brilliant period for ballet. In New
York the debut of a ballerina, the
fascinating and mysterious Madame
Gardie, brought new interest to the
dance repertoire. In 1798, after four
years on the American stage, this ac-
complished artist was murdered by
her husband, under circumstances
which have never been entirely clari-
fied.
Most of the early American thea-
tres had good sized permanent orches-
tras. That of the Federal Street Thea-
,81
tre, Boston, in 1796, consisted of 17
men, including a violinist-conductor
and a composer. The ensembles in
Charleston and Philadelphia were
probably considerably larger.
The selection of music for ballet in
the eighteenth century was just as
unsystematic as it is today. Light
operas, such as those of Cretry, Mon.
signy and Duni, were a favorite source
of ballet subjects, and the original
music was often adapted for the dance
version. (Roland Petit was merely
following a custom a hundred and
fifty years old, when he made a ballet
of "Carmen.") For example, "The
Two Hunters and the Milkmaid," a
little comic ballet which was as much
a staple of early American ballet rep-
ertoire as "Les Sylphides" and "Sche-
heraaade" in this century, was an
adaptation of Duni's "Les Deux Chas-
seurs et la Laitiere." Francisquy ac-
knowledged his ballet "Blaise et Ba-
bet" to be a dance arrangement of
Dezede's opera.
Then, as now, choreographers were
fond of taking existing music" and
arranging their ballets without regard
for the original meaning of the score.
Lavalette's pantomime "The Princess
of Babylon" given in Charleston in
1797, used music by Gluck (from
"Iphigenie in Aulide")' Gretry ("Pa-
nurge dans I'Isle des Lanternes"] and
johann Christoph Vogel ("The Gold-
en Fleece"). Francisquy used the
overture (Continned on Page 47)
)
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Songs of the Basques: The Mai tea
Choir, San Sebastian
This record of Basque music sung
by this girls' choir under the direction
of Maria Teresa Hernandez Usobiaga
is disappointing. The arrangements of
these lovely Basque folk songs have
obscured rather than enhanced their
natural beauty. Monotony of mood re-
sulting from an injudicious program-
ming of the material is reinforced by
interpretations that rarely deviate from
a rather neutral medium. The vocal
quality, not particularly ingratiating,
has not been helped by the hollow
effect created by recording in a large
empty hall. Connoisseurs of folk music
will have to look to the Songs and
Dances of the Basques (Folkways FP
830) for more representative examples
of the musical culture of this interesting
part of the world. (Decca DL 9808)
-Willard Rhodes
Starri-ng Richard Tucker
Richard Tucker presents himself
here in a non-stop recital of eight
excerpts from Verdi's "Un Ballo in
Maschera," from "Luisa Miller," "Tro-
vatore" .and his "Requiem"; from Puc-
cini's "Manon Lescaut"; Giordano's
"Andrea Chenier"; from Mascagni's
"Iris" and finally Irern Massenet's
"Manon." Richard Tucker's excellence
in operatic singing is a well known and
accepted fact. There is no need thus to
enter into details of his singing in these
various numbers. The excerpt from
Verdi's "Requiem" seems somewhat
misplaced in this kind of presentation.
Those who like this sort of operatic
display (we are not among them) will
certainly enjoy this record. Mr. Tucker
is knowingly accompanied by the Co-
lumbia Symphony Orchestra under
Fausta Cleva. (Columbia ML 5062)
-c-Abraham Skulsky
Flotow: "Mar tha"
One would have to travel far these
days to encounter Flotow's "Martha"
on any opera bill. This French opera
and many others dating from the first
half of the 19th century have all but
fallen into a certain oblivion. On rec-
ords, however, we do get the unusual,
and so we listened to this opera with
.a certain amount of curiosity in order
to find out what this was all about.
Well, if plot and music both appear as
rather old fashioned nowadays, we were
rather surprised by the appealing quality
of its nice tunes, by the vividness of the
18
ensemble scenes and by the taste of the
instrumental handling. Certainly it can
become somewhat overbearing in its sen-
timentality, but this is after all equally
the case with later well-known and very
popular operas. One also becomes awa~e
while listening to "Martha" that there IS
a logical development in the growth of
French opera of the last century. For
both Gounod and Maseenet owe quite a
bit to Flotow and other French prede-
cessors. The performance on this r~-
cording does the work full justice. This
is an opera which is not in need of
rousing voices but does require tasteful
projection. Everybody involved seems to
be aware of this and the performance
comes off very perfectly indeed. The
principal singers are Elena Rizzieri, Pia
Tassinari, Ferruccio Tagliavini, Carlo
Taglabue and Bruno Carmassi. The
symphony orchestra and chorus of Ra-
diotelevisione Italiana, Turin, give a
first rate performance under Francesco
Molinari Pradelli. (Cetra B 1254)
-c-Abr aham Skulsky
Mozart: Complete Piano Works. Vol~
ume VI (Sonata in D major, K. 284;
Sonata in F major, K. 533 with Rondo
K. 494; Fugue in G minor, K. 401)
This is the sixth "volume" of the
complete piano works of Mozart re-
corded by Gieseking, and taken as a
single record is one of the most inter-
esting of the set. It contains one of the
best of the earlier Sonatas-D major,
K. 284---and that very great and com-
paratively neglected late work, the So-
nata in. F, K. 533, with its finale. the
Rondo, K. 494. These two Sonatas rank
high among Mozart's works for solo
piano, and neither .is as often played as
are several much less interesting pieces.
The variations which form the last
movement of K. 284 are among the fin-
est Mozart ever wrote, while the Sonata
as C!- whole is notable not only for its
scope, but for its foreshadowing of the
harmonic language that is characteristic
of the composer's later work. It is a
real milepost in Mozart's writing. One
must also take note of the special char-
acter of the slow movement, a Rondeau
en Polonaise, that shows the assimila-
tion (not the superficial imhation) of
the most attractive elements of the
French style.
The F major is altogether a grand
and noble piece, from the strikingly
contrapuntal first movement, through
the amazing Adagio to the great Rondo
l ..;,/.' _
with its variety of spacing and sonority
that so extraordinarily foreshadows
Beethoven. There are several editions
that do not admit this work-as a "So.
nata"-to the canon of Mozart's works.
Whatever the justification on musico.
logical grounds, there is surely noneon
musical ones. K. 533 plus K. 494 not
only equals a Sonata-responding in
every way to any formal demands-but
is surely one of the two or three great.
est ones.
It would be pleasant to report that
the performances are worthy of themu.
sic, but they are decidedly not. Eiesek-
ing, at least for my taste, is a prime
example of one of the worst styles of
playing Mozart. Everyone knows that
he can play the notes, rapidly, cleanly
and with technical command 01 weight
and tone. BUl his Mozart is cold, grace-
less and insen itive. He appears to be
in a hurry; the pieces are too "easy"
for him, perhaps. and do not hold his
interest. This. if true, is his loss; but
it is also a loss for the listener. The
slow movement of K. 533 is not even
well conI rolled technically; it is full of
bumpy sound and harmonic clouding;
it is u nrelaxed and pre sing. It isworth
noting that the only piece on this disc
that is well played is the G minor
Fugue, K. 401. Perhaps that is because
the technical difficulties are great
enough to force the performer to con-
centrale. (Angel 35073)
-Richard F. Goldman
Sibelius: Violin Concerto in 0 'linor,
Op.47
Bruch: Vlolin once-to in G .'linor,
Op.26
Ivr y Gitlis. ,·iolinisl. end the Pro
Music Orchestra of Vienna. under
Jaschn Horenstein
Ivry Gitlis i a young Israeli-born.
Paris trained violinist who made his
American debut last season. Oneof the
works on this recording. the Sibelius
Concerto. helped to introduce him to
New York concert audiences. and to
this reviewer. His recording perform·
ance is much more impressive than the
one he gave in Carnegie Hall with the
New York Philharmonic - Symphony.
While in his live performance wewere
given assurances of his remarkable tech-
nique-including a full and beautiful
lone and a deft left hand-we were
also made 10 feel thai he was uncom·
fortable in music of I ordic restraint
and mysticism where his temperament
had to be bridled. and his lush sounds
controlled. But in this recording his
playing of the Sibelius Concerto is dis·
ciplined. but not at the expense of beau·
tiful violin sound or the deeply moving
poetic values of the music. On the reo
verse side-in the famous Bruch Con'
ceno-he can release his romantic ar·
dor and temperament to goocladvantage.
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Both performances ---:-a~equate]y sup-
ported by Horenstein and the Pro Mu.
sica Orchestra-present him as a via.
linist to command respect. Future re-
cordings of the more demanding works
in the violin-concerto repertory will
surely bear watching. (Vox PL 9660)
-David Ewen
Rodgers and Harn mers tei n . !!Carou-
sel" The sound track of the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox CinemaScope Picture, with
Gordon MacRae, Shirley Jones, Bar-
bara Hujok, Cameron Mi tchell, Clara-
mae Turner, and Rober-t Hounec-
ville. Orchestra conducted by Alfred
Newman.
To many admirers of Rodgers and
Hammerstein, "Carousel" is their finest
musical play, and this reviewer concurs.
Not even in their more successful works
is there such a beautiful adjustment of
music and text as here; and "Carousel"
has an unforgettable blend of realism
and fantasy, of earthiness and poetry
that sets it apart from anything OUf
musical stage has thus far produced.
For the music lover, we have here one
of Richard Rodgers' best scores. There
are ample song hits in If I Loved You,
June Is Bustin' Out All Over and You'll
Never Walk Alone - the song-writing
team has produced few things better
than these. With them are two examples
of more spacious musical writing which
reveal Rodgers as a composer capable
of thinking in terms more ambitious
than the thirty-two bar chorus: the now-
famous Soliloquy (which some day will
enter permanently into the repertory of
American art songs) and the opening
Carousel Waltz for orchestra. This re-
cording utilizes the motion . picture
sound track whose stars sound as well
on record as they look on the Cinema-
Scope screen. The recording is excellent.
(Capitol W 694)
inspired lyricism of much of its mo-
bility and ardor; the. vigor and drive
of this performance, however, are well
suited for the Scherzo and concluding
Allegro Vivace sections. Both sides have
disturbing surface imperfections. (Epic
LC 3183)
-David Ewen
Philharmonic Pop Concert. Phif har-
monic Orchestra conducted by Her-
bert von Karajan
It is good to have these thrice-familiar
favorites so well played. To music long
grown hackneyed through frequency of
hearings-and through abuse by third-
rate musicians-Herbert von Karajan
brings a contagious spirit, a freshness
of approach, a care to detail, and a
vigor many of these compositions have
long been denied. The Viennese music
of Johann Strauss, father and son
(Radetzky March, and the polkas
Thunder and Lightning and Tritsch-
Tratsch) and Suppe's Light Cavalry
Overture are particularly winning to
the ear; so are such favorites of French
salon music as Offenbach's Orpheus in
the Underworld Overture and Waldteu-
feI's Skater's Waltz. In a somewhat
more serious vein are Weinberger's
Polka from "Schwanda," and two works
by Chabrier (Espana and Joyeuse
M arche) to round out a program that
taxes neither intellect or emotion but
provides pleasurable listening. (Angel
35327)
-David Ewen
Bach: Concerto for Two Harpsichords,
C Minor; Concerto for Two Harpsi-
chords, C Major ; Concerto for Violin
and Oboe, D Minor
Helma Elsner -and Rold Reinhardt
play harplschord. Will Beh plays violin
and the oboist is Friedrich Milde.
The Violin and Oboe Concerto is sup-
posed to be the original from which the
two-clavier concerto in C Major was
transcribed. They are the same music
but the violin and oboe are to this
listener far more interesting than the
two harpsichords.
The playing in all cases has a some-
what better than routine competence.
The string orchestra, which is not often
called in for consultation, should be
given more work.
There is much wonderful music on
this record and it is of great interest
because of the side-by-side comparison
of the same concerto in two different
combinations. The recording is clear
and attractive (Vox PI 9580)
-Arthur Darack
Moussorgsky: Pictures at a;l Exhibi-
tion
Tchaikovsky: Short Piano Pieces
Leonard Penna rio, a man with an
enormous physical gift for playing the
piano, has recorded Moussorgsky's Pic-
tures at an Exhibition along with some
-David Ewen
Brahms: Eight Hungarian Dances, for
four hands
Schubert: Fantasy in F minor, for
four hands, op. 103
Helen and Karl Ulrich Schnabel
Brahms' delightful Hungarian Dances
are 50 familiar in their orchestral dress
that it is sometimes difficult to remem-
ber they originated as pieces for four
hands. To the best of this reviewer's
knowledge this is the first high-fidelity
recording of the original version of
these dances. The new two-piano team
of Helen and Karl Ulrich Schnabel
(they are husband and wife) play these
Hungarian dances not only with re-
markable verve and gypsy abandon but,
when the music demands, sensitivity and
delicacy. The wonderful Schubert Fan-
tasy in F minor, also for four hands,
comes off less successfully. This, one of
Schubert's magnificent works for the
keyboard, is given a percussive treat-
ment and a metallic tone that robs its
etude-september 1956
short Tchaikovsk y piano pieces on a
Capitol LP.
To recreate the highly colored Mous-
sotgsky work the pianist must be a
vividly imaginative one and must sound
like gnomes, oxcarts, unhatched chicks,
grotesque conversations, witches, all
manner of fantastic, extra-musical illu-
sions.' This performance by Leonard
Penna rio is more impressive as piano-
playing that as tone-painting. Thus, in
the Goldenberg-Schmuyle excerpt" we
hear marvelous wiry repeated notes but
no effect of the whining speech they
simulate; in Con Moruus in Lingua
Mortua marvelous controlled tremoli
but no ghostly atmosphere; in Baba-
Yaga marvelous brilliant octaves with-
out the terror of the witch's whirlwind
flight. Pennario plays Moussorgsky's
original piano score (only slightly
touching lip the sonorities at the end
of the Great Gate of Kiev) and plays it
uncut, but the lavishly doctored per-
formance 'of Horowitz on Victor is miles
above this one.
The Tchaikovsky piano pieces are not
exactly a treasure trove. Some contain
lovely ideas, but usually they are un-
bearably repetitive, crude and monoton-
ous in their lay-out for the piano. The
sampling on this record includes six of
the familiar ones, Troika and Autumn
Song from "The Months," the Humor-
esque, a trivial Scherzo Humoristique,
the F minor Romance (and in this one
Pennario displays a beautiful lyric style
with extraordinarily subtle pedalling.
Why can't he sound like this more
often?). The Dumka, a larger and quite
striking piece, is given a rigid, steely
treatment. (Capitol P 8323)
-c-Joseph Bloch
Schumann: Carnaval, Opus 9 and
Kreisleriana
Geza Anda is not an unknown quan-
tity (or quality) since his. debut and
subsequent limited tour of America.
That his records do not always agree
with the in-person impression he makes
should not surprise us. There is some
precedent for the curious deception
practiced on us by the phonograph;
other pianists have been afflicted with
the same ambivalence.
In these two intimate Schumann
works, Anda revels in the liberal oppor-
tunity for the display of his princely
tonal production, his capriciousness of
rhythmic procedure and his highly per-
sonal and evocative manner of phrasing.
All these habits of Anda are of unques-
tionable legitimacy in the present scores
and, moreover, they help to "sell" heav-
ily worked-over music. One might desire
a somewhat firmer attitude and manner
with these pieces and if so there are
other recordings so endowed. Anda can-
not be scorned, however. (Angel 35247)
-Arthur Darack
(Continued on Page 49)
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(Continued jrQl1t Page 13)
music is worth noting. A look at the in-
ventories of estates left by first-genera-
tion Puritan settlers bears this out. Such
titles as Thomas Ravenscroft's "Whole
Book of Psalmes" (London, 1621) "com-
posed into 4 parts by sundry authors"
and Richard Allison's "Psalmes of
Dauid" (London, 1599) "to be sung and
plaide upon the Lute, Orpharyon, Clt-
terne or Bass Viall, seuerally or alto-
gether," for example, were hardly the
sort of thing one would find in libraries
of people without the "skill to reade"
music. .
Those Pilgrims and Puritans who
were musically illiterate must have
known many psalm tunes by heart as
their religion required them to sing the
psalms-all of the psalms. There are
15 meters in the Ainsworth psalter and
17 in the Sternhold and Hopkins. Each
meter dictates a different tune. The
minimum repertory was therefore 15
tunes for the Pilgrims and 17 for the
Puritans. In all probability, it was
larger to start out with, but the 17th
century saw a progressive shrinkage of
variety as the older generation died out.
The only commentator on the 17th-
century American musical scene of early
days was the Rev. Thomas Symmes, a
graduate of Harvard's class of 1698 who
liked to add after his name "Philomu-
sicus," or "lover of music." Perhaps
more than any other single individual,
the sharp-tongued Symmes was responsi-
ble for the start of the celebrated New
England "singing war" of the 1720's.
Writing at a time when musical literacy
had virtually disappeared in the popu-
lation at large, the minister at Bradford,
Mass., fired the first gun in his "The
Reasonableness of Regular Singing"
{Boston, 1720). This was a spirited
argument in favor of the necessity of
learning to read music and a slashing
attack on the old fogies who refused to
change their ways. Symmes referred to
these conservatives as "Anti Regular
Singers" in this and in a later essay.
One of Symmes's favorite polemical
devices was to demonstrate from history
that what his opponents thought was a
radical "new way" of singing the psalms
was.really the good "old way" of the
founding fathers. In doing so, he re-
ferred to th~ musical practices of 17th-
century New England many times and
thus obliquely qualified as our first mu-
sic historian:
An especially startling statement of
Symmes, made twice three years apart,
was to the effect that music "was
study'd, known and approv'd of in our
College, from the very foundation of it."
As the original freshman class at Harv-
ard began work in 1638, the antiquity
of formal music education in New Eng-
20
land is quite remarkable. To prove h~s
assertion, Symmes adduces the College s
"musical theses which were formerly
printed; and . '.. some ~ritin.gs con-
taining some tunes, with dIrectIOns for
singing by note ... and these are. yet
in being though of more than SIxty
years' standing."
Exasperatingly enough, Symmes's d.oc-
umentation, apparently ante - dating
1660 has never been located.
H;rvard's historian, Samuel Eliot
Morison, has called attention to the
commonplace books of two early grad-
uates in connection with music. Both
provide strong evidence of singing and
some musical knowledge in the student
body, and both, curiously enough, per.
tain to secular songs rather than psalm
tunes. The first in point of time was kept
by Seaborn Cotton (A.B_. 1651), son of
John Cotton, the patriarch of New Eng-
land. Young Seaborn jotted down three
English ballads in their entirety as well
as parts of others in versions so differ-
ent from those in print that it would
be fair to assume that he heard them
sung at college and recorded them by
memory rather than copying them from
some printed ballad - sheet. The later
notebook, belonging to Elnathan Chaun-
cey (A.B., 1661), is of even greater mu-
sical significance. Elnathan too copied
ballads - and also copious selections
from the amorous poems of Spenser
and Herrick-but the prize entry is
several bars of a-n unidentified tune, the
earliest instance known of music nota-
tion inscribed by a New Englander.
There is also plenty of evidence that
music-making was instrumental as well
as vocal. Back in Harvard, Michael
Wigglesworth (future author of Amer-
ica's first best-seller, the horrendous
"Day of Doorn' [Boston. 1662]. but
then a tutor at the College) recorded
in his diary under date of June 25.
1653 that he had heard a student "in
the forenoon with ill company playing
music, though I had solemnly warned
him yesterday of letting his spirit go
after pleasures." What instruments were
the "ill company" and the misguided
student playing? Wigglesworth does
not tell us. Perhaps the request of
Ireshman Josiah Flynt in 1660 that his
uncle send him a fiddle from London
provides us with a clue. Perhaps it was
a "treble viall" such as that mentioned
in the will of Nathaniel Rogers in 1661'
perhaps it was a "base vyol" which'.
together with many books of music th~
"noted musician" Edmund Browne' left
to posterity upon his death in 1678'
perhaps it was just a plain "violl" or a
"gittarue" such as those owned by John
Foster, a classmate of would-be fiddler
Flynt.
l ,;".f _
The first refecence to the existenceof
any musical instrument in New England
occurs in an account of a visit to Plym.
outh in 1627 by Isaac de Rasieres, sec.
retary of the Dutch colony at Manhat.
tan. De Rasieres remarks in passing
that the Pilgrims "assemble by beat of
drum, each with his firelock or musket,
in front of the captain's door."
Slightly more tuneful is the jew's.
harp, a favorite item of barter rather
frequently mentioned in early records.
Just what the Indians used it for is not
very clear. A bill from William Pynchon
of Roxbury dated March 17, 1635,for
example, charges John Winthrop, Jr.
for "4 doz. J ewes harpes at 12d. doz."
TI~e trum pet too was heard in the 1630's
according to a report of the construe:
tion of a platform on top of the meet.
inghcuse at Windsor. Conn. in 1638"to
walk conveniently to sound a trumpetor
a drum to give warning to meeting."
As Percy choles bas pointed out,
these three instruments were so com.
man that when the notorious Rev.
amuel Peter invented the "Blue Law"
stating that
No one shall read ammon-Prayer,
keel> Clui tmas or Saints-days. make
minced pies. dance, play cards, or
play on any instrument of music ...
he added "exc pt the drum, trumpet,
and jews-harp" in order to maintain
some semblance of credibility.
By far the most spectacular reference
to musical instruments, however, has
thus far seemingly escaped the notice
of historians. It occurs in the inven-
tories of the goods Of two neighboring
New Hampshire "plantations" taken
approximately ten year after theywere
originally settled. At "Newitchwanicke.
lei of Julie. 1633 ... in the Great House.
15 recorders and hoeboys' were listed.
while "at Pascattaquack 2d Julie, 1633:'
one day later. there were no less than
"hoe boys and recorders 26" and "l
drume !"
In sum. it appears almost certain that
music was an important ingredient 01
New England's culture during the ini-
tial 50 or so years of settlement despite
the simplicity (or even crudity) of
American life. It is perhaps a goodidea
to keep in mind that in the year noo.
Boston. with a population of less than
7,000. was second ani)' to London as
the publishing center of the entire Brit-
ish Empire. easily besting such centers
of learning as Oxford and Cambridge
in number of imprints issued.
These facts alone should give us
pause when we assume that there was
liu le musical activity here during the
17th century. Surely, the colonistsde~.
onstrated extraordinary intellectual VI'
tality and thrust in other fields-and
there is no inherent reason why music
should have been excluded from the
range of their interests. THE ESD
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EVALUATING THE SCHOOL
BAND LIBRARY
ORCHESTRA
THE JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
by Ralph E, Rush
fA GOOD Junior High School
Orchestra will never be de-
veloped unless a good musician-
teacher with a junior high school
point of view is the organizer and in
full control of the development. This
is probably the chief reason why so
few junior high schools have fine or-
chestras.
Boys and girls in grades seven,
eight and nine, from almost any com-
munity, have plenty of talent and en-
ergy to produce the finest results
possible if only proper leadership is
provided and if school authorities are
willing to provide a fair budget of
time in the schedule and money for
suitable equipment. The junior high
school with its emphasis on explora-
tion on the part of its pupils can be
the best level for many students to
make their initial start into the or-
chestral program. Youth at this age
will enter into orchestral activities
with great enthusiasm and very little
motivation for participation will be
needed. In addition there is the at-
tractiveness and alluring invitation of
a successful performance group.
The school orchestra in an assem-
bly program can provide this incen-
tive, but the orchestra must play good
music well. The junior high orchestra
has a distinct contribution to make
to all pupils of this age level as well
as to the school's life and to the cul-
tural life of the community. In those
junior high schools where the orches-
tra has been stressed, and from the
principal's office, the teaching staff,
the P.T.A. and the student body, as
well as from (Continued on Page 61)
CHORAL
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
FOR THE YOUNG SINGER
by E, Clifford Toren
Chairman, Voice Department,
Northwestern University
by Harold B, Bachman
Director of Bands, University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida
fA COMPREHENSIVE evalua-
tion of the band program in
a school might very well begin with
an inspection of the band library. A
thorough examination of the band
library will very often reveal a great
deal about the administrative, educa-
tional, and musical aspects of the en-
tire band program. This is the source
from which much of the learning of
the band students will spring. They
will receive their most vivid musical
impressions from the music they study
and perform. Whether the library be
large or small, the quality of its con-
tents will determine, to a large extent,
the quality of the musical experiences
the students receive.
First' of all, the person making such
an evaluation would be impressed by
the room or space allotted to house
the library. Is the space adequate and
is it conveniently located? This is
taken into consideration in most mod-
ern school buildings when planning
space for the musical organizations,
but in many situations the space as-
signed for this important facility is
entirely inadequate. He would also
note the furnishings and equipment in
the library, This would include filing
cabinets or shelves for storage of
music and sorting racks for its die-
tribution. A paper cutter for trimming
music, and a work table with mend-
ing tape and all the miscellaneous
equipment needed for repairing torn
sheets are considered essentials of the
wellordered band library. This equip-
ment is not (Continued on Page 58)
~ PURPOSE of this discussion
is to present some of the hu-
man, personal traits influencing vocal
growth. A corollary is drawn between
techniques and mental, psychological,
and spiritual factors. Much teaching
is one-sided, with almost all the study
devoted to vocal problems and com-
paratively none to the development of
mental and spiritual powers.
If one is to achieve vocal success,
one must develop good posture, a
body position enabling the muscles
to respond to the demands of singing.
Good physical posture must be a re-
sult of good mental posture, which
may be called "poise." It is almost
impossible to attain good physical
posture without mental poise.
There is among singing teachers no
sub] ect more discussed than "breath-
ing," perhaps more than is justified.
There should be a tie - up between
breath control and the mental and
spiritual factors. In singing, one does
not breathe merely to sustain life,
make a remark or state a demand.
Breath is part of the spirit of the song
and breathing should be a part of the
interpretation.
One does not always inhale in the
same way. There is the calm inhala-
tion when the mood is placid. There
is the angry breath, the breath of ex-
treme passion, of surprise, of wonder,
fear. Teachers have said that breath-
ing should be taught always in con-
nection with the act of phonation.
Some have said that a knowledge of
tbe phrase (Continued on Page 41)
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the story of
"The Original Amateur
by Albert J. Elias
(
I
I RADIO. TElEVISION
Hour"
\il with a look ahead at coming programs
WAY AFTER DAY, radio and television programs arebeing activated with more and more talent of every
variety and quality.
Practically every local radio and TV station has its own
programs devoted to letting the puhlio-at-large in on the
various talents of people known in their own community
only in other capacities. It is especially significant that
"The Original Amateur Hour," which grew up 011 radio
and is now on television (Sunday evenings, ABC-TV), is
still a coast-to-coast feature.
"Just call or send a postcard to me," repeats the man in
charge of the proceedings each week to people all over
the nation, inviting anyone with talent to audition for an
appearance on the show.
That man is Ted Mack, successor to the late Major
Bowes, who has the task of delivering the jargon of a
conventionally genial master of ceremonies. And while
Ted Mack enjoys the Powell Brothers dance act.
Mack is appealing to the members of the audience not only
to register their votes but also to apply for a guest stint,
the musical director, Lloyd Marx, waits with his baton
poised to begin the next number.
Since boyhood, Marx has been involved with the Am-
l__2_2 ----!!I( _
ateur Hour, now conducts the band and also helps take
care of work behind the scenes.
Helping Mack audition aspirants, select performers. and
build programs, Marx oversee all the technical activities.
as well as cutting and directing th music. And whenthe
Amateur Hour arrives one morning in a strange city to
play in a strange auditorium. he sees 10 it that by evening
a large orchestra is organized. rehearsed and its efforts
co-ordinated with the thirteen or fourteen acts on the
program.
From week to week the show presents a great variety
of talents. "Singers are the rn st plentiful. then come
instrumentalists," says Mack. "But so we d n't have just
a singing concert, we mix in u h acts as a man hitting
himself on the head with a hamm r, a juggler. a hardware
owner playing a tin wh i tie."
Whether it is a baton twirler from Bridgeton. New
Jersey; a yodeler and guitarist from the Bronx,
New York: or a bone rattler from Florin. Penn.
sylvania, the novelty performer playa large
part in the show. Whil hearing someone play-
ing a stringed cigar-box. however, may break
the monotony of a song and dance fest. someof
us sit back and wait anxiously for the next
singer or dancer. Yet one of the purposes of the
Hour, according to qack. His to let housewives
electricians, machinists. and bu iness men show
what they can do. It gives them something be-
sides their work. to boast about."
Principally, of course, the Amateur Hour is
for the would-be professional. giving him a
chance to be seen for the first time by talent
scouts and agents. "That's mighty im~rtant:'
Mack points out. "Because getting an agentto
even pay attention to you-s-and then. what\
more, represent you-is a hard thing to do,
whether you Ire heading for the Met or fOT'Rock
'il' Roll.' "
Since it went On the air in- 1936. close to a
million aspirants have been auditioned. anda
series of performer have gone on to appe.3r
regularly in public. One of them. Regina Resnik.
now a Metropolitan Opera star. was jus~four'
t~en when she sang 011 the Amateur Hour. "I was" t par-
tlcularly serious. either, about singing at the time:' re-
calls the New Yorker. "But someone heard me in a con·
cert at James Monroe High and suggested l.singfod1ajor
Bowes. And I did" IC ti don p(J!!e4-J.l. on Lnue '
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by Rose Heylbut
~ AMERICAN MUSICAL theatre derived
powerful impetus from a former Dean of
the Harvard Law School. The gentleman, how-
ever, did not originate the circumstances. They go
back, perhaps sixty years, to the birth, in Peru,
Indiana, of Cole Porter, whose major successes
have grown out of minor (also some not-so-
minor) failures. Porter was destined to become a
lawyer. He began music study some time after his
graduation from Yale, but later abandoned it be-
cause of his marked individualities of style. Heir
to a consider-able fortune, he has never known the
need to work for a living, and has worked more
resolutely than many a youngster whose next
meal depends on his earnings. He has worked
under the hardships of rejection, accident, and
ill health, He tells you his life thus far has been
the greatest possible fun.
Cole Porter played both violin and piano be-
fore he was six, and cannot remember a time
when he was not composing rhymes. At ten, he
wrote the lyrics and music of his first operetta,
"Song of The Birds." At thirteen, he wrote The
Bobolink Waltz which was published, on a strictly
commercial basis, by a firm of publishers un-
acquainted with the composer's age. At Yale, he
distinguished himself by writing outstanding
songs and campus shows. The upshot of this early
accomplishment was that his family sent him to
the Harvard Law School where he devoted two
further years of music . making. At this point,
the ~aw School Dean rose up to earn the grati-
tude of -mueic-lovers. Summoning young Porter,
he said, "You don't belong here with us; you
belong over at the Music School. After that. I
have an idea you belong on Broadway." Mr.
Porter tells you that he was never more receptive
to the voice of authority.
In 1915, he entered the Harvard Musical
School, working from the ground up and building
a thorough background of theory, counterpoint
orchestration, fonn . analysis. Upon completing
these studies, he joined the French Foreign
Legion and presently. became an instructor in
gunnery to American troops. In 1919 he returned
to the United States, where he had his first sue-
cess with Raymond Hitchcock with "Hitchy-Koo
of 1919." Following this, he returned to Paris,
married, and enrolled in the Schola Cantorum
where his teachers included Vincent d'Indy.
But, with an authentic Broadway hit to his
credit, Porter found the road even stonier than
etude-september 1956
Cole Porter
you belong on Broadway"
before. Having both the means and the incline-
tion to live abroad, he made his home in Paris
returning to New York for only a few months
each year, chiefly to look for assignments. "And
they weren't easy to get," he confides. "There
seemed to be a feeling that, since I was not en-
camped in Times Square, I was out of touch and
didn't belong, Once in a while I'd get jobs to
do, but some of them failed before reaching
Broadway, and I was thrown out. So I travelled
and discovered the world, and kept on writing
because that's what I most enjoy. I waited some
nine years before things began to click." .
Since 1923, Cole Porter has provided Broad-
way with more than a score of top-hit musicals,
writing both words and music. Among his best-
known stage works are "The Greenwich Village
F II' ». "P H' " "M' H ido les, anama attre j exican ayn e"·
"L It M" "K' M K 'eave to e; ISS e, ate." Equally
successful in films, his Hollywood hits include
"Anything Goes"; "Rosalie"; "Something to
Shout About." Cole Porter's songs (Night and
Day, Begin The Beguine, You're The Top, In The
Still 0/ The Night) have never left the lists of
top favorites.
In 1938, Mr. Porter fractured both legs when
he ~as thrown from his horse on the bridle path
of Long Island's Piping (Continued on Page 56)
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Bugle, Drum and Fife
Although this piece hovers around a C major key center, it is really written poly.
tonally. After a 7measure introduction the first theme enters at ® in a modified
form of C major: i J J J #J J J I r I (Lydian ModeJ
but the left hand is unmistakably playing in A. major. For th is reason the A is nat.
ural in the right hand and flat in the left hand. At ® and © several modulations
occur. ROBERT STARER
edited by / s((dore Freed'
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Grade 5 The Pines
A TONE-POEM FOR PIANO
In lofty galleries of greenery
They rise and meet the azure of the sky,
A pillared nave, whose arches frail and high,
Breathe with an organ's solemn melody:
Now like the minor surging of the sea,
Or low and faint as wings that startle by-
As sweet tuned winds that quaveringly sigh
A-down dim aisles of cloistered pageantry.
S d
Thomas S. Jones, Jr. H. ALEXANDER MATTHEWS
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Oh, Fairest Varmland
Swedish Folk Song _
transcribed by Louis Kaufman
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When Morning Gilds the Skies
for Hammond Chord Organ
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Still, Still with Thee
for Hammond Chord Organ
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(Gavotte Louis XIII)
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from "Tunerama". compiled and arranged by Mischa P.ol'tnoff
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EVERETT STEVENS
Gently moving (d = about 80)
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Grade 2 Playing Tag
BERENICE BENSON BENTLEY
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Grade 1l Piccadilly Circus"
Alternate hands, legato-staccato
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*PiccadillyCircus-an intersectiun in London, England.
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PODIUM PERILS SOUTH OF THE BORDER
(Continued from Page 14)
with my local concertmaster, Adolfo
Gendelman, playing the violin solo. We
were midway in the music when the
theatre manager interrupted me at the
podium. It had just been announced
that a military curfew would be en-
forced upon the city in a few hours.
OUf rehearsal was canceled, the show
that night was canceled. We were to
get to our hotel at once and await de-
velopments. The orchestra men needed
only to hear these words when they
threw their instruments into their cases
and began climbing out of the pit.
"Maestro, aprisa!" they called to me .
-"Quickly!" Their urgency was con-
tagious, and leaving the music on the
stands I took my wife's hand and has-
tened after them.
Outside on Avenida Corrientes the
street was jammed with people, all try-
ing to get to their homes before curfew
time. The way they pushed and shoved
was close to panic, and we found it dan.
gerous to venture out into the middle
of that swirling mob. Hugging the build-
ings, we squeezed and fought our way
until we had reached the safety of our
hotel, some four blocks away.
The Claridge Hotel was host not only
to all sixty-three members of the Ballet
Theatre, but also to a German opera
troupe, two German conductors, a string
trio, Anne Brown (the original Bess of
"Porgy and Bess") here on a concert
tour, and a welcome friend, Alexander
Hilsberg and his wife. Mr. Hilsberg
was guest conducting the Radio del
Estado, and his concert had likewise
been canceled. We were all caught in
the same storm, and were glad that we
would ride it out with our fellow artists.
During the "week that followed the
tension mounted until it was almost un-
bearable. Because of the curfew we
stayed virtual prisoners inside the Cla-
ridge. The hotel management did its
best to make us comfortable, but we
could not help sensing the animosity of
the help, which was openly pro-Peron.
Then violence flared, and the news of a
terrible battle in near-by Cordoba came
through. Forces of the navy had gone
against Peron and were fighting it out.
The Buenos Aires newspaper denied
any real trouble, but we· were kept
posted by radio reports from Monte-
video, just across the bay from Buenos
Aires. A plane zoomed over the city
and bombed the harbor. The workers of
the city went out on strike, including
all our hotel help. The gas works were
bombed and all hot food ceased.
Our good-will tour had ground to a
stop in the mesh of an Argentine revolu.
tion. We would have liked nothing bet-
ter than to leave, but that was impossi-
ble. All borders were closed. There were
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no plane flights, no boats coming or
going .•Cables and telephones were cen-
sored, and we knew what it was to be
literally cut off from the rest of the
world.
Midnight, September 21, brought the
crisis, when we were sent scurrying to
the hotel cellar by the sound of guns
blasting in our vicinity. We were afraid
it was shelling by the rebel battleships
which had ridden off the city for days.
A fter spending an hour of unreality.
huddled with all the guests of the hotel
in the basement, the word came through
that tanks were booming away at the
Alianza building on Avenida Corrientes.
When we came up to the hotel lobby
we could see the sky red and billowing
frorn the fire four blocks away. Only
the rain which drizzled on and on pre-
vented it from spreading to the entire
downtown section. The fire, and the
fighting, went on all through the night.
We could hear the command "Manos
arriba!" (hands up), the sound of fran-
tic footsteps, and a few minutes later
the staccato burst of a machine gun.
We stayed behind our iron grating and
tried not to think of the men dying in
the streets.
The next morning the battle was
over. Peron had fled-rumor had it that
he was hiding on a Paraguayan battle-
ship in the harbor. The rebels took over
the government and life in Buenos Aires
shifted into high. People poured into
the streets, rebel soldiers-heroes of the
hour-marching through the avenidas.
Shops, restaurants, and cinemas were
going full blast. It was a scene of a
people liberated, and their happiness
ran loud and long.
The Claridge Hotel was filled with the
sound of singers vocalizing and instru-
mentalists practicing as everyone pre.
pared to resume his duties. Managers
and impresarios rushed around in busy
conferences with their proteges as
scrambled schedules were straightened.
We, too, were notified on the resuming
of performances at the Teatrc Opera.
The following week was highlighted
for me by meeting the famous Argentine
composer: Alberto Clnastera and his
charming wife, who attended our per-
formances. Senor Ginastera was partic-
ularly intrigued by Morton Gould'
"Fall River Legend," and joined in th:
standing ovation given its star, Nora
Kaye, as the tortured Lizzie Borden
~enor Ginastera's modest demeanor be~
lIed th~ tremendous contribution of vo-
cal: plano, and symphonic literature
whIch he has made. His genius has
vastly .enriched the musjca] scope of
Argentma.
At the end of our third week we
packed up, very willingly, and made
ready to fly to Montevideo, the city
which had kept us informed throughout
the revolution. Proud, independent
freedom-loving Uruguay had been ~
bitter political enemy of Peron for
years, and was now enjoying the pleas-
ure of resuming friendly relations with
her neighboring Argentina.
Montevideo, coming after the riotous
events of Buenos Aires, seemed quiet to
the point of boredom. Its placid atmos,
phere was balm to our ragged nerves
and we collapsed at the Hotel Victoria:
Plaza to gather new strength.
The Ballet Theatre was booked into
the SODRE, the Servicio Official Dilu.
sian Radio Electrical. It was a lovelv
theatre, the home of the official radi~.
and every phase of it was highly organ-
ized. The orchestra I found to be or-
ganized to a fault. It was another
government subsidized group, more
"tired" than Santiago. It had even less
hours to give for rehearsals. and the
players were even more unwilling to
give them.
A refreshing change from these un·
musicianly musicians was meeting Sefior
Carlos Estrada. bead of the Conserve-
torio Nacional, and a prominent com-
poser. Senor Estrada took me on a tour
of his school and played many of his
works for me. This gentle man was
carrying on a heroic job in his conserve-
tory, meticulously training a new crop
of fine musicians to fill the empty places
in Uruguay's musical life. My hat goes
off to a wonderful musical force in his
country.
Montevideo seemed just recuperating
time to prepare ourselves for Rio de
Janeiro. for me the most beautiful city
in the western hemisphere. Nothing
quite matches the first glimpse of that
breath-taking curve of bay and beach
culminating in Pao do Asucar (Sugar
Loaf) .
The Teatro Municipal. rising proud
and stately in the center of Rio. was
to be our theatrical home. We could not
have asked for more impressive head-
quarters.
The symphony orchestra of the Tea-
tro Municipal functioned under one of
the most difficult set of rules we had
yet encountered. It was another in the
string of state-supported orchestras. and
the old fight of management versus
players in she matter of salary con-
tinued. The men here had turned their
resentment against low pay into placing
every ban they could on the number of
hours they had to give. The situation in
which I found myself ran something
like this: We opened on Wednesday.
There was no rehearsal of the orchestra
that day because their rule said that on
the day of a new program they must
rest. Thursday was a repeat program. SO
they allowed me a two hour call (with
twenty minute break for black Brazilian
~ ....t_...... _ etude-september 1956
caffee).Friday was a change of pro-
m therefore no rehearsal. Sundaygra ,
easSunday, and precluded any rehears-
iogif there was.a performance. Monday
\I'as their nfficial day off. The men
rested.Tuesday was ~ new program.: no
rehearsal.The insanity of such a srtua-
lionwas clear to all but the. orchestra.
The result was that each night I took
myplace on the podium, having to use
el'erymeans at my disposal to carry
this orchestra through the evening, prac-
tically sight reading the music. It was
lortunate that the Municipal Orchestra
wasfirst rate, and that its concertmas-
ter. Edmundo Blois, was superb.
Strange that under such circu mstances
I receivedmost favorable acclaim from
thepress.The critics called me a "pillar
of the company" who "took the music
to symphonic heights." Little did they
guessfrom what depths!
The studios of the Teatro Municipal
wereoccupied not only playing host to
the BalletTheatre, but to guest choreog-
rapherLeonide Massine, who was busily
setting four of his most famous works
for the local ballet company of Rio.
Hour after hour we could hear the tan-
talizing strains of de Falla's "Three
Cornered Hat" and the exciting tattoo
of Spanish heelwork. Masstne was pre-
paring his ballets for the forthcoming
"Massine Temporada" which would
openat the Teatro Municipal the week
after we completed our performances.
Some of the biggest successes of our
season were the Tudor masterpieces
"Pillar of Fire" and "Romeo and Juliet."
Both starred Nora Kaye and Hugh
Laing, and the combination of their in-
terpretation coupled with the handsome
sets and the inspiring scores all com-
bined to produce a noteworthy. evening
of theatre. Rosella Hightower also
scored a great personal success in our
version of "Princess Aurora." dancing
the role of the Princess.
Sao Paulo, our next stop, is perhaps
the only city in South America which
has absorbed any North American in-
fluence. It is astonishingly like any big
American city, and .if it were not for
the streetlights which read "Pare, Aten-
cao, Sign" you would think yourself in
Chicago, Lllinois.
It was astounding to find skyscrapers,
modern design in architecture, complex
cloverleafs and expressways to handle
the traffic. This modern city rising out
of the jungles of Brazil is truly re-
markable.
Our week's performance at the San-
tana Theatre marked the end of the
Ballet Theatre tour of South America.
We felt that we had successfully accom-
plished our mission of carrying Ameri-
can ballet to this part of the world. We
were proud to have been the chosen
instrument for the furtherance of good
will and understanding among peoples.
I was busy putting away my evening
clothes when Senor Dante Viggiani, one
of the leading impresarios of Rio de
Janeiro, appeared in my dressing room.
Senor Viggiani had just flown in from
Rio. and carried with him a special in-
vita~ion for me to come to Rio to guest
conduct the four week Massine Tern-
porada.
It would mean saying goodbye to my
wife and the company for a month, but
it would enable me to work together
with Leonide Massine and guest artists
Maria Tallchief and Andre Eglevsky. I
accepted Senor Viggiani's invitation,
and looked forward with keen anticipa-
tion to conducting the great Massine
classics "Three Cornered Hat," "La
Valse," "Gaiete Parisienne," and a new
creation to an original score by Bra-
zilian composer Francisco Mignone.
South America had shown me a little
of everything: breathtaking scenery, a
glimpse of forgotten history, warm-
hearted people, and even a revolution.
Five months in this magnificent continent
would not easily be "forgotten, and I
would carry with me for a long time to
come its beauty and exciting memories.
THE END
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES FOR
THE YOUNG SINGER
(Continued from Page 21)
almost invariably lends adequate con-
trol. Add to that complete understand-
ing of the meaning and mood of that
Youcan receive the highest type of musical training in yoOr
own home. These Extension methods and the curriculum
have been. developed and perfected by the Conservatory
over years of time. Their value and soundness is proven in
the careers of thousands of musicians and teachers, who
owe their success largely to the personalized and painstak-
ing coaching of this great Conservatory. Courses include:
This ;s Your Opportunity-Mail Coupon Today!~---------------------UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-856
2000 South Michigan Blvd., Chicago 16, Illinois
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full informa-
tion regarding course I have marked with an X below.HARMONY:_ Written by two of the
finest theorists in the country. Simple,
yet thorough in every woy. From basic
fu~domentols right through to Counter-
pOintand Orchestration.
HISTORY; - A modern course including
all types of music from ancient origim
to 20th Century. Interesting - with em-
phasis an the analysis of music-nat a
dull collection of facts.
ADVANCEDCOMPOSITION· - Designed
to give you a useful knawl~dge of mu-
sical forms and the general processes
of Composition.
NORMALPIANO· - Especially designed
tor teachers or future teachers. Treats
and ~alves every problem of the pro·
gresslve teacher.
o Piano, Teacher's Normal Courseo Piano, Student's Courseo Public School Mus.-Beginner'so Public School Mus.-Supervisor'so Advanced Composition
o Ear Training & Sight Singingo History and Analysis of Music
o Harmonyo Cornet-Trumpeto Professional ·Cornet-Trumpet
ARRANGING; - All the tricks of modern
arranging drawn from the experiences
of the biggest "name" arrangers in the
country.
CHORAL CONDUCTING: - Brand new
course includes all the modern tech-
niques-even broadcasting.
PUBliCSCHOOL MUSIC: - Fits you for
actual work in the school room. Our
m.odel leSions develop originality and
~lVeyou an excellent guide for teach-
Ing others.
VOICE:-Includes all essentials, such as
Breathing, Resonance, Vocalization, Enun-
ciation, Phrasing, Style, etc.
o Voiceo Choral Conductingo Clarineto Donee Band Arrangingo Violin
o Guitaro Mandolino Saxophone
o Double Counterpoint
o Banjo
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City State
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TEACH EASIER
with MUSIC FLASH CARDS........................
FOR TEACHERS*-the fundamentals of music
on 6 x 9 inch cards, Sixty illustrations plus
$~.eS03-foot piano keyboard (42 keys). Price
FOR BEGINNERS*-same as Teachers but
size 2 x 3 inches. The 60 cords are divided
inl~ 9 eosv lessons with 117 questions and
their answers on the back. Price $1.00
FOR ADVANCED-teaches the student to
nome, write, and sight read the notes of the
major, miner, 7th, dim., and aug., chords
and their inversions (207 chords). Price $1.00
Order from your dealer or writ",
DEK·A·MUSIC COMPANY
1102 S. 31st Ave., (Dept. E) Bellwood III
*Approved by the Chicogo Boord of Educ~lio~
I~
"ETERNAL" VIOLIN BRIDGE
Mode in U.S.A. Potents Pending
As shoe-eyelets protect lace and leather
so they protect violin strings and their
delicate covering, They strengthen the
bridge, improve tone & stop bridge cuts,
Moisture proof.
ETERNAL BRIDGE, with
,
set of SI.<' Dicmond
;~~~~~~~:~~~~~E:;~~~
Mail 10
U R. M, BOWMAN
, T 1007 Pine Heights Ave.
c ~~ Baltimore 29, Md.
Wholesale retes on request!
~lLJiIIuun ~ andk,-
30 E. Adams St,-Chicago 3, III.
VIOLIN SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW OLD INSTRUMENT
CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE
Publishe~5 of "VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS"
Authorized Binding
Arrangements have been made
by Etude for subscribers to
have their 'copies bOU'1d into
distinctively designed books.
Ten to 12 issues, bound in
best grade washable buckram,
imprinted with your name on
cover, cost but $3.85 per vol-
ume.
Bound journals serve as an
immediate reference for re-
search information. Properly
displayed, they create a psy-
chological impact, implying
much time and effort spent to
keep up-to-date on the world
of music.
Ship copies parcel post.
Within thirty days after re-
ceipt, bound volumes will be
shipped prepaid anywhere in
the U.S.A. Full remittance
must accompany order.
Puhlishers' Authorized
Biudery Service
(Binders oj all Journals)
5809W. Division St., Chicago 51, Ill.
phrase before the act of inhalation.
Another goal is the attainment of vocal
flexibility, developed by various devices
and exercises, There can be no flexibil-
ity of voice without flexibility of mind.
It has been asserted that the mind is
capable of thinking only one pitch at a
time. Rapid scale execution would there-
fore depend upon the ability to think
scale intervals in rapid succession. If
repeated often enough, this process be-
comes subconscious; but still mental
agility is imperative. The vocal student
needs more, however, than vocal flexi-
bility. He needs mental flexibility to dis-
card old ideas and prejudices; and he
should be willing to subject himself to
the excitement of new ideas.
All too frequently students refuse to
try a new approach, not because they
are unco-operative but because their
minds have become accustomed to oper-
ate along certain lines and will not
yield to different procedures. Habits
formed involuntarily during many years
of singing are broken only when one
becomes aware of them and sets out to
undo and replace them with new ones.
Another problem is that of securing
adequate range. This would not be a
problem if the voice were allowed to
speak or sing where it is most comforta-
ble. However, the singer must meet the
demands of the music and therefore
finds himself obliged to negotiate unfa-
miliar heights or depths.
Difficult as it may be to acquire the
necessary range, it is even more diffi-
cult to acquire the range of vision that
will make easier work of vocal tech-
niques and breathe life into the song.
Why this should be so is not easy to
determine. It may be the spirit of the
times, the hurry and tensions that are
ever present with little time for relaxa-
tion and contemplation. The emphasis
of these days is often upon a practical
and monetary outlook to such a degree
that the creative sense is stifled. Too
often not a single hour is devoted to
contemplation or creative thinking.
Many hours are spent working for
'freedom" or "release" = freeing the
jaw, loosening the tongue or securing
eas.e in the muscles of the throat, all of
which are necessary accomplishments.
The process is often long and tedious
and frequently unsuccessful, possibly
be~ause of a physiological approach
which tends to overemphasize a local
muscular difficulty and fails to co-ordi-
na~e the ;Vhole process with an appro.
prrate attitude of mind. Vocal freedom
can. neve: be attained where mental
tensions mterfere with free muscular
response.
Th:re are two kinds of freedom-the
negatrve type where there is freedom
fror~ something: from worry, fear or
anxIety-and the positive type, freedom
to act or do: freedom to worship, to
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think, to create. Would it not be better
if the vocal studio radiated more of the
positive type? How many songs have
been ruined by anxiety over forgetting
the words! Yet one often hears the ad.
monition, "Now don't forget the words"!
Positive thinking could have eliminated
this problem before it becamean issue.
How many times has a song been sung
poorly throughout because of fear of
one high note! Yet hours are spent on
mastering a high passage instead of try.
ing to find the reason for the passage
and approaching it with the spirit of
the song instead of a mechanical device,
One strives also for vocal control, the
sum total of the elements in singing
the ability to use the voice in its entire
range of pitch and dynamics with free.
dom and accuracy at the same time
imparting to it the appropriate color
and quality. Here again one encounters
a psychological factor, that of sell-con.
trol. Self-control is a two-way process.
Ordinarily we think of it as something
which negates or minimizes. If a person
is given to rage he should exercise self-
control. If he is too exuberant or too
noisy, too emotional or too flighty, we
say he should exercise self-control. But
what of the person who is the exact
opposite of these? Does he not need
self-control also? hould there not be
a positive force that can motivate as
well as a negative control that can de-
ter? Teachers have more frequently
been frustrated by the slow, unimagina-
tive student than by the opposite type.
There is as much danger in being be-
calmed in a sailing vessel as there is
in being caught in a "blow" without a
rudder. The one needs wind in the sails
and motion to steer its course, the other
needs the rudder. The old adage "Still
waters ru n deep" is not necessarily
true. Many a shallow pool is still as a
mirror and sometimes not a very clear
mirror at that. Conversely a turbulent
stream is not always shallow.
A great deal has been said regarding
diction. Drills in flexibility, lip move-
ments and positions. tongue exercises
and other procedures are useful. There
is a danger, however. in making a com-
plex, yet natural act, unduly compli-
cated.
The purpose of singing is the commu-
nication of ideas, moods, and emotions.
Without clarity of speech ideas cannot
be shared, but if the ideas are hazy SO
in all likelihood will be the utterance,
Do students feel no need to sing clearly
because they have no need for singing?
It is u nim portant to them to persuade.
because they have no convictions; it is
immaterial to find understanding for
emotions because they have no emo-
tions. If we want to make people happy
we should communicate our source of
ha ppiness. (Continu.ed on Page 44)
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(;REAT CHANGES have takenCJ place in all forms of artistic
endeavor during the past fifty years
-we are aware of them every day. In
some cases it is a matter of opinion
whether allthe changes have been ad-
vances, However, there can be little
question that the art of violin playing
has advanced considerably during
this period; there have been many
changes of style, taste, and technique,
some of them notimrnediately obvi-
ous to the lay audience but of which
the trained violinist is very conscious.
The most note-worthy advances have
been in the field of bowing technique:
these have been commented on from
time to time in these columns. But
left-hand technique has also advanced
in many directions, and it is with
these changes that we are concerned
here.
Thebasic technique of the left hand
has not changed much: but the uses to
which its various elements are put
havechangeda good deal. Perhaps
the most fundamental change is in
shifting to the fifth position or higher
from the first or third position. For-
merly, the shift from the third posi-
tion was prepared for by bringing the
thumb forward-c-about "opposite the
second finger-and then drawing it
under the neck at right angles to the
line of the strings, the shift being
made as the tip of the thumb came
into the curve at the end of the neck..
Many artists became proficient in
making this complex motion in the
twinkling of an eye, and this way of
making the shift is still quite widely
taught. But the movement is essen-
tially awkward and is gradually be-
ing superseded by a smoother motion.
In this newer technique the thumb is
not brought forward at all; on the
contrary, it is swung back along the
neck parallel with the G string. As
this motion is made, the first finger
knuckle moves away from the neck
while the fourth finger moves a little
etude-septemb'er 1956
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back from tbe top G to the Fvsharp
and the B is taken with the second
finger instead of the third. The G
minor scales are illustrated in Exs. F
and G.
Ex. C ,Iif"--- •..••.•••• ---~ ••• - ••••••. ;"
~' '~H·'·~$& ~.1 cj£W
etc.
Some Aspects of ...
Modern Left-Hand Technique
by Harold Berkley
towards the neck, thus bringing the
knuckles almost if not quite parallel
to the strings and enabling the hand
to move in a straight line when it
makes the shift. As the shift is made,
the thumb comes forward until its tip
is in the curve of the neck. For a
normal hand, no further movement
of the thumb should be necessary for
the fingers to move up to the end of
the fingerboard, In Ex. A. the thumb
should go back and the knuckle move
out on the D in preparation for the
shift to the F-sharp:
In a rapid scale line, such as Ex.
B. the thumb should go back and the
hand come around in the first posi-
tion, there being no time to make the
movement in the third position.
E'<.B v4-:
~lilH@ rrUfJ
The fingering of scales and arpeg-
gios is a phase of technique that has
undergone a considerable change for
the better. Forty years ago almost
every book of scales had fingerings
that differed from every other book,
and each book was usually incon-
sistent in itself. But these books still
out-sell the newer scale methods.
Thanks largely to the influence of
the late Carl Flesch, however, a ra-
tional system of fingering is gradually
being accepted, though the influence
of the die-hards is still heavily felt in
some quarters. Exs. C, D and E illus-
trate the two upper octaves, ascend-
ing and descending, of the Bflat ma-
jor scale and the melodic and har-
monic B-flat minor scales. All scales
above B-Aat should start on the sec-
ond finger and follow the same pat-
tern. The same fingerings are used in
the top octave of the A-flat and A
scales; while for the descending G
major scale the fourth finger slides
Ex. D melodic form 8--···.. -··---·_········--~~i' \.O~ ~' , ,~g~ap "I UUI
8·.···············---···········:
Fti'tT"~~- Fj~'
etc.
Ex. F 8·······--····----.······-·---------···.. ,
~ I "110H"JO'd:Hj~, • ~c:rI~.~' I -
Iffe.
Ex.G_~d 'g' "jU I; ". 1,~p~rcW j jim I.
The principle behind these finger-
ings is the making of each descending
shift on a half-step, resulting in much
greater clarity of technique.
The modern fingering for Svoctave
arpeggios is also the result of an urge
towards greater clarity. This finger-
ing, illustrated in the upper fingering
of Exs. H and I, makes the first de-
scending shift one position shorter
and to a stronger finger (the 3rd in-
stead of the 4th) than the older 'fin.
gering. The new idea is the extension
backwards of the first or second fin-
ger while the shift is being made. See
the second F in the descending arpeg-
gio of Ex. H, and the second G in the
similar arpeggio in Ex. I.
EJ' 'I' 8 ., , ~ , ~ , ,¥' .03 6Uif11§L: Ef i DO
" '
ss.r R·······,·····,·······--E:~ ~r 4' ilFpp--.:;;:=P-:Ii.£iib I~~ ~. '
The fingering for 3-octave dimin-
ished seventh arpeggios is a pure ex-
ample of (Continued on Page 56)
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
FOR THE YOUNG SINGER
. (Continued from Page 42)
Interpretation relates to diction. For
a successful interpreter of songs, he
must have understanding of his vocal
apparatus and its use, of himself and
his purposes, of his audience and of the
song, the author of the text and the
composer of the music. Too much can-
not be said regarding the matter of
getting the enental picture of a song in
mind before attempting to sing it, and
then above all else being able to keep
that image clear and strong throughout
the rendition.
In summing up these studio objec-
tives, we arrive at the conclusion that
what we have tried to do is to increase
the effectiveness of the vocal instrument
-its range, flexibility, control, etc. Vo-
cal training cannot change the basic
instrument or 'the basic quality. What
it can and should do is to help the
student realize his full potential.
One cannot starve the soul and pro-
duce a meaningful tone, for the mean-
ing of life and its utterance comes from
the human heart. The Great Teacher
once said, "Out of the abundance of the
. heart the mouth speaketh." Therein lies
the challenge to students and teachers
alike, not only to fill the intellect with
knowledge, but also the heart with un-
derstanding and the soul with beauty.
"And if you sing though as angels,
and love not the singing, you muffle
man's ears to the voices of the day and
the voices of the night." (Gibran, The
Prophet) THE END
THE AMATEUR HOUR
(Continued from Page 22)
Besides Miss Resnik, Amateur Hour
alumni include Frank Sinatra, who was
heard on the show with "The Hoboken
Four," dancer Vera-Ellen, light opera's
Jo Sullivan, now heading the cast of the
Broadway hit "The Most Happy Fella";
and such other opera stars as Mimi
Benzell and Robert Merrill.
Today, the year's successful candi-
dates appear in a Madison Square Gar-
den final roundup-such as the one
telecast there on Sunday evening, Sep-
tember 9th~to determine just who will
get the scholarships to music or dance
schools and the cash prizes.
It was when Major Bowes was organ-
izing the touring units that he called
upon Ted Mack to become his assistant
in selecting talent and producing and
directing the "Original Amateur Hour."
He had seen the work Mack had done
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as musical
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supervisor and conductor for produc-
tions like "The Great Ziegfeld" and
"Beat the Band" and he had liked it.
Mack, who "inherited a feeling for
music,'" he says, "from my mother, a
pianist," had previously barnstormed
the country himself, playing the saxo-
phone and leading his own band in
dance halls, cafes and theatres from
coast to coast. Thus it was with consid-
erable first hand experience as well as
knowledge of music that, shortly after
Major Bowes' death, he revived the
Amateur Hour in 1948.
It has now become a TV regular, and
only a few month ago was expanded
from a one-half hour to an hour show.
To the parents who ask if their child
has talent-and, if he does, what should
they do about it-s-Mack always gives
the same piece of advice. "Enter him in
contests based on talent, not persona].
ity," he maintains. IOThe outcome of
such a contest is a pretty good indica-
tion of a youngster's ability. Too many
parents," he adds, "parrot the cliche
that it isn't what you know but who you
know that counts. That isn't true, I a].
ways insist, if the child has real talent."
A weekly showcase for high calibre
artists is presented on the "Voice of
(Continued on Page 47)
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TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE
Maurice Dumesnil
Rock and Roll, and Hanon
Wouldgreatly appreciate your advice
aboutpermitting a pupil 1.0 play Rock
andRoll Waltz (popular at present) at
my annual recital. She is rather bard
10 manage, but is so eruhused about
learningthis piece which she brought
at her last lesson and asked if she
might use it instead of one I selected.
Sheis eleven years old, and very bright .
Also what do yOlt suggest instead of
the Hanon studies? Most of my pupils
simply hate Hanon and won't practice
it or bring the book to lesson.' I am
afraid they will lose interest if forced.
(Mrs.) H. E. A.-Pennsylvania
Icertainly would let your eleven year
old Rock and Roll if she shows such
determination.Why should you run the
riskof losing her by denying her wish?
Yousay she is very bright. Then, use
psychologyand little by little, as she
growsup, you will be able to bring her
gradually to accepting, and eventually
to loving the classics. Your question is
onewhich comes up periodically, and I
havereceived many reports of improve-
ments and success as the years go by.
Regarding "good old" Hanon. You
say that most of your pupils hate him.
So there are some who do not enter-
tain the same feeling. They are prob-
ably your best ones, those who are
eager to progress, to get resu lts, those
Imight call your "star students." Be
satisfied to give Hanon to them, and
keep it away from the others. Replace
it by the pleasant little numbers by
Gurlitt, Burgmiiller and others; for
here again, you don't want to see your
classdwindle to only a few.
It is wise to divide your pupils into
severalcategories. In a class of let's say
thirtY·fiveor forty there may be only
f?ur or five deserving the above·men-
tlOned"star" qualification. Then you
(Continued on Page 50)
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VIOLIN
QUESTIONS
Harold Berkley
Perhaps a Tcstore
W. B. Texas. Your violin bears a cor-
rectly-worded label of Carlo Antonio
Testore and, if genuine, the instrument
could be worth from $700 to around
$1800, according to workmanship and
condition. But I cannot say that the
violin is genuine, for, as you probably
know, there is nothing more easy to
fake than a label. I hope for your sake
that the violin is a real Testore, {or if
it is you got it at a tremendous bargain.
But if the tone is of good quality and
carries well, why worry much about who
made it?
A Double-Bass Study Book
C. F. G., Wyoming. The most popular
method for the double-bass is that by
SimandI. There are others, but this one
is probably the best. The chief' qua li-
ties necessary for playing the double-
bass are a keen ear and a very good
sense of rhythm. These qualities are
most important in dance band playing,
and a short "tour of duty" in 'such a
band would be good for your son. But
to be playing long hours of pizzicato,
day after day, week after week, would
certainly tend to stiffen the right hand,
to the detriment of his bowing tech-
nique-and of his piano playing. To
study the violin would be of no help in
learning the bass.
A Tell-tale Date
C. L. W., California. Since Jacobus
Stainer died in 1683 and your violin is
dated 1716 .. the instrument cannot be
genuine. It is not even likely to be a
good copy, for a conscientious copyist
would at least put a plausible date in-
side the violin. It is probably a German
or Bohemian factory product ",:?rth at
most $50. There are many such assem-
bly line" violins throughout the world.
ORGAN AND CHOIR
QUESTIONS
Frederick Phillips
Q. I am an organ student, 17 years
of age. Because I am tall, it is neces-
sary to use 2" props under the bench
to make comfortable playing. The organ
I play has 50 ranks and 4 manuals.
Without the props the pedal keys are
not low enough and I must lift my legs
/'0 play, but with the props the pedals
can be depressed without lifting the
whole leg for every key. Do other or-
ganists do the same thing, and is it
good practice to do so? (2) Is there any
standard tempo 10 be used in the book
of Eight Little Preludes and Fugues,
Bach, edited by Schweitzer? (3) Does
the Vox H umana have any special value
in combinations, aside from its use as
a solo stop? Is it ever acceptable as an
accompaniment for singing?
R. S.~Pa.
A. The fact that there are organ
benches with seats adjustable for height
would indicate that yours is a not un-
common situation. We should say that
your procedure is quite correct. You
certainly cannot do good pedal work
at an awkward height. (2) The Kraft
edition of these Bach Preludes and
Fugues gives metronome markings for
all except No. 1. and Dr. Kraft's repu-
tation is such that we feel you would
be entirely justified in accepting his
suggestions. For No. 1 the writer sug-
gests about 80 to the quarter note for
both the Prelude and the Fugue. For
the remaining numbers these are Dr.
Kraft's markings: No.2, both move-
ments 80 to the quarter note. No.3,
Prelude, 66 to the quarter; Fugue, 116
to the quarter. No.4, Prelude, 116 to
the eighth; Fu.gue, 96 to the quarter.
No.5,Prelude,56 to the quarter; Fugue,
100 to the quarter. No.6, Prelude, 72
to the half; Fugue, 92 to the quarter.
No.7, Prelude, 60 to the quarter; Fugue,
76 to the. dotted quarter. No.8, Prelude,
(Cantin ned on Page 50)
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STUDY SUGGESTIONS FOR
YOUNG ACCORDIONISTS
from an Interview with
Joe Biviano
(Mr. Biviano is a prominent accordion
instructor and artist who has also
arranged much background music for
radio and television productions, among
them "Michael Shane" and "Chance of
a Lifetime." He has also played the
accordion in Virgil Thomson's "Four
Saints in Three Acts" with the composer
conducting.~Ed. Note)
(]izOW THAT the accordion has be-
come an instrument with a def-
inite place in the public schools as well
as in the professional field, many ac-
cordion students realize that the path
to becoming an accordion virtuoso is a
difficult one, that they must have a com-
plete musical education and that they
must be prepared to face all the re-
quirements of a thorough musician.
Thus with this goal in mind, the prob-
lems and questions are many more than
can be discussed in a brief article. How-
ever, to satisfy my curiosity as to some
of the more frequently asked questions,
I queried Joe Biviano, well known radio
and television artist and highly quali-
fied to give the desired information,
since many of his graduates are today
enjoying enviable positions in the mu-
sic world. His reply makes interesting
reading.
"Every day of the year- any number
of students ask me the same questions,
Why can't I execute better? or What
should I" do to help my playing? Few
of these pupils reach the stage in their
musical education where they learn to
listen to themselves when they are prac-
ticing. Few of them know the correct
method of practicing.
"The student who has a heavy sched-
ule and is limited to one and a half to
two hours of practice a day must learn
to utilize every minute of his practice
time. This can be accomplished with
careful planning.
"The fundamental studies can be
broken down into the following cate-
gories: scales which will include majors
a~~ minors an~ all.of their inverted po-
sltIOns; scales III thtrds, scales in sixths,
the
ACCORDION
by Theresa Costello
chromatic scales, whole tone scales
scales in octaves, and the study of ar-
peggios in their entirety and in all their
forms.
"I should like to make one or two
suggestions relative to the proper meth.
od of practicing scales. Practice with
the left hand first. Practice even tones.
Listen to every note and play every.
thing as legato as possible using an
even, smooth motion of the bellows. Be
methodical in playing scales in this
manner. Practice the left hand alone
ascending and descending 25 times.
Then repeat the same with the right
hand, then both hands together. Scales
shou ld be practiced in all positions-
similar motion, contrary motion, similar
and contrary motions in thirds and
sixths. I suggest the application of this
same form of practice to the harmonic
minor, melodic. minor, and the natural
minor-to be followed with scales in
thirds, sixths and octaves.
"Regarding arpeggios, there are two
keyboard positions which a student
must practice and which can be applied
to a number of keys: for example, in
practicing the arpeggios of C Major
one also develops the positions of D
minor, E minor, F Major, G Major and
A minor. The second keyboard position
takes in C minor, D Major, E Major,
F minor, G minor and A Major. These
positions are to be applied to the right
hand only.
"The study of repeated fingering on
one note has seldom been brought to
the attention of the student. The reo
peated note can be executed with any
of the 4 finger-s-c-I 2 1 2- 2 1 2 1 or
3 2 1 or 4 3 2 1. There have been two
schools of development on this type of
fingering: the old school which taught
the student to execute lengthwise slid-
ing of the fingers off the keyboard, and
the new one which is far better and
much more practical, to execute across
the key. The position of the thumb
should always be in beck, of any of
the other fingers. Only the first joint or
section of the thumb should be kept on
the key; the other fingers will then be
automatically in correct position. Once
the student has developed this technique
he can then apply it in daily practice to
any of the scales or arpeggios.
"I have found in my teachings that
once the student has familiarized him-
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!elf with all of this ,:ork he will then
. ble of executmg five forms of
De capa
. which are so commonly used
~hrasJDg . d.
woodwinds or strmge mstru-among
,ents. • d fill hi
llA student can't be e.xpect: to IS
. practice time WIth this work butenure
I h .- fortunate enough to have morei e b .. I
thanthe average practice time at east
I r a day should be allotted toone IOU
I. drills. They are invaluable in the
nese di . "a 1 ment of the accor LOn mrtuoso.
",op THE END
THE AMATEUR HOUR
(Continued from Page 44)
r estone" (Monday evenings, ABC·
r~~ioand TV) and the "Teleph.one
Hour"(Monday evenings, NBC-radIO).
Theartists scheduled for Monday eve-
ningsin September are:
Voice of Firestone
(ABC-Radioand TV)
Firestone Chorus-Sept. 3
MildredMiller-Sept. 10
RobertMerrill-Sept. 17
Elaine Malhin and
Robert ROllnseville-Sept. 24
Telephone Hour
(NBC·Radio)
Lorin Hollander-Sept. 3
MicbaelRabin-Sept. 10
Barbara Gibson-Sept. 17
Grant Johannesen-Sept. 24
THE END
BALLET MUSIC
IN WASHINGTON'S TIME
(Continued from Page 17)
10 Paisiello's "Frescatana" in the score
forhis"The Unfortunate Family." Then
again, when he produced the "new grand
tragic pantomime," "The New French
Deserter," Francisquy chose music by
Gretry,although the opera "Le Deser-
teur"was by Monsigny, and Maximilien
Gardel'sballet of the same title (which
Francisquy claimed to be reproducing)
had a score by Miller. It was not un-
usualfor the name of the composer to
be entirely omitted from the playbills
and advertisements, especially when the
ballet was well known and the music
presumablyfamiliar.
Sometimesthe orchestra leader was a
capable composer, as in the case of
Alexander Reinagle in Philadelphia,
and then the ballet master was lucky
enoughto have new scores tailored to
measure.Reinagle wrote the music for
thepantomimes "Harlequin's Invasion,"
"Harlequin Shipwrecked," and "The
Witchesof the Rock"; he compiled a
score,using Irish and Scottish themes,
for the "Grand Divertissement" in the
Templeof Liberty, taken from the cele-
bratedballet,caUed "Warrior's Welcome
Home,"and he provided a new overture
for Madame Gardie's favorite vehicle,
"La Foret Noire."
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Members of the various theatre or-
chestras, and even the versatile and
hard working singers and dancers were
frequently pressed into service to com-
pile ballet scores from popular sources,
or to compose new ones. Benjamin Carr,
Victor Pelissier, Louis BouIlay and John
Bentley were among the most active of
these early performer-composers, and
all of them wrote a great deal of dance
music. When Jean Marie Lege staged a
new ballet called "The Birthday," or
"Rural Fete," to be given in Boston in
honor of Washington's birthday, on Feb-
ruar-y 22, 1797, it had a score especially
composed by Raynor Taylor, English-
born pianist, organist and teacher, who
had long been active in Baltimore and
Philadelphia. On the other hand, when
the ensemble dancer and violoncellist
Renaud provided the score for Lege's
Boston production of "The Island 'of
Calypso," or "The Adventures of Tele-
machus," he may well have been setting
down more or less what he remembered
of Miller's score for the Paris version of
the ballet, just as Lege undoubtedly
based his choreography on the original
version by Pierre Gardel.
(Continued on Page 51)
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MAGIC KEYS by LOUISE CURCIO
In Two Books
A tuneful piano course desiqned for beginner's
of all ages. The pupil is taken, step-by-step,
through Grade One (where fifteen notes ore
presented) and Grade Two (where fourteen
notes are presentedl-Ieorning one note 01 a
time, while acquiring both a sense of technical
and reading security.
Easy for the Teacher-Fun for the Pupil. Magic
Keys offers the teacher a relaxed and unre-
stricted method of instruction, ond the pupil a
meons of keen interest and a sense of accom-
plishment. 1.00 each book.
Send for FREE 8. F. WOOD Co'alog.
The B. f.WOOD MUSIC CO., INC. 24 Brookline Ave., Boston 15, Mo ss
the exciting new PIANO-ORGAN
COMBINATION
Now you can have both piano and ,organ. mu~ic in you~ home,
in a compact unit no larger chan a spinet plano. ~nd you II be
surprised how lirrle it costs! You can play plano harmony and organ
melody or piano melody and org.an harmony .... with the full range
of organ voices, including solo .and Vibrato effects. No ocher
bi . offers so many thrilling mUSICal effects and tone colors at a
com macon f beei l Tbere'rice so low-nor is so easy to play, even or egmners: ere 5
even an earphone plug-in for "silent" practice!
so EASY TO OWN-A small down. poym~nt p~ts this I FREE! Color bookl~t de.cribing the new
eAciting new Starck Piano_Organ, comblnotlan m ya~r home Storck Piano-Organ combi~atian in f~U
-See ya~r Storck dealer tadoy. detail is ya~" far the ask,"g.
Po A.Slauk P:iantJ (!fa. 234 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS
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ORGANIST'S PAGE
EDITED BY ALEXANDER MC CURDY
Church Organist
or
Concert Player. • •
the functions
of each
F rom an interview
with Alexander Schreiner
Secured by Aubrey B. Haines
(Dr. Alexander Schreiner, organist at the Mormon Taber-
nacle in Salt Lake City, recently received a Doctor 0/ Phil-
osophy degree at the University 0/ Utah. Accepted as the
thesis for the doctorate was his composition Concerto in B
minor for Organ and Orchestra. The work has been per.
formed by the Utah Symphony, the Brigham Young Univer-
sity 'Symphony and the Claremont College Symphony
Orchestra in Cali/ornia.-Ed. Note)
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"~E FUNCTION of the church organist-his spe-
o " • ,~cial function -Dr. Schreiner suggests, IS to en-
hance and beautify the church service, to promote an
atmosphere of serenity, of musical beauty; and also to
serve as an accompaniment, aid, and guide to both choir
and congregational singing. The soul~ W?O attend church
should be allowed to feel that the SIngIng process is a
most enjoyable one, even an ennobling one, when sup.
ported by the organ. The organist will do. ;"ell not to be
dictatorial, arbitrary, extreme, or unusual In the way he
accompanies the singing. He should be a gentle guide, a
good shepherd in accompanying all singing. Tempos
should be comfortable and natural, normal rather than
either extremely fast or slow. Organists and directors
should realize that their blood pressure is likely to be
up when performing before the congregation, whereas the
blood pressure of the congregation will be more nearly
normal and less excited. Let serenity, comfort, and nor.
malcy reign in church rather than theatrical excitement,
speed, and dictatorial qualities. Jesus was a gentle shep.
herd. Our musicians should be like him.
"The special function of the recital organist tends
rather more toward the theatrical in its best sense. Here
we have only the music to hear, perhaps even without the
opportunity of seeing the organist perform. Therefore,
his selections should sustain interest at every moment.
There should be contrasts both in dynamics as well as in
tempo, so that the listener does not weary too long of any
one style. The music here may be alternately exciting,
stimulating, serene, and calm. The recitalist may well
be a high priest of a musician, playing the best music, the
newest music which he is capable of presenting clearly,
movingly, convincingly, elegantly, and eloquently.
"The church organist has the more holy task of the two.
But the concert organist has the more difficult task to
perform, since he carries the burden of maintaining atten-
tion on his shoulders alone. He is no mere accompanist
to something else. He is the preacher of musical beauty
and ideas. It is fortunate that the church organist, often
not too well trained, is usually more humble in his atti-
tude and not so aggressive and sharp as the recitalist
sometimes may be.
"The work of both kinds of organists is parallel in that
part of the repertoire which is dominantly devotional and
tranquil in quality. The main similarity in their work
lies "in the duties of both to make music live and sing joy,
hope, and beauty to the listeners."
Asked whether he felt that either type of organist should
cover such a wide scope of compositions in his playing
that the churchgoer or the concertgoer over a period of
time would be given a good education in the vast scope
of organ literature, Dr. Schreiner replied that both types
of organists would be wise to specialize in such musical
repertoire as they can do well. The educational aim is
secondary both in church and concert playing, he feels.
Neither is a school, and organists should endeavor to
study the culture of their listeners, beginning on their
level and proceeding up the scale. But not so far, however,
that they lose contact with their listeners. A preacher has
to make himself understood. He is inspiring people rather
than merely educating them.
Here then is a most fortunate aesthetic principle: people
~.-- ----------- etude-september 1956
~l enjoy, be moved, and be inspired
I hi h .-t by music W IC IS at, near, or
~~htlyabove .their ~sual. ~usical. cul-
lUre. If music IS not intelfigible-c-either
~cause of faulty presentation or
~angeness due tp unfamiliarity of the
:~om-then of course interest is lost.
~ikewise,generally speaking, when mu-
,icis belowa certain standard, boredom
~ts in at hearing the same familiar
wings.The trouble lies in the fact that
~mepeople who have caught the vision
of Bach, for example, wish to please
Ihemselvesinstead of those whom they
!houldserve.
To the question, What constitutes
goodorgan music, and how may it be
aetermined?Dr. Schreiner replied that
!oodorgan music sustains and nourishes
oleinterest of cultivated and experi-
encedtastes. Its message should be dis-
cernibleas sublime, energetic, inspiring,
ennobling,brilliant, monumental, or the
like. It should parallel in some way
man'shigher, more interesting, perma-
nent'feelings and attitudes.
Transcribed music for organ is Ire-
quentlyapertinent issue. "The only ob-
jectionI have to transcribed pieces is
~at such a number may lose much of
itsoriginal intent and interest. A trans-
cribedpiece may on occasion enhance
theflavor of the original. Occasionally
transcribedpieces are justified-prop-
erly so-s-hy being unavailable in the
original."
The advice that Dr. Schreiner most
frequentlygives is that organists should
arive to becomeexcellent pianists, either
priorto or simultaneously with being
organists.Most of the organist's work is
donewith the fingers. Most-if not all-
poor organists are slovenly pianists.
Pianowork and piano literature en-
hancethe musicianship and performance
ofanyorganist.
Askedwhat determines in large part
the type of composition he would select
loran organ voluntary at a church ser-
viceand whether the prelude, offertory,
andpostlude should differ in nature, Dr.
Schreinerstated that his own preference
is a devotional prelude, not too long-
iay, five minutes. The offertory may
rise to some more consequence in its
middle.Then he favors a short devo-
tionalpostlude, summary in character.
He believes that examples of each of
thesewould perhaps need to be impro-
visedto suit occasions as they arise. The
postludemay, for example, echo some
motiveof the closing hymn tune, without
appearing to disfigure it. He does not
like loud, energetic, march-postludes.
And as to the playing of eclectic re-
citals, Dr. Schreiner observes that an
eclecticprogram mayor may not ramble
toofar. "I would rather try in some way
toshowa kind of organization in a pro-
gram-some kind of noticeable plan-
ning.This may be done historically, by
'tUde-september 1956
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Composers, or by types of compositions.
Rather than ten haphazardly chosen
pieces listed numerically, I would strive
for, say, three groups."
At the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt
Lake City, Dr. Schreiner plays more
than 200 services a year which include
recitals, nation-wide broadcasts, general
can ferences, and other church and civic
functions. Because he has made no na-
tional tours for three years, he has at
present on his desk 120 requests for con-
certs throughout the nation. On his last
transcontinental tour he played thirty-
five programs on some of the eminent
instruments of the nation. It is perhaps
needless to add that his ideas on organ
playing are as eagerly sought as are his
appearances as a recitalist.
THE END
NEW RECORDS
(Continued from Page 19)
Follounng is a list of additional new
recordings. .
Tchaikovsky : The Sleeping Beauty
CAPITOL (P 13005)
Orpheus in the Underworld CADENCE
(CLP 1009)
Jazz at Nicks CADENCE (CLP 1012)
Dixieland Manhattan Style CADENCE
(CLP 1013)
Durante; Salieri; Vivaldi ANGEL
(35335)
Schubert: Symphony No.6; Greig:
Overture "In Autumn" ANGEL (35339)
Ravel: Valses Nobles Et Sentimentales
ANGEL (35173)
Mozart: Concertos Nos. 6 in B-Flat and
14 in E-Flat Major EPIC (LC 3226)
Serenade for Strings EPIC (LC .3228)
Franck: String Quartet in D Major
EPIC (LC 3227)
Bach: The Eight Little Preludes and
Fugues COLUMBIA (ML 5078)
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto COLUM-
BIA (ML 5085)
Bartok: Mikrokosmos COLUMBIA (SL.
229)
Brahms: A German Requiem DECCA
(DX-136)
Irmgard Seefried In Person DECCA
(DL 9809)
Two Piano Recital DECCA (DL 9790)
Ginastera: Quartet No. I DECCA (DL
9823)
The Mozarteum Orchestra of Salzburg
Plays Mozart DECCA (DL 9834)
Fiesta! CAPITOL (P 8335)
Johann Strauss Jr : Le Beau Danube
CAPITOL (P 18006)
Beethoven Sonatas CAPITOL (P
18011 )
Tchaikovsky : Concerto No.1 in B Flat
Minor CAPITOL (P 18007)
THE
Oxford
University Press
PRESENTS A GROUP OF
SIX PIANO SOLOS BY
AMERICAN COMPOSERS
A.Walter Kramer
Cypresses ... $1.50
"Just published
Catalogue No. 93 E 207
Herbert Elwell
Sonata ... $1.50
Catalogue No. 93 E 201
Arthur Shepherd
Exotic Dance ... $0.75
Catalogue No. 93 E 203
Sonata No.2. .$2.50
Catalogue No. 93 E 206
Beryl Rubinstein
Sonatina in C # Minor. .$2.00
Catalogue No. 93 E 204
Whirligig .$0.60
Catalogue No. 93 E 205
Write to us for our
free NEW Catalogue of
Oxford Piano Music, 1956
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC.
114 Fifth Ave., New York 11
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INCREASE YOUR INCOME
TEACH MODERN PIANO by not.
Classical teachers everywhere helped by our method and
class-buildinpids. 50th year. Send for free brochure "."d
samples. Latest 96 page .nstrceucn book only $2.50. WIth
Home Study Coulse, $3.50, postpaid.
THE CHRISTENSEN METHOD
Dept. E, Box 2248, Hollywood 28, Calif
ACCORDIONS
-ETC.-
FREE CATALOG -Tremendous sa.Ing, on everything in
the musical rin_amplifiers-clavioline" guilars, brass
and wood wind. specializing in Quality accordions-{w.f
200 real bargains. Write
JAY STEMMERMAN'S DISCDUNT HOUSE
Phone VI 7-0866-VI 6·5258
8932 88th St., Woodhoven 21, N. Y.
A bOOK of enjoyable Songs'ti:-t~ for Young Folk
\{!..) SING TOGETHER
1-(\ with
Harry Robert WilsonI i\~ Consolidated Music Publishers. Inc .
.!) 240 W. 55 St.. N. Y 19
TO AUTHORS
seeking a publisher
If YOUare lookinl for a publisher, send for our free, illnlrated booklet
titled To the Author in Search of a Publisher. 1\ tells ho.....we can pub-
lish, promote and distribute your book. as we have done for hundreds
of olher wrilers. All subjects considered. New aulhors welcomed.
Write today lor Booklet ET. It's free.
VANTAGE PRESS, Inc., 120 W. 31 St., N. Y...1
In Colif.: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., HollywOl;Id 28
Make Extra Money ..•
by becoming a subscription
agent lor ETUDE
You can make extra cash eas-
ily and quickly in your spare
time as do many of your con-
temporaries by writing to:
Agents' Plan,.
ETUDE, the music magazine,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Write for more information today'
A PICTURE PAINTED
IN SOUND
(Continued from Page 15)
"He even had a special staging ar-
rangement by which the conductor co-
ordinated the color to emphasize the
intensity of the orchestral sound."
Mr. Dow, who began his experimentation
with a small screen and a few colored
spot lights in his home, found the orig-
inal results both interesting and intrigu-
ing. Friends received the idea with such
enjoyment and enthusiasm that he grad-
ually increased its scope through the
utilization of rudimentary props. From
there of course, it was a natural step to
think of applying the whole technique
to the interpretation of music.
A branch tacked to a' piece of ply-
wood, through the magic of the screen
and the lighting, became an enchanted
forest washed in moonlight for the Clair
de Lune of Debussy; a small cross of
rough lumber cast its shadow in shim-
mering depths of the sea where the en-
gulfed cathedral lay forgotten except
for the music of the same composer-
and the audiences at the two introduc-
tory concerts both heard and saw the
motions of the monk tolling his long.
submerged bells for Matins.
The Three Fantastic Dances of Shes-
takovitch assumed an abstract aura
induced by the shadowed patterns cast
on the screen by roughly-carved ply-
wood flowers set up as a background
for a ballet solo interpreting the first
composition, and his individual style
took on new meaning as the other danc-
ers added grotesque motion to the
music.
Seemingly casual arrangements of
aluminum foil served as reflectors for a
simulated inferno . . . bubbles arising
from the bottom of the sea were achieved
the same way . . . and cloud effects
heralding the rising of the moon re-
sulted from another combination of
lights and foil.
Only an innate sense of artistry could
blend such extraneous objects with the
right amount of color and motion,
translate the feeling of music to reality
and achieve an entirely new artistic
sensation. Mr. Dow, who-of course-
has these qualities in profusion, as his
success as an architect has long demon-
strated, . anticipates that future per~·
formances will prove to be even more
enthusiastically received.
The seemingly limitless application
of the screen and its adaptability to
practically every art convey a potential
that could bring new significance to the
drama, television and the concert stage.
One critic, who compared Mr. Dow's
achievement with Pablo Picasso's cu-
bism art formula,* said:
"Any way you look at it, Midland's
l- 50b.... ...._ilo- _
own legend-maker has come out with
a spectacular in shadow entertainment
which is bound to cause more experi-
mentation among cultural adventurists.
He has pioneered a composite art-
forcible, original and artistic."
* (see cover of Feb. 1956 ETUDE)
THE END
TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
(Continued from Page 45)
will have fifteen or so who are "aver-
age good," not very gifted perhaps,
but obedient to your remarks and agree.
able to whatever pieces you may select.
Another fifteen will belong to those who
"take" because their little friends are
taking. They are not interested in any
seriously planned course of study, they
often want to play pieces way above
their possibilities-sometimes reflecting
their parents' wish-but they present no
special problem and you can easily get
along with them. At the bottom of your
list and counterbalancing the five stars,
there is likely to be an equal number
of impossible ones, who do not co-oper-
ate, who make it hard for you, who
should not be studying music or piano
at all.
Each group should be treated accord-
ing to its particular psychological dis.
position. Analyze your pupils and you
will soon find out exactly what to give
them, one piece that they like very much,
for instance, and another one which
perhaps they don't like so well but
which they will be willing to playas
it is coupled with the favorite.
For most of your class, there is a
great number of charming pieces of
light classics, sometimes called draw-
ing-room music, which are at the same
time pleasing and valuable: Benjamin
Godard, Chaminade, MacDowell, Grieg,
Sinding, and many others have written
scores of delightful easy pieces, suitable
for recitals.
In conclusion: do your level best by
all pupils, but never allow yourself to
become ill about any of their deficien-
cies. Instead, save your best energies
for those who prove worthy of your in-
terest and appreciate your efforts.
ORGAN QUESTIONS
(Con.tinued from Page 45)
92 to the quarter; Fugue, 96 to the
quarter. (3) The Vox Humana has a
rather -beautiful modifying effect when
used with other very soft slaps, but is
ineffective with other types of stops. Its
wavering character makes it unsuitable
to use as accompaniment to singing.
BALLETMUSIC
IN WASHINGTON'S TIME
(Continued from Page 47)
for brief divertissements, dancers in
rlyAmerica were quick to capitalize
:the popularity of catchy .a~d familiar
tJI!les,and it is not surprrsmg to find
thatin 1797 Francisquy concluded one
"Th C " "TIf his ballets, e ooper, or ie
, dian," . I " C\morousCuar ian, Wit 1 a new oun-
~ Dance, called Yankee Doodle."
~etimes the fame of a particular
a&lceensuredthe widespread success of
~ music,and it is only as the com poser
~Durang's Hornpipe, written for John
Durang,the first native American to en-
'ur a career as a professional dancer,
~t thename of Franz Hoffmeister sur-
mes today.
In that practical age, ballet masters
ere their own accompanists. The violin,
stead of the piano, was used at ballet
zhearsalsand classes, and every danc-
ing teacherwas of necessity a good via-
hist.Hisminiature violin, or "k it," was
IS indispensable an item of equipment
IS his ballet shoes. Sometimes dancers
Jerealso composers, and provided the
susie for their own ballets (as was the
asewiththe Italian Caspare Angiolini,
~overre'sgreat rival in the development
~fdramatic ballet).
A prominent example of the dancer-
emposerin America was Pierre Lan-
drinDuport, a refugee from the French
revolution,whose activities extended to
8oston,New York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more,Washington and points south. He
peferred to work independently, as
leadof his own school, and was not
regularlyassociated with the theatres in
anyof the cities where he taught. In
Boston,however, he gave some fairly
unhitiousperformances, with his pupils
andgueststars. Lege danced in his "The
Descentof Apollo" at the Haymarket
Theatrein 1798. This had music by
Gn~try.For another of his Boston pro-
ductions,a ballet called "The May,"
Iopert composed his own music, and a
hagmentof it has survived in a collec-
tionof Duport manuscripts at the Li-
craryof Congress. The same collection
includesa "fancy Menuit (sic) Dance
lelore Genl Washington 1792" and a
~fancyMenuit with figure Dance by
twoyoung Ladies in the presence of
\hs. Washington in 1792-Phila." Du-
port was a prolific composer of waltzes,
atillions and country dances, many of
whichwere published during his life-
lime.More recently, two of his minuets
werechosen by Albert Stoessel for in-
clusionin his orchestral suite "Early
A!Ilericana,"published in 1936.
THE END
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PIANO SOLOS for YOUNG FINGERS
HERBERT HAUFRECHT
ETUDES IN BLUES for Piano
Toccata; Quasi Oetinato; Dialogue;
Nocturne; Capriccio $ .65
CARLOS SURINACH
TALES FROM THE FLAMENCOKING-
DOU for piano-s-For Children
I. Pepper King; II. Sweet Beauty;
III. Witch Dance S .75
ALAN HOVHANESS
MOUNTAIN IDYLLSfor Piano
I. Moon Lllllaby; II. Moon Dance;
III. Mountain Lullaby .... s .75
LOUISE GARROW
NIGHTTRAIN To TEXAS,
Piano Solo
STEPLI":ELY, Piano Solo ..
PINK SLIPPERs;Piano Solo.
... $ .35
.s .35
_.$ .35
DAVID CARR GLOVER, JR.
GO!MAGGIEBooGIE,PianoSolo $ .35
AT THE BOTTOMOF THE SEA,
Piano Solo. . .$ .50
THE CHASE, Piano Solo. ..$ .35
CLEO ALLEN HIBBS
RHYTHMA LA MODE,
Piano Solo . .. $ .35
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
1 West 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
HAVE THE
TO THE
WE
INTRODUCING
HONOR OF
UNITED STATES
/(ecordersbllleltr
~
liThe Stradivarius
of Recorders"
Consorts of Four Instruments
(soprano, a/to, tenor and boss)
motched in plum or cherrywood on
special order only.
RECORDERS BY FEHR are superb
instruments, hand-tooled in Switz-
erlond by master craftsmen from
specially selected woods - pear-
wood. boxwood, pofls e n d e r,
rosewood, plumwood and cherry-
wood. Each instrument is individ-
ually tested for trlle pitch by
Hans Conrad Ee hr , noted re-
corder performer.
RECORDERS BY FEHR are used
and recommended by famous
concert recorder players in Eu-
rope and America.
RECORDERS BY FEHR are ideal
far amateurs and professionals
who d-emand exacting musical
quality. YE;t, these superior in-
struments are modestly priced.
Sopranos from $11.50.
Altos from $29.50.
Tenors and bosses.
Supplies are limited.
Ad today!----------------------------------
OMEGA MUSIC CORP., 19 W. 44 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y. (Dept.[9l
Please send me Iree descriptive folder and prices.
_
____________________________ (p/eose print)
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make any lawn a befler
place la live
There's cheer for the cheerless-
song for t.he shut-in-fail.h for the
faint-hearted in their heavenly
music. Heads and hearts are lifted
by their emotional appeal.
The community gains cultural at-
mosphere, friendliness, a voice.
Your church-your institution can
be that voice, quickly and at modest
cost with "Carillonic Bells." Let us
tell you how-write:
SCHULMERICH CARILLONS, INC.
12D28A Carillon Hill, SEllERSVillE, PA.
*"Carillonic Bell." i. a trademark for bell instrume,,',
of Schvlmerich Corillon<, Inc.
.",11111111111111""111"1111111111111111111111"111111111111111,111111111111,,,,1111,,,111,,,111111111111111111111111111111",.
MUSIC REA DINESS
Program by s,. M. Xaveria,
O.S.F.• Mus.M.
The Music Readiness Program,
widely acclaimed and endorsed
by prominent piano pedagogues,
is adapted to various age levels.
Rich in teaching techniques,
the Music Readiness Program
introduces the child to music via
picture stories, rote pieces, en-
semble playing, rhythmic activi-
ties, and note-learning games.
My Musie Picture Book .._........ .75
Musie and Guide Book _.. .. 1.00
My Musie Color Book _._ 1.00
My Musie Letter Book _.._ _.. .._. 1.00
My Musie Note Book ..__1_00
THE SERAPH IC PRESS
1501 S. Layton m-a., Milw. 15, Wis.
"'1111111111111111111111111111'111'11111111111111111111111111'11'1111'11111111111111111111111'111111111111111111111111111111"
J~ CAll TO WORSHIP
~- carillonic bells & chimes
Chimes storting as low o~ $396.00
Write for complete informOlion to
MAAS-ROWE CARillONS
Dept. E2, 301.5 Casitas Ave., las Angeles 39, Cal.
Pianists
Improve your playing and teoehing, with
the world's most up-to-dote piono methods.
Write foro free copy of PIANO TEACHING
TODAY. With it you will also be sent cern-
plimentary, a master lesson on MUSIC'S
MOST UNUSUAL CHORD. Both from the
pen of Robert Whitford, Founder-President
International Piano Teachers Associotion:
Robert Whitford Music Education 8ureau
3010 N.W. 2nd Ave. Miami 37, Flo.
RESPONSIBILITY OF MUSIC EDUCATION
(Continued from Page 12)
1. Do you have an interest in the art of
music beyond the immediate concern
of your school position, and, if so,
what evidence can you supply to
prove this interest?
2. Are you making a continuing effort
to perfect your equipment in music
either as a performer or composer?
In reference to the first question-the
interest of school music teachers in the
art of music-I would like to cite some
rather startling statistics. There are
more than twenty-seven thousand sec-
ondary schools in the United States
and more than one hundred and thirty-
four thousand elementary schools, not
to mention colleges, universities and pro-
fessional schools. Music teachers in the
elementary and secondary schools num-
ber fifty to sixty thousand. There are
countless additional thousands who
teach in colleges, conservatories and
private studios. Contrast these impres-
sive figures with the sales of the record-
'ing of a contemporary symphonic com-
position or the publication of such a
composition. You will be shocked, I
hope, to discover that despite the huge
army of music teachers at work in the
United States and the large number of
schools, conservatories, colleges and pri-
vate teaching studios, a contemporary
symphonic recording rarely sells more
than five thousand copies and the pub-
lication of the study score of a con-
temporary symphonic composition rarely
more than fifteen hundred copies. Let
me cite the authorities who have given
the informaton on which the foregoing
statistics have been based. .The sources
of my information are MENC, the Na-
tional Education Assocation and a re-
port from a leading record company and
a leading music publisher.
It is apparent from these statistics
that music teachers are not interested
in contemporary music, at least con-
temporary music which is not of practi-
cal use in the classroom. Even if all the
scores and records of contemporary
symphonic works were purchased for
school libraries-a situation which we
know, of course, not to be the case-it
would still mean that only a minuscule
percentage of the music teaching profes-
sion is interested in what is taking place
in today's world of music.
You may wonder why I have chosen
to cite contemporary scores and records
~nd not standard works which perhaps
mterest you to a greater degree. My
reason for not having cited statistics on
standard works is that the public at
large buys so many of these records that
there would be no way of isolating the
interest or disinterest of the teaching
profession. Furthermore, the small sales
of recordings and publications of con-
temporary music enables me to prove to'
you that music teachers as a group are
as apathetic as the general public reo
gar-ding new music. But unlike the gen-
eral public which "knows what it likes"
-another way of saying "likes what it
knows"-music teachers have a profes-
sional responsibility to keep abreast of
developments in their field.
If a teacher of literature were not in-
terested in reading contemporary litera-
ture as well as the literature of the past,
you would, I am sure, unhesitatingly
state that such a teacher was not keep.
ing up with the field and that he would
be incapable of introducing his students
to writings of the present as well as the
past. In other words, you would expect
him to have a continuing interest in
literature and to introduce his students
to such contemporary writings as were
suitable for their particular stage of ad-
vancement. The same principle should
hold true for the music teacher. He
should have a broad acquaintance not
only with the general literature of music
but also make it his business to be
familiar with music that is being written
today by the leading composers of the
world. This interest should go far be-
yond the mere selection of materials
suitable for his classroom.
My purpose in bringing this situation
to your attention is the hope that you
will do something about it. The curric-
ula of school music departments often
include classes in the appreciation of
music.
The quality of instruction in these
classes is of crucial importance in bring-
ing students to music or in turning them
away from music.It is difficult to under-
stand how classes in music apprecia-
tion can be given without the inclusion
of the music of our own time. Yet, as
we know from the dreary statistics I
have cited, this must be the case in all
but a few exceptional situations.
Your participation in music as mu-
sician-teachers automatically makes you
a part of the world of music with all
this implies in the way of responsibil-
ities. What are you doing, for example,
to develop an interest on the part of
your students in the symphonic and
operatic literature? Do you 'endeavor to
give your students the opportunity of
traveling to hear such performing or-
ganizations or even of bringing them to
your schools? And are you prepared to
enlighten your students on the works
they hear on such occasions? Some of
this activity I know does take place.
There are several school systems known
to me that provide opportunities for
their students to hear fine individual
artists and leading orchestras. The pos-
sibilities, however, of such programs
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!lfescarcely been explored.
[nmysecond question Iasked whether
Were continuing to develop your",l~nabilities as performers or com-
jllsers.If you are a performer, your
dy mustbe lifelong in order that your,tU
hnicalskills will not atrophy and that
:~urknowledge of the literature will
;xpand.1fyou are a composer, you must
continueto compose and not believe for
.minute that the demands of your teach-
ingassignments are adequate excuse
forneglecting to compose.
Finally,I would like to mention the
choiceof materials that you use for per.
jnmance in the schools. Your choice of
hese materials reflects your own taste
IOdequipment as musicians as well as
~e levelof student ability. There is no
excusefor the use of cheap and tawdry
materialsin the schools when ample art
nusic exists-both of the past and the
present- which is not too demand-
ingtechnically. Here again, the choice
remainsthat of the music teacher and
is determined by subjective tastes and
standards. But too often the choice of
materialsis made on the basis of ac-
quaintancewith school music only and
nota broad knowledge of the literature
of music. The music teacher should
knowand have a working familiarity
with a much wider variety of music
thanhe will ever use in his classroom.
I cannot emphasize too strongly the
necessityfor a broad understanding and
sympathywith the art as a whole and
notmerely with that small segment of
musicused in general education.
AsIconclude these remarks, you will
perhapsfind it appropriate for me to
repeat a famous quip attributed to
johannesBrahms. When leaving a dis-
tinguishedgathering he is reputed to
havesaid, "If there is anyone here I've
neglectedto insult, I apologize." Despite
thefrank criticisms that I have express-
ed, it is my conviction that the place
musichas achieved in the schools of the
UnitedStates constitutes a most remark-
abledevelopment. I am well aware of
the constructive role that MENC has
playedin this development. Although I
havebeen emphasizing what I consider
to be the major weaknesses in school
music,I would regret leaving you with
theimpression that I have anything less
than wholehearted admiration for the
splendidmusic-making that takes place
insomeof our schools. Furthermore, let
memake it absolutely clear that I real-
izethat there are thousands of music
teachers who are truly dedicated to
teaching and to the advancement of
schoolmusic. But what I have been say-
ing is that the most effective way to
advancemusic in the schools and to
givetrue meaning to your dedication as
teachers,is to become better musicians.
This is the true responsibility of the
musiceducator to music. THE END
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Who Knows the Answers?
~eepScore, Oue llu n dred i.~f)erfecr)
What is a mule? (5 points)
"Is the triad 0 ftat-F-A. major. minor.
jiminished or augmented '? (10 points)
j. Which composer was born first.
'chumann or Chopin? (20 points)
i. How many sixteenth notes equal a
aotted.half rest? (5 points)
;, Was the orchestral suite. "Pictures
It anExhibition" composed by Rimsky-
Korsakoff. Moussorgsk y. Clazunoff or
Gretchaninofl'? (20 points)
6. What key is the relative minor of
the major key which has five sharps?
5 points)
1.What is a fermata? (5 points)
I. How many half-steps are there III a
minor seventh? (10 points)
I ________________ 1
Speed-work and Your
Brain
Did you ever study Chopin's Etude
Op. 25, No.6? Or, did you ever hear
it played? It is very beautiful, and it
is also a very good example of how
fast the brain and fingers must work
when playing it. (You can think of
many other examples of speed work.
too, some not as difficult as thi~
Etude. )
In this composition Chopin wrote
two-thousand, six hundred and thirty.
nine notes! (and it is a short piece).
It is usually played at a speed that
requires two minutes to play it, which
means that twenty. two notes are
played every second, right and left
hand both doing the speed work at
the same time. That is certainly split-
ting the seconds!
Of course a pianist must have fing-
ers and hands equal to the job of play-
ing very fast, but he must also have
a brain which is always in control
of the situation, just as a driver of a
speeding automobile must always be
in control-or else!
NO CONTEST THIS MONTH
Honorable Mention
for Original Poetry Contest
(Jf/inners were announced fast moruli)
Letter Box
Send repl lcs to letters in care of
Juniol' Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
a,~d if ~orreetly stamped, they
will be tor-warded to the writers.
Do not ask for addresses. Foreig-n
postage is a cents. Forei .. n air
rrra il ru tc varies, so consult vour
~OSI Office before stamjling
Lore ig n air mn il . Print your na mc
and re t u rn address on the hack
of the c.nve.lope.
(in alphabetical order)
Ruth Ann Abat, Joel Altman, Connie
Carroll, Marlene Catino, Betty Crous-
horn, Connie Dietz, Rita Doetsch, Linda
Dorris, Sonja Fostik, Sandra Cilfoyle,
Ellen Louise Goldberg, Edna Green,
Ursula Johnson, Carmen Klingkamer,
Karole Kramer, Carol Ann Lindquist.
Judith Mauch, Elizabeth Nytes, Helen
Parson, Mary Ellen Rathovich, Barbara
Reese, Dennis Richmond, Emily Robert-
son, Agatha Alice Snyder, Ronald
Stover, Agnes Tonner, Janice Sterrett,
Brian Van Horn, Linda Vollmar, Der-
win Wi lliams.
Cymbals, Old and New
by Jflilma lJel,rm
•g{ AVE YOU ever realized that
one of the best ways to learn
about the early history of musical
instruments is to read about them in
the Bible? In so doing, you will find
mention of wind, string and percus·
sion instruments, and often accom-
panied by a description of the people
who played upon them and the oc-
casion for which they were used.
Standing out with importance
among such percussive instruments
are the cymbals-"Praise Him on
high-sounding cymbals: praise Him
on cymbals of Joy" as we find in the
Psalms. Another reference mentions
tinkling cymbals. Bible students tell
us that the tinkling cymbals were
much the same as those used in our
orchestras toda y, as the word tinkling
originally meant a loud sound! The
high-sounding cymbals were very
small and produced a high pitch. We
have no counterpart of those small
cymbals today, so when a composer
wishes to bring that type of sound
into his composition he uses the
glockenspiel-a set of small bells or
metal bars struck with a mallet.
Probably first used by the Arabs,
cymbals are of very ancient origin,
The finest ones today are made in
Turkey. What metals are used in them
is not known, as this is a secret kept
by one Turkish family from one gen-
eration to the next for num berless
years. The Turks in turn, inherited
their skill from the Persians, The
Egyptians used cymbals of copper.
A young music student once said
that-a cymbal player looked as though
he were throwing the music-up in the
air. This upward brushing or sliding
motion he makes is necessary to give
the proper vibration and to prevent
the plates from deadening their own
sound. Perhaps it was the effect of
the sound ringing upwards that caused
the people in Biblical times to give
the cymbals such an important place
in religious ceremonies.
These interesting instruments, made
of two brass plates with leather han-
dles, seem to possess the power of
emphasizing and punctuating great
thoughts in music. A good example
of this 1S found in the noble tones of
the two loud strokes at the climax
of the Prelude to Wagner's opera,
"Lohengrin.' And again, in the last
movement of Dvorak's "New World"
Symphony, when a single stroke on
the cymbal rings forth and then vi-
brates into silence. Berlioz revived the
use of the "ancient cymbals" in some
of his scores: and Debussy used them
in his Afternoon of a Faun. (These
parts are sometimes played on the
glockenspiel, )
Dear Junior Etude:
I am very much interested in your
Junior Etude Letter Box and thought I
would write to you. I am fond of music
and will soon be taking the senior
examinations in piano music of Trinity
College. Some of my favorite pastimes
are swimming. reading. photography
and art. I wou Id love to hear from
other Junior Etude readers.
Rowena Ilias (AKe 1n), lrulia
~.What was Himsk y-Kor sakoff's first
name?(10 points)
10. (a) From what country does the
melodygiven with this quiz come? (5
points) (b) what is its name? (5
points)
Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied piano for about eleven
years and would like to become a con-
cert pianist. I am deeply interested in
all phases of classical music and am
also trying to build up a library of long
playing records. I would like to hear
from music lovers who are interested in
music as a vocation.
Sylvia Hines (Age 16), Canada
Musical Loom
by Frances Cor maw Risser
My piano keyboard is a loom,
The threads are notes I play,
If J' am patient, J will weave
A tapestry some day;
A lovely, tuneful masterpiece
Spun on this magic loom,
To decorate the endless walls
Of earth's vast living room!
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied piano for four years and
am also interested in organ, strings.
recorder and choral music. I play piano
for one of the churches in my town and
am a choir member in another church.
I wou ld like to hear from music stu-
dents all over the world.
Frank Steams (Age 14).
Massacllusetts
Up-in-the-Air Scales
Did you ever play scales up in the
aiI=?It is a very excellent way 10 pruc-
tice them because it combines brain-
workwith finger-work. and yon do not
evenneed a piano for this kind of
practicing.
Takeyour E-major scale. for instance.
right hand alone. Bend your elbow so
that your fore-arm is perpendicular.
Jerkyour thumb forward into the air a~
yousay E aloud; then second finger.
asyousay Fvsharp : third finger presses
its imaginary key as you say aloud, G·
sharp; then thumb goes under as you
say A. Complete the octave (or two
octaves] in this way, and then come
downthe scale. Then do the left hand
in the same manner. Doing both hands
at once requires a good deal of con-
centration. Do you think you have
enough?Try it and see. Try to do one
or twomajor and minor scales in this
,wayevery day and you will be sur-
prisedto see how much assurance you
acquire in your scale playing, Your
leachermay even wonder what you have
beendoing!
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I have played viola for four years and
piano for two. Music in my life means
a chance to play in a symphony orches-
tra-a great chance to be an artist at it!
I would like to hear from others.
Patty Ann Moo/'(' (Age 12), Indiana
Bebeading Game
by Marion Benson Mattheu:s
1. Behead a small piece of rock and
leave a pure, musical sound.
2. Behead a fisherman's basket and
leave a Scotch dance or its music,
3. Behead a French seaport and leave
a symbol signifying silence.
4. Behead a sharp, pointed growth on
a plant and leave a wind instrument.
5. Behead a religious belief and leave
a small, vibrating strip in certain
wind instruments.
6. Behead a citrous fruit and leave
vocal or instrumental scope.
7. Behead a notorious pirate and leave
an instrument found in churches.
R Behead an instrument and leave an·
other instrument.
9, Behead a s),mbol for raising a tone
and leave an instrument.
10. Behead the sudace of the earth
and leave a composition for voices in
canon form.
(Answers 011 next puge)
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I have been playing the piano for about
twelve years. My hobbies are ice-skat-
ing, dancing. and collecting harmonicas
and playing them, I would like to hear
from others who are interested in music,
Grant B. Cunningham (Age 17J,
New York.
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I play piano and organ and sing in our
church intermediate choir. I enjoy both
popular and classic music. My favorite
composers are Chopin and Tchaikov-
sky and my hobbies are writing letters
and short stories. I like Junior Etude
very much and would like to hear from
some of its readers.
Carol Crawford (Age 14), Texas
Cymbals
No orchestra would be complete without its
cymbals.
Sometimes the cymbals, instead of
being clashed together, are struck
with a drum stick or with a soft tim-
pani stick for different effects; some-
times the two plates are close together
with a drum stick roll reverberating
between them. One of the pair of cym-
bals is often fastened to the shell of
the bass drum for convenience of the
'player, particularly in bands.
The next time you attend a sym.
phony orchestra concert pay par.
ticu.lar a.ttention to these modern, yet
anCIent Instruments, the cymbals.
Answers to Quiz
1. A device for deadening or softening
the tone of an instrument; 2. aug-
mented; 3. Chopin was horn four
months before Schumann (in 1810);
4. twelve; 5, Moussorgsky; 6. g-sharp
minor; 7, a symbol signifying a pause;
8. ten; 9. Nikolas; 10. (a), Hawaii;
(b), Aloha De.
Answersto Beheadings
1. S.lon!':2. C.reel: 3, B-rpst: 4. T-horn;
5. C-tt't'd;6. O·rangf': 7. M-organ: 8. F·lutt';
9. S·harp;10. C-round.
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1
de of them to play your work.laeOO "k" khows signs of li mg It, rna e
1yone 5 blidi g Don't worry about pu oa-"Cor In . I . ,
'he start at least, t 1St rsn t soJ' at '
, j as it once was. Less sheet-
'{IrIan • h f.. sold compared wit ormersc 15 '
'. the best success comes through
s'd' gs and their reproduction on
11[ m
" and radio.
'Never send a piece of mus~c t? a
.blisher. If you rrust have pubh~atlO~,
o in person to the publisher 5
to g Ik I .
d get him to let you ta to 115ee, an .
1ertoryman who knows what will go.
'fore you do this, however, make sure
I~'re dealing with an honest pu bl.isher:
'Ie great firms are, of course, entirely
;rupu!ous,as are many of the less well-
own concerns. Beware of anyone who
~5 you 10 pay (or help, pay) for the
Is of publishing. That 15 fatal. If the
:blisher will not assume the full risk,
ere shouldn'tbe any.
"I alwayswork from a Ilbreuo, and
'1f first step is to familiarize myself
qththeplot I am going to set. Next, I
~ttogetherwith the producer and the
atherto discuss details. Together, we
ecidethose points in the plot where
asic will fit most logically and most
[ectively. My job is to introduce variety
~'meansof changes of tempo, of feel.
g,ofmood.Without such variety, the
udiencewould probably go to sleep.
henwehave plotted the spots where
msicwill sharpen plot progress, I try
) findgood titles for songs. Then I
trite the songs, words and music. Usu-
Jly,I beginnear the end of the refrain
ed workbackwards on the lyric, build-
aga climaxwhich reaches its strongest
mmentin the penultimate and center
jhrases. It's a good idea to use the title
jhrase at the beginning of the refrain,
mdto repeat it at the end. This keeps
heclimaticmoment almost at the end.
"Atthe moment, I'm finishing a new
notionpicture, for MGM. It is based on
ThePhiladelphia Story,' but the set-
ing has been moved to Newport, be-
ause of the annual jazz sessions held
here.Fortunately, the change has done
noharmto the plot. As soon as that job
iscompleted,I shall begin work on a
newstage show for Feuer and Martin.
Theplot is based on one of Lubitsch's
oldHollywoodfilms, called 'The Shop
AroundThe Corner.' Here, the setting
isHungary,which offers me a pleasant
novelty.I've never before written Hun-
garianmusic, and am studying all I can
aboutit, notably the music of Liszt. He
musthavebeen a pretty wonderful per-
son,whenyou consider his flexibility in
turningfromthe classicism of his master,
~zerny,and embracing the utterly new
lIlventionsof Berlioz and Wagner. What
I shall do after that, I have no idea;
but it'll be something interesting-
workingin music is always interesting!"
THE END
Ex.M modern ,
WCr'~·GiErjJJJJ~
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THE NEW CONCERT MODELing a shorter shift to a stronger finger
cannot be doubted.
The myth that the second position is
more difficult to learn than the other
positions has been very largely dissi-
pated, though some haziness of think-
ing on the subject still persists in some
parts of the hinterland. Nowadays, how-
ever, the second position is used a great
deal more than formerly; in fact, in
chamber music its use is imperative.
One cannot imagine a successful per-
formance of the first violin part of
Beethoven's great quartet in E minor,
op. 59, without copious use of the sec-
ond position.
Unfortunately, most musical quota-
tions that would show the value of the
second position would be too long to
use here. As an example of using the
second position instead of shifting to
the third, see Ex. L, from the Mota
Perpetuo by Paganini.
LEFT-HANDTECHNIQUE
(Continned from Page 43)
Extension Fingering, which will be
discussed later; but while we are con-
cerned with arpeggios it seems logical
to go on to diminished sevenths. See
Ex. K.
Ex. K 8--·········.·······_·:.4d"" "·,,,·~fti'cr" ".WMt"t! ttl II #,J
A third example from the Mota Per-
petuo shows the advantage of making a
shorter shift instead of a longer one.
See Ex. N.
In this fingering it is important to
observe the bringing forward of the Ist
finger in the ascending arpeggio the
moment the 3rd finger stops the string.
The l st.finger must move across to the
next string and forward one whole-stop.
Notice the 3rd, ath, 5th and 6th notes
of Ex. K.
The opinion is prevalent in some
quarters that a student should first
learn the old "system" of fingering and
then, when it has been mastered, switch
to the newer system. This seems to be
an unwarranted waste of time. In my
teaching experience I have found that
if a pupil has a fair .or better than fair
ear, he learns the new fingering just as
quickly and just as accurately as he
learns the old. But it would take him
at least three months to gain fluency in
the new system once the old has be-
come part of his technique. And there
can be no question of the superiority of
the newer method: and value of mak-
YOU'RE THETOP
(Continued from Page 23)
Rock Club. When he began getting
about again, on crutches, he wrote
"Leave It to Me." In 1948, while re-
cuperating from the twenty-first opera-
tion necessitated by that accident, he
wrote "Kiss Me, Kate." Many of his
gayest successes were written in the in-
tervening ten years when he spent most
of his time in sharp pain.
Cole Porter is slightly built, with dark
hair and dark eyes. He has the blunt
fingers of a pianist. He tells you he does
not have absolute pitch. His manner is
reserved, but becomes shot through with
enthusiasm when he speaks of some new
find from his constant studies in the
musical styles and the individualities of
composers. His greatest enthusiasm is
the musical stage.
You ask Cole Porter how the young
composer prepares himself for success-
ful work. "That's a hard question," he
replies; "a composer's success depends
on the quality and vitality of his natural
.endowments. You can't tell a youngster
how to go out and get [alent. Neither
can you tell him how to set about writ.
ing a tune. I do think that, in these days
of stiff competition, a thorough musical
education is the greatest possible help.
Thirty years ago, a successful musical
comedy writer got by without knowing
much of theory, counterpoint, musical
forms. Jerome Kern had a thorough
knowledge of music. To-day, Richard
Rodgers and Vernon Duke are well
trained musicians; I can think of few
successful writers who are not. Thus, my
first suggestion is to learn one's craft.
"The next step is getting started pro'
fessionally. I get many letters about this,
and my best advice is to keep away from
Broadway until one has reason to be.
Iieve he belongs there-the important
word is reason. Stay in your own com-
munity, and write the best you can, as
much as you can. Keep your eye on local
organizations (an orchestra, a hotel corn-
bination, the radio station), and try to
Ex. L r:'0der~ ". •
~~l"rr;;,r" ..
~ld '. " ~
The use of the second pOSItIOn, upper
fingering, shifting to and fro on a half-
step, makes for a much smoother play-
ing of the passage than shifting to ·and
from the third position. Another quota.
tion from the same work-Ex. M.-will
illustrate a similar point.
PRODUCES A VARIETY OF TONAL
COLORS AND RICH SUBTONES
simple to
ottach ...
Unsurpassed as the Nation's Fined Piano Method easy to
play ..Il['! ~-~~~~~
ni'd ......."""L "-......'" .k""'i1l
"'"~The new Concert Model CLAVIOLlNE, designed 10
permit easy installation on any homeor professional
model organ, will place at the fingertips of the
organist, a new manual ... providing on infinite
variety of tonal colors. Quick and easy combina-
tions are available' to key melodic lines against the
rich organ background.
The Concert Model CLAVIOLINE hos a full range of
sound production that will allow it to parallel the
dynamic variations of any organ. A new clarinet
voice, plus the addition of rich sub-tones, makes the
Concert Model· CLAVIOLINE an exciting instrument
that will enhance the performance of any organist.
Try it at your local dealer!
A PRODUCT OF ElECTRONICS DIVISION, GIBSON, INC.
Exclusive DislribulofS
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence-Natural Praqression
The ~ew Note in Modern Piano Instruction-Already
acclaimed the most successful method devised to
sustain student's interest and enthusiasm. The content
of each book is so selected as 10 afford smooth
step-by-step logical advancement from one grade through the next.
Mr. Aaron transfers his years of practical teaching experience to the
pages of this course, combining the basic elements of piano technic
with melody.
MICHAEL AARON P'ANO PRIMER .60
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE - Grade One 1.25
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE -'Grade Two 1.25
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE - Grade Three 1.25
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE - Grade Four 1.25
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE - Grade Five 1.25
M'CHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE - Book One 1.25
M'CHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE - Book Two. 1.25
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC - Book One .75
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC - Book Two .75
MICHAEL AARON DUET BOOK 1.00
I){ichae[ cAaron NOTE SPELLINCi CiAME
A simple yet fascinating music game for afl ages. Teaches the beginner
note reading and the kevbocrd. Enjoyable and effective in class cicno
teaching. 1.35
CHICAGO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO,
7373 N. CICERO AVENUE, CHICAGO 30
Send for FREE Michael Aaron Thematic brochure
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would be frequent occasions for
e f.lenlSand director to re er La copies
;,andard basic methods for each of
instrUments. And the director would
.h 10 keep pace with modern teaching
~niques by frequent references to
newermethods and studies by out-
ding contemporary teachers. Band
~ompaniments to instrumental solos
.~ensembles,as well as to vocal solos
l~choral works. will be an important
rt of the library. The library should
'ntain complete sets of class methods
itable for various age levels. It shou lei
nlain sets of supplementary studies
r groupSof various levels of ability.
lis type of supplementary material
111 be used in a portion of each reo
tarsal for increasing technical profi-
encr and for training in various phases
musicianshipsuch as rhythm, intona-
lin. phrasing, etc.
In addition to the ensemble method!'
nd studies actually used in classes and
rhearsals- it is recommended that ref-
reneecopies of other leading methods
d supplementary studies be kept on
e. Sample copies of Ihese can often
eobtainedwithout cost and from each
them the teacher may gain ideas
hichwill he helpful in his own teach-
g. Asa matter of [act, one of the most
aluable sections of the library could
e that portion d voted to the syste-
atic filing of catalogs and t.he many
ree samplesof methods, studies. collee-
lionsandconductor's scores of program
nusic which the director receives from
hepublishers without cost.
In the selection of all this music,
'rom beginning methods and street
narches to advanced symphonic band
selections, the director must continually
exercise his best judgment to insure
lhattime and money are not wasted on
inferiormaterials in the various cate-
gories.The smaller the budget, the
moreimportant it becomes for the di-
rectorto consider the usefulness and
qualityof the music he 'purchases, if he
istobuilda library of permanent value.
Eachlibrary will, and should, reflect
thepersonal taste and judgment of the
director.It is extremely important for
himto have an enthusiasm for each se-
lectionhis band plays if he is to in-
spirean enthusiastic reception of it by
thestudents.At the same time, if he is
to be successful he must be a man of
broadmusical i~terests whose enthusi·
asmisnot limited to one particular kind
of music, whether it be popular or
~lassical.In many years of experience
In making !§uggestions of material for
schoolband libraries and for the li-
braries at universities where he has
served,this writer has not found a
stereotypedformula which would apply
to all situations. On the contrary, the
selectionof each piece of music like the
(Continued on Page 64)
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The WERDER-PAUL
PIANO COURSE
by
JOHN PAUL, Mus. D.
Head, Music Department
RICHARD WERDER, ED. D.
Director of Music Education
at
The Catholic University of America
Ready Now
Young Music Makers
Instrnction Book I
Instruction Book II
Instruction Book III Hymns for Home
Theory and Musicianship Book
Technic Studies I
Technic Studies II
Christmastide
Order from your dealer, or
McLAUGHLIN AND REILLYCO,
252 Huntington Ave.
Boston 15, Mass.
Earn
Teaching
MORE
PIANO
enrolf now for
Advanced HOME STUDY!
Improve your own perform-
ance! Learn latest improved
methods to stimulate your
students' interest. Keep them
progressing faster!
Our outstanding Teacher's Piano
Course offered thru Home Study
treats and solves every teaching
problem.
WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLE LESSON
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
2000 S. Michigan, Chicago 16, Dept. A-85?
Please send me sample lesson
and full information about
Teacher's Normal Piano
Course.
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ADDHS5_,.- _
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THE SCHOOL BAND
LIBRARY
(Continued from Page 21)
expensive and its absence is often due
to lack of planning rather t.han to finan-
cial considerations.
These physical facilities will naturally
vary a great deal from one school to
another. but the management of the
library is something which each band
director can pretty much control for
himself. The systematic operation of
the library. regardless of its size and
equipment. is often a good indication
of the neatness and administrative abil-
ity of the director and the efficiency of
his staff. It is not the purpose of this
article to discuss the technicalities of
cataloging. indexing, fi.ling, sorting and
distributing music. This subject is well
covered in many books on school band
administration. Some library systems
are rather complex. requiring a good
deal of paper work, and some are rela-
tively simple. For the small library. an
elaborate system of cross-indexing may
not be necessary. But whatever plan is
used, there must be a system of han-
dling music from the time it is ordered
and received from the dealer until it is
distributed to the players and returned
to the files after its use.
It is important to have a definite plan
for financing the purchase of music as
needed to keep the library up-to-date.
In many schools, the students them-
selves purchase their beginner's meth-
ods and the other instruction books and
solos which are primarily for home
practice and individual use. The schooL
through appropriated funds or from spe-
cial funds earned by or contributed to
the band, usually purchases the music
used by the full band. instrumental en-
sembles. and at least reference copies
of individual methods. studies. and
solos which are recommended for stu-
dents at various levels of advancement.
Whether the sum available for this pur-
pose is large or smal l. it can be ex-
pended most wisely when the music
needs are carefully considered and
budgeted for in advance. This does not
necessarily mean that all purchases for
the entire year be made Defore the
opening of SellOOl. The experiencd di-
rector ,~iJl have learned the advantage
of holdlOg back some of his music
allotment to provide for the purchase
of music for special occasions or new
publications which may come to his
attention during the course of the school
year. Regardless of the amount spent
each year, a definite plan for financing
and careful planning for the purchase
of music are necessary if a good band
lib~ary, either large or small, is to be
bUlIt up.
What kinds of music would we expect
to find in the band library? Certainly
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THE WALTZ AND OP. 39
(Continued from Page 16)
The entire set, then, favors the key
area of four and five sharps with greater
emphasis on the keys of E and C-sharp.
In order to ensure a unified centin-
uitt Brahms remains reasonably close
to this key area, departures from the im-
mediate vicinity being achieved through
simple devices of chromaticism. Thus,
the relationships of successive keys,
proceeding from the most direct to the
more remote, are: first, those involving
a change of mode as in the cases of
numbers 4 and 5, 6 and 7, 14 and 15,
with 15 notated in Aflat major as the
enharmonic equivalent, with a change
in mode, of the preceding waltz in C-
sharp minor; second, are those that
stand a fifth apart as in the cases of
numbers ] and 2, 9 and 10, of which
more will be said later, 11, 12, and 13,
and the concluding 15 and 16; third.
are those that stand a diatonic third
apart as in the cases of 2 and 3. 8 and
9. 10 and Ll . 13 and 14; and finally,
there are those thirds which express
chromatic changes in one manner or
another, as in the cases of 3 and 4 (C-
sharp minor to E minor). 5 and 6 (E
maj or to C-sharp major), 7 and 8 (C-
sharp minor to Bvflat major, a third no-
tated, enharmonically, as an augmented
second). Note how the more venture-
some key changes occur near the be-
ginning of the set, and the more modest
ones with their stabilizing qualities oc-
cur therea fter.
Of particular interest with respect to
successive keys is the manner in which
numbers 9 and 10 are joined together.
Perhaps the easiest way to illustrate
how the first of the pair. in D minor,
stands eventually as a dominant to the
second in G major is by means of a
summary sketch of the critical harmonic
elements of both waltzes:
Ex.2 No.9 No.10 ..J
J¥¥bi:t#tH----t$
~u_u-
The separate publication of. number 9
amounts to a gross flaunting of Brahms'
original wishes.
Beyond factors of key relationships.
the waltzes are related to each other
serially by initial tones which form
pivotal links with their preceding
dances. In most cases. as in the opening
B of number 2. following the conc1ud·
ing B major chord of number L these
relationships are self evident. although
performers and editors seem incapable
of reaping the benefits of this effective
linking technique. Of particular interest·
is the way in which the gentle upbeat.
F, jn number 8. resumes the third of
the concluding C-sharp major chord of
number 7, thus bringing into poetic con-
tiguity two waltzes which are. in their
respective key areas of Csharp and B-
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fairlyremote. Of 9 and 10 mention
!readybeen made. But observe the
~nwhichthe conc1~ding number 16
1pressesas a dominant chord, th.e
~tonicchord of numbe.T 15, a detail
;ehemphasizesthe terminal character
Dumber16.
?erhapsthe most striking, but in cer-
. casesthe most elusive factors that
~te unity are motific and rhythmic
'lOentswhich course through pairs of
Jlzes.Observe the extension of the
rthm, Ex.:J J. ) J in number 2 into
, I hn of number 3. Numbers 74 , .•
.d 8 also share the rhythmic figure of
.nber 2, this time however with a
mmon melodic element of principal
',e--upper neighbor-principal tone,
lich confirms the inevitability of this
,tcessionof waltzes. A similar rela-
mship fuses numbers 13 and 14; the
l-A.sharp--B of 13 reappears in pre-
;5e1ythe same rhythm, Ex.5;---J J in
~.Perhaps the most intere ting use of
se techniques appears in the succes-
n of 14 and 15, the famous A-flat
ajor Waltz, Number 14, Magyar and
sque, concludes with A.sharp-G-
arp--C·,harpintherhythmSx.6J, .,Il J;
mber15 opens with the same rhythm
t melodically enlarged and ex pres-
vely altered to form a gentle Landler-
e C-A·f1.at-A-flat. A similar case
curs when the graceful concluding
elodj of number 5 reappears in the
iddle section, bars 13-18, of the gay,
prightly number 6.
It can be seen from these observa-
ionson the keys, pivotal tones, motives,
md rhythmic patterns, that Brahms,
iere as elsewhere, took pains to create
1 convincinginevitability in his order-
ng of the 16 waltzes of opus 39. The
metical consequences of such ana lytic
bservations can be of value to the ex-
cutant. the editor. and the commenta-
ar. The executant. through an adroit
se of the pedal, shading, and rubato,
hrough a sensitive apportioning of the
pauses between each waltz, through an
laler·relatingof tempos. can bring into
properfocus these critical, integrating
leaturesof the set. Further, the editor
andcommentator who would publish or
-uggesta selection from the 16 dances
should,at least, be mindful of the haz-
ards implicit in such ventures, It 50
h~ppensthat Brahms, himsel f, can pro-
VIdehelp for such an undertaking, for
h.e,too,made an un transposed selection
ofnumbers1, 2, 11, 14, and 15 in fash-
ioninga two piano sett.ing for the Brab-
e)! sisters, which they performed in
VIennain 1867. Observe, first that the
keyrelations remain much the same as
ill ~hetwo hand version-B major, E
major,B minor-major, G-sharp minor,
~nd~.flat major. But note also, how
appily Brahms found a suitable re-
placementin numbers 11 and 14 for
the motific relationship which had
etude-september 1956
formed the nexus of numbers 13 and 14.
Num,her 11 concludes with B-A.sharp
:-B In the rhythm, Ex. 7. J J I J which
IS picked up melodically in number 14
but now in the aroused rhythm. r---i I
Of "I Ex.8,.1 --course, a earned" waltz is a con-
tradiction in terms, and it would be an
injustice to Brahms to assume that he
was attempting to demonstrate his mu-
sical erudition in opus 39. In fact, the
Waltze~ were one of the earliest indica-
tions to his contemporaries that Brahms'
music was not limited solely to a "dark
quietness" as Schumann characterized
his early compositions. The Waltzes· are,
in fact, a distillate of popular music,
and should be performed as such, but
always with an awareness of the hover-
ing presence of their creator's art.
THE END
THE JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
(Continued from Page 21)
the community at large, support and en-
couragement to orchestra members and
orchestra director have been greeted
with enthusiasm, a highly successful
orchestral program has resulted. With-
out this unity of purpose on the part
of all concerned the usual half-hearted
and uninspiring orchestral performance
will be inevitable. This type of by-
product of the orchestral program will
not only fail to attract the school's sup-
port, but usually will result in being a
strong detriment to any further interest
on the part of those who should support
the orchestra. When the students them-
selves turn thumbs-down on their fellow
students who are struggling to perform
in a junior high orchestra, then there
is little chance that the group will ever
overcome such a handicap.
When the school principal and his
staff are on the same team with the
orchestra director and they play by the
same rules and give emphasis to devel-
oping an orchestral group which is at-
tractive to students and parents, then
there will be successful results which
can be repeated year after year. Such
continuity in the orchestral program
only results if a careful recruitment pro-
gram is planned and the selection and
guidance of orchestral candidates is
started early, Part of this should be
done in grades four and five before the
junior high level is reached, but again
stress must be made of recruitment at
the seventh grade level. For such rea-
sons as lack of physical development
and lack of interest on the part of either
parents or child or both, many children
will not start in the orchestral program
while in grade school, but at seventh
grade level may be ready and ,:ai~ing
for such an opportunity. If the pnncIpal
. understands and supports this program
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and the vocal music teacher will aid too,
the recruiting program can work won-
ders. It must be very clear to every staff
member that vocal and instrumental
classes as well as general music classes
have a place and can all thrive in the
same school if teachers co-operate and
do not attem pt to exploit their students
in order to gain a reputation for the
music teacher.
Demonstrations of orchestral instru-
ments in general music classes, assem-
blies and in special clinic sessions for
pupils and parents where each of the
four families, string, woodwinds, brass-
es and percussion are stressed, will do
a great deal to help students decide
which should be the instrument of their
choice. Usually the more common in-
struments like violin, cello, flute, clar-
inet, saxophone, cornet, trombone and
drums are fairly well known and will
not need too much time, only to refresh
the candidates of their use, but the so
called "unusual" and larger instruments
will need much special stress and many
questions may be asked about viola,
double bass, oboe, bassoon, French horn,
tuba, tympani and the Latin American
percussion instruments; instruments
which are so necessary to complete the
symphonic orchestra instrumentation. It
is the inclusion of these "unusual" and
larger' instruments into the orchestra
that should be the chief difference be.
tween the elementary school orchestra
and the junior high school orchestra.
In any large junior high school there
should probably be at least two orches-
tras. One might be termed the "prep"
orchestra or training group and all stu-
dents from the beginning string, wood-
wind, 'and brass classes should be eligi-
ble for advancement into this group. The
balance in instrumentation of this train-
ing orchestra should not be of too great
concern, for the purpose of this group
should be to give all students who desire
it, an opportunity to play orchestral
music and to explore the possibilities of
their continuing and advancing into the
top or "first team" orchestra which might
be called "The School Symphony." In
this first orchestra, instrumentation and
balance of parts must become a matter
of greater importance if the most gifted
and talented musical youth are to devel-
op true concepts of the finest in orches-
tral literature both from the point of
view of its performance and its value
as music literature. Certain instruments
will need to be owned by the school to
be loaned to sfudents if the balance is
to be achieved and maintained.
A good .string program in the elemen-
tary schools and good articulation be·
tween the feeding elementary schools
and the junior high school are very es-
sential in the development of the junior
high school orchestra. If no strings are
started until pupils arrive at junior high
etude-september 1956~---------------
h level of performance win bet e hid. .ed limited. Many sc 00 rstrrcts
h t a few periods per week can
f ~.:Hbe spent by the junior high
t a director in the surrounding~r .
ie schoolsin an effort to start strings
th fourth or fifth grade and thus
'e~hemwell along in their. pl~Ying.by
limethey arrive at the juruor high
I Each school system must work00.
orne feasible plan, but the fact
IS s that boys and girls, if started at)lam ..
early age, will grow into .ski lls ~nd
.elou interests that make It possible
havecontinued growth and develop-
~ntwith the proper teacher time and
'uipmentavailable.I . h h 1 ..Sincejunior hig sc 00 s vary In SIze
nmvery small to very large, a sug-
sted small.medium-and·large instru-
:entationfor the first or select orchestra
juniorhigh school is given here:
Small Medium Large
(Chllmbt'r) (Concert) (Symphony)
rand quintet or string orchestra)
olioI 5 10 16·20
olioII 4 8 14-16
olasand/or
3rdviolins
ellos
asses
3
3
2
6
6
4
10-12
8-10
6·8
Woodwind choir)
utes I 2 3·4
hoes 1 2·3
larinets 2 2 3-4
asscons I 2·3
axcphones (as substitutes only)
IBrass choir)
oms 2 4·6
rumpets 2 3 3-4
rombones I 2 3·4
ubas 1
Percussion ensemble}
jmpani 1 1
rumsand other
percussion 1 1 4
piano 1 1
TOTAL 25 50 80-100
Duringthe last part of June the writer
hadthe privilege of spending a week in
the mountains with forty-two seventh,
eighthand ninth grade boys and girls
ina First Junior High Orchestra Camp
at Idyllwild,Cslifornia. This was not a
highly selected group but rather an
averagegroup of junior orchestra mem-
herswhocame to the mountains to gain
a better acquaintance with music and
theout-of-doors. After one week of re-
hearsalan informal program was pre-
sentedto parents and friends which
provedagain what can be done by ju-
nior high boys and girls, anywhere,
underthe right guidance and with the
properencouragement. THE END
elude-september 1956
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OF MUSIC
Dedicated to the Superior Training of American Talent
Intensive professional study of MUSICr
balanced with a liberal arts program
in Arne-leo's first coeducational college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practice facil-
ities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.
Member National Association of Schools of Music
Write for:
_ Conservatory catalog describing degrees
awarded
_ Bulletin on admission and audition pro-
cedures
_ Calendar of music events of the current
year
_ Programs of eeneerts, recitals given dur-
ing past season
Director of Admissions, Oberlin College
Box S96, Oberlin, Ohio-------------------------------
......................................................................................................................................................................... ~
~ MUSIC CAREERS II PIANO_VOICE':"'INSTRUMENTAL ~
~ Public School Music-Church Music ~
~ Opera - Radio - Television ~
~ ~BaChelor and Moster DeCJrees ~
~. ~i 'I' ."-.7807 Bonhomme Ayenue-st. Loui. 5. Mo. I i
~ A non-profit educational institution of higher leat;n~ng approved for ~
~ non-immigrant foreign students and for G.!.. Training Institutional ~
~ Member National Association of Schools of MUSIC. ~k' ~
JOHN PERRY, Collegiate cosh - prize
wInner in Guild Recording Festival,
entered by Mrs. Cecile Genhart of
Eastman School of Music, Rochester,
N. Y.
NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
National Headquarters: Box 1113, Austin 66,. Texas
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CLASSIFIED ADS
HARMONY, Composition, Orchestration, Musi-
cal Theory. Private or Correspondence Instruc-
tion. Manuscripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32-46 107 St., East
Elmhurst 69, N. Y,
LEARN PIANO TUNING-Simplified, authentic
instruction $4.00-Literature free. Prof. Ross,
456 Beecher St., Elmixa, N. Y.
'VRITE SONGS: Read "Songwriter's Review"
Magazine, 1650-ET Broadway, New York 19,
25¢ copy; $2.00 year. (Est. 1946).
SWING PIANO ~ BY MAIL. 30 self-teaching
lessons $3. Samples. Over 50 publications. Phil
Breton Publications, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8,
Nebraska.
LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HOME. Course
by Dr. Wm. Braid White, world's leading piano
technician and teacher. Write Karl Bartenbach,
IOOIA Wells St., Lafayette, Ind.
FREE MAIL-ORDER CATALOG: Hundreds of
self-instructive books for musicians from jazz to
symphony. Walter Stuart Music Inc., 421-B
Chestnut St., Union, N. J.
SACRIFICING 200 ACCORDIONS - ALL
KINDS. Discounts to 70%. Free catalog. Cla-
violines or other musical instruments secured.
Discount House, 8932 88 St., Woodhaven 21,
New York, Vi 7-0866.
BACK POPULAR SHEET MUSIC TO 1850.
Catalog 15¢. Classics exchanged for popular.
Fore's, E3151 High, Denver 5, Colorado.
OLD VIOLINS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS.
Repairing. Supplies. Eaken, 310 E. Washington
se., Chambersburg, Pa.
JOHN S. HULL, Violin Maker, 33 years' experi-
ence. Specializing in fine repairing. References
furnished. Fort Hunter, New York.
TYPIANO. The Touch System of Playing the
Piano. The Powell Piano Mask blocks the sight
of the keyboard but permits sight of the music.
Play like the artists-by the exclusive senses of
touch and hearing. Effectively aids hand inde-
pendence, ear-training, sight reading, memoriz-
ing. One piano mask with manual of instruction
and origipal exercises. Send $2. Address John E.
Gantner, 1001 Churchill Ave., Utica, N. Y.
GROTRIAN-STEINWEG PIANOS, internaticn-
ally acclaimed "The World's Finest," imported
from Germany. Write HOLSTAD MUSIC
HOUSE, 337 Oak Grove, Minneapolis, Minn.
KANZLER HARPSICHORDS, finest imported
Austrian harpsichords; modern style. Ingeborg
Kanzler Ebbesen, Redwood Falls, Minn.
PIANO TUNING COURSE-Complete self-in-
struction lessons. Also'teaches you piano regulat-
ing, repairing and other servicing operations.
Wonderful illustrations. Full price only $4.95
postpaid-or c.o.d. plus postage. Satisfaction
guaranteed or refund. Nelson Company, 210
S. Clinton, Dept. AU-100, Chicago 6, Ill.
PLAY ALL THE LATEST POPULAR PIANO
SHEET MUSIC et sight, professional style. $1.00
Walter Kazaks, 234 E. 58th St., New York 22.
ACCORDIONS-Direct from importer-save 50%
and 'more! Free trial. Lifetime guarantee. Trades
accepted. Free Catalog. Write Accordion Manu-
facturers, Dept. 96EU, 2003 Chicago, Chicago
22, Illinois.
ARRANGEMENTS-rich, full. sounding Tenor
Band Arrangements, "Pops," Standards, Specials.
Bob Bullard, 1118 North Sixth, Maywood, Ill.
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HAND BUILDING EXERCISES FOR PIAN-
ISTS by Weldon Carter. Teachers, concert
pianists, advanced students. A better technic
with 20 minutes daily practice. Send $1.00 for
copy to Washington Musical Institute, 1730
Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
SCIENTIFIC SIGHT READING guarantees im-
mediate sight reading improvement-86 pages-
$l-Morong, Box 21, Brooklyn 25, New York.
MODERN INDIVIDUALIZED PIANO or organ
taught by tape recording and correspondence.
Write for infonnation: GEORGE FORGE NA-
TIONAL CORRESPONDENCE COURSE. Box
56, ETUDE Magazine, Bryn Mawr, Pe.
MUSICAL STATIONERY Business cards, ad-
cards. Samples. Gerry's P. O. Box 664, Potts-
town, Pa.
THE WINSETT TRANS POSER takes the con-
fusion out of transposing sheet music from one
key to another. Saves time. Plastic slide rule.
$4.95 postpaid. P. Winsett ce., Key West,
Florida.
WANTED TO BUY HARP. Write to Remlin's
Violin Shop, 326% 3d Street, Red Wing, Minn.
FOR SALE. Mrs. A. M. Virgil Technlclavier,
mahogany case. Good condition. J. Austin Daly,
East Northfield, Mass.
SONGWRITERS - I'll make you a complete
piano arrangement from your plain melody.
Write for information or send song with only
25¢ for postage and handling to: Musical ad-
viser, 15 Almond St., Gloversville, N. Y.
FOR SALE. Rare recordings, free lists. Collec-
tions bought. E. Hirschmann, 100 Duncan Ave.,
Jersey City, New Jersey.
ARE YOU A CHRISTIAN SINGER, OR MUSI·
ClAN? Are you a "HAPPY HEART"? For in-
forrnatton, write: The "Wright" Music, 2213
Christine St., Wayne, Michigan.
RECORDERS (Wood Rutes). Ideal for home,
school, club-easy to learn. Free catalog. The
Recorder Shop, 309 W. Fourth, Los Angeles 13,
Calif.
SONGWRITERS! FREE MELODY with our
servicesl! Leads-piano copies prtnted-c-publica-
tion-recordings! Kermit's Song Service, 1206
E. Monsey Ave., Scranton 9, Pa.
FOR SALE: Several old Italian Violins, write
ETUDE, Box 60, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
LATEST NOVELTY! Rigoletto brand electric
accordionet. Piano style, Bb-C. Two octaves,
26 keys. Electric motor with blower. Fits any
wall outlet of 110 volts, A.C. current. (Weight
with box, 6% lbs.) $25. Lellep, 241 Sixth St.,
San Francisco 3, Cal. .
NOTE READING AID. A graphic picture of
the relationship between note staff lines and
keyboard. Speeds learning,. corrects difficulties.
25¢ per copy, 6 copies $1.00. C. D. Wiegers,
2008 Ann, St. Louis 4, Missouri.
WANTED. Copies of "Howe's Original Violin
Schoo1." "The Mastery of the Bow and BoWing
Subtleties." F. E. Borst, 1704 Shawnee St
Leavenworth, Kans. >,
SCHOOL BAND LIBRARY
(Continued from Page 59)
selection of courses from a dinner menu,
presents an individual problem for de-
cision.
The ultimate value of the library will
depend on the use that is made of it
and it is this individual care and
thought given to the acquisition of each
item, which gives the library the per-
sonal qualities so important to insure
its enthusiastic use. In the final analysis,
the quality of the music in the library
may be tested by the degree in which it
provides the students with a worthy
educational and cultural experience and
develops in them a discriminating taste
for fine music.
The band library should contain ex-
amples of the noblest expressions in
music, just as the general library should
contain examples of the noblest expres-
sions in literature. Music should be se-
lected which will give the students a
pleasant, intimate acquaintance with a
wide variety of good literature within
the playing range of their particular
stages of ability. This should not be
limited to works of the great composers
of the past, but should also include
works, when available in playable edi-
tions, by prominent contemporary com-
posers.
The director should keep in mind the
musical and technical limitations of his
players. The grade of difficulty should
be carefully considered so that the stu-
dents will grow musically and improve
technically with each piece rehearsed.
To command the attention of young
players, the music should be interesting,
melodically, rhythmically, and harmoni-
cally. the good library will contain
examples of the best in both old and
new band music.
In concluding the remarks about the
music contents of the band library, it
seems worthwhile to note that most edu-
cators seem to agree that nothing serves
to sustain the day to day interest in a
musical organization more than the
knowledge that at each lesson or reo
hearsal, the players will have an oppor-
tunity to playa good variety of interest-
ing music. This interest is greatly en-
hanced if some music which is new and
fresh to the students be included in each
rehearsal session. For this the resources
of a well-stocked library are indispens-
able. THEEND
ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
17-Music Division,
library of Congress
22-Gary Wagner
23-Ed Carswell,
Graphic House, Inc.
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the
A Awards. Stimulate interest with musicaljewelry,plaques and certificates. Write for litera-ture.
B Beginner's Book. (Revised) Get off to awinning start. SCHOOL FOR THE PIANO-FORTE by Theodore Presser stirs enthusiasm
and develops skill ... $1.00
c Command of the Keyboard. Techniqueand musicianship. Edited by Alfred Mirovitch.
Now in 4 volumes ... $1.50 each
D Duets: four hand fun. Here are two greatbooks. Write for more. SIDE BY SIDE Ella
Ketterer .... 85
YOUR FAVORITE DUETS G. W. Anthony
. $1.25
E Easy Bright and breezy-fun and easy! Mod-ern music arranged by Agay for grades 2 and 3.
... $1.00 each
BARTOK IS EASY
PROFOFIEV IS EASY
F AmericanSiegmeister.Folk-Ways U. S. A. Nativemusic compiled and edited by Elie
Two volumes ... $1.25 each
G Jessie L. Gaynor. The finest piano teachingmusic.MARCH OF THE WEE FOLK Solo for
grade 2 .... 35
FIRST PEDAL STUDIES Fundamentals of
pedal technique.. .60
MINIATURE DUETS Tuneful material for
tots ... 75
Highlights of Famil.iar Music for
Piano. For the average player ... $1.25 each
Vol. I 75 selections
Vol. 2 77 selections
King-Size entertainment by Stanford King.
STUDIES ON FAMOUS TUNES ... $1.00
HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES. .90
PARTY PIANO BOOK ... $1.00
TEEN-AGE TECHNIC. .85
H
K
of
successful
piano teaching
L Little Players Series. A piano method byRobert Nolan Kerr.
LITTLE PLAYERS .... 90
LITTLE PLAYERS GROWING UP .... 85
LITTLE PLAYERS HAVE ARRIVED ...
$1.00
My Own Hymn Book. 52 classic song-
prayers for grade 2. .90
Also: MY FIRST SONG BOOK 40 well-known
children's songs for grade 1 .... 90
Music by Ada Richter
OlderBeginner'sBook. John M.Williams'
attractive, modern and practical instruction
book for older beginners ... $1.25
M
o
P
R
Presser The house of good music.
Robert Pace. Have you seen the new Pace
Series-the modern method? Volumes I, II, and
III ... $1.00 each
Also: MEET THE PIANO (for older begin-
ners ... $1.00
MELODY WORK BOOK (supplement to Vol.
I) ... $1.00
Standard Graded Course of Study. A
classic piano course in 10 grades by W. S. B.
Mathews ... $1.00 each
Technic Tales. Louise Robyn's delightful
piano method for students in grades 2 and 3.
Blends exercise with excitement. . $1.00
Mara Ville. Book 2 of MUSIC MADE
EASY is now ready! Combines fundamental
principles with entertaining illustrations and
enlightening visual aids.
Book 1 90
Book 2 $1.25
-"11' 7Bernard Wagness. An excellent piano
Vy course to instruct and interest the student
through the first three grades.
Y Year by Year. A piano course in five gradesby John M. Williams. Ideal for older children
-ten through teens.
s
T
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THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY'·
L Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania ~-
This is the man who bought a Hammond for his daughter
Couldn't playa note himself ... wanted Judy
to be able to do something worthwhile with
her music ... and Judy does ... whenever dad
lets her get a chance at "her" Hammond!
A heartwarming host of fathers are in this
same delightful boat. They write to us all the
time: "Judy (or Ann or Barbara) may playa lot
better than I do, but she doesn't get any bigger
kick out of it than I do. "
The truth is that very few fathers (or
mothers) can be around a Hammond Organ
long without being tempted ... and once they
are-once they begin to realize how easy it is
to get real music out of a Hammond. . how
quickly they can master the few simple funda-
mentals .. and how swiftly they can move
ahead into more challenging music .. then
they're hooked. And they love it.
A Hamrr.ond would tempt you the same way
. and deliver a kind of satisfaction you'd
scarcely believe possible.
Ask your dealer about a Hammond Organ
for your daughter ... and, please, let her play
it. . part of the time, at least.
A Hammond is more fun because:
Only Hammond has Harmonic Drawbars that
you adjust to create thousands of tones and
tonal combinations. Only Hammond has
"Touch-Res-ponse Percussion Controle'» to
give you harp, xylophone and other vivid per-
cussion effects; and Hammond has Separate
Vibrato Controls for each keyboard to make
everything you play sound more expressive
and professional.
Only $135 down at most dealers ... up to three
years to pay. Blond, Ebony or Walnut finish.
*The percussion tones are produced at the option of the
player by playing any selected note or full chord, in a de-
tached mrl>lner, with a fingering pause of as little as 1/20th
of a second.
r------------------------- ,
I I
I Hammond Organ Company I! 4210 W. Dtversey Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois I
1 D J am interested in learning to playa Hammond I
: Organ before buying one. :
I D Please send me your new color brochure about I
: the Hammond Organs. :
1 Name __.._ .. ..__...__..._..... ..._._ .... _ ..._....._ :
I I
I Address ._.. ..._ r
I I
I II City ... .._.ZOne -State._________ I
r ©1"51. HA ONO ORGAN CO .. PAN' 9 I
~ III ~~~~.3 C k ~ l_-_-_--_-_-__-----------------------J
Hammond Organ music's mast glorious voice
